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Preface

I

Alexander Dovzhenko's 1925 self-portrait, which opens this issue, was

reproduced for the first time in the 1960s. At that time it was referred to

I

as "unfinished" by Soviet Ukrainian scholars. Were they unaware of the

1

cubist and constructivist aesthetics employed by Dovzhenko, or were they

i simply not willing to admit that the greatest Ukrainian director "devi-

' ated" from the realist tradition? While the "incompleteness," real or

imaginary, of Dovzhenko's self-portrait is of marginal concern to film

I scholars, its critical evaluation is symptomatic of the Soviet approach to

Dovzhenko's cinema. The consensus among Soviet critics was that

Dovzhenko was a "poet of the cinema" and that he represented a great

;

revolutionary tradition. They persistently assumed a priori that his style

I

was realist and that his influences came from "the people." These

j

suppositions, which were repeated often enough, received the status of

j]

official truths and, as such, also entered Western scholarship. The essays

I

in this volume examine some of these previously held beliefs and attempt

Ij to reduce the genuine "incompleteness" in scholarship on Dovzhenko.

|i Marco Carynnyk's paper shows how limited is our grasp of

j

Dovzhenko's life and creativity. It reveals how a document already

I published several times had been altered. Carynnyk's definitive transla-

I

tion of Dovzhenko's 1939 autobiography is based on the holograph. It

j|

shows how various Soviet editors bowlderized the autobiography while

I claiming that its publication was complete. Carynnyk's translation also

i

has wider implications. For example, should scholars continue to trust the

ji Soviet editions of Dovzhenko's works? How much were the published

|i versions of Dovzhenko's fictional works, diaries, and notebooks

ji "improved"? Do the copies of his films now in circulation differ from the

j

original release? If they do, how significant are the changes? Unfortunate-

ji
ly, the search for answers will require utmost caution and a high degree

I

of scepticism—scepticism that should also be extended to the studies of

I other Soviet film directors and of Soviet history in general.

Written in 1939 on the eve of World War II and at the peak of

Stalinism, Dovzhenko's autobiography was "politically correct." As
Carynnyk points out, Dovzhenko carefully selected his facts and
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confessed to "mistakes" in his past in order to be readmitted by the

Communist party. The degree to which Dovzhenko was sincere can be

established only by comparing the facts he presents with other historical

data and through archival research.

The other four essays in this collection deal exclusively with

Dovzhenko's films. Although they are by scholars of diverse theoretical

backgrounds, they all discuss films that have long been considered

canonical in Dovzhenko's oeuvre

—

Zvenyhora, Arsenal, and Earth—thereby

confirming the critical and theoretical interests these works of art still

generate sixty years after they were made. For an art form less than a

hundred years old this is not a minor accomplishment. Unlike the

writings of earlier Western critics, who were interested in the historical

and ideological aspects of Dovzhenko's films, however, the authors in

this volume focus attention on more formal aspects of Dovzhenko's

filmmaking.

Vance Kepley, Jr. situates Dovzhenko's silent films within the

montage tradition of Soviet cinema and attempts to explain why
Dovzhenko's montage is "hard to follow." Drawing on the cognitive

theories of narrative comprehension, Kepley analyzes Dovzhenko's

narrative strategies. He shows what operations viewers are expected to

perform in order to make the experience of watching Zvenyhora, Arsenal,

or Earth meaningful. They are not led through the cinematic time-and-

space continuum in a consistent fashion, but, instead, encouraged to

formulate a variety of alternative schemata that violate the film's

continuity. "In that variety," Kepley states, "may reside both the difficulty

and the aesthetic richness of Dovzhenko's work."

Murray Smith proposes a rethinking of the relationship between

Soviet montage cinema of the 1920s and socialist realist cinema of the

1930s. He analyzes how the films of the 1920s borrowed from the

established traditions of heroic characterization and typification in

creating new socialist heroes. Citing examples from Pudovkin's End of St.

Petersburg, Ermler's Fragment of an Empire, and Dovzhenko's Arsenal,

Smith discusses three types of individual characters portrayed in these

films: the "positive hero," "living man," and "mass hero." Thus he

situates a proposed "poetics" of interwar Soviet cinema within the

examination of devices and structures used in the films to achieve their

desired effect—revolutionary rhetoric.

Dovzhenko has long been considered a "poet of the cinema." In the

past, however, critics failed to define Dovzhenko's style beyond

providing general impressions of his lyricism and unusual editing

techniques. Bruce Williams looks at the different theoretical approaches

that were taken in the past. Selecting an approach proposed by the
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Russian formalists and conceived about the same time as Dovzhenko

made his films, Williams proposes an analysis of Earth based on the

formal concepts of fabula and syuzhet. He shows how the relationship

between these two elements in traditional narrative cinema differs from

their relationship in films such as Earth. Like poetry, which forces the

reader to focus on the language, Dovzhenko's film turns the viewer's

attention to its formal elements (e.g., photography and rhythm), thereby

relegating its plot to secondary importance.

The last essay is a result of a workshop on film analysis at the

Silesian University in Poland. Waclaw Osadnik and Eugeniusz Wilk offer

a formal analysis of a "film work of art" that has its roots in the Polish

phenomenological tradition (Ingarden, Lewicki, Helman). Their paper

introduces basic methodological notions derived from logical semiotics

and applies a methodology based on formal logic to the analysis of

Dovzhenko's Arsenal. This methodology is accepted in European

(especially East European and Polish) film studies but has received little

attention from North American scholars.

The names of Dovzhenko's films and their cinematic characters are

presented in this collection in Ukrainian instead of the mixture of

Ukrainian, Russian, and English used in the film and video copies in

circulation in North America. Names and terms have been transliterated

using the modified Library of Congress system except for those already

established in English, such as Mayakovsky, Dovzhenko's first name,

Alexander (instead of the Ukrainian form, Oleksander), and syuzhet,

which is the form recognizable to film students.

The publication of this special issue of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies

would not have been possible without the help and encouragement of

Zenon Kohut, the former editor, and the staff of the Canadian Institute

of Ukrainian Studies. I also thank Marco Carynnyk for permission to use

excerpts from his unpublished translation of Dovzhenko's works and for

sharing his knowledge, archival materials, and enthusiasm about

Dovzhenko.

B.Y.N.
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Alexander Dovzhenko's 1939

Autobiography

Marco Carynnyk

Such is the tenacity of Stalinist thinking and Soviet censorship, as I have had

occasion to point out, that almost forty years after the death of Alexander

Dovzhenko we still know little about the man behind the myth and cannot view

his films or read his writings in the form in which he left them} His major

films have been cut; his minor films lie buried in archives; some of his most

cherished projects never made it to the screen; his film scripts have been

censored; his correspondence, diaries, and notebooks continue to be published

only in bowdlerized versions} One piece that has not reached us in anything

like the form that Dovzhenko created is the autobiography that he wrote in

December 1939. Although he composed half a dozen other versions of his

autobiography, this version is the fullest and the only one routinely published in

collections of his writings} It was this version that I translated for The Poet

1. Marco Carynnyk, "Na pozharyshchakh velykoi materi-vdovytsi," Novyny

kinoekrana, 1990, no. 9, 2-3; no. 10, 4-5.

2. Two examples may suffice. The editors of Dovzhenko's Sobranie sochinenii

V chetyrekh tomakh (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1966-9), claimed that the edition is

"canonical" but did not even bother to mark every cut with suspension points.

Oleksandr Pidsukha asserted that his edition, Ukraina v ohni (Kyiv: Radianskyi

pysmennyk, 1990), contains the complete "original" texts of the script Ukraine in

Flames and of Dovzhenko's diaries, but omitted substantial portions of both

(including passages that had been previously published). Vitalii Koval criticizes

the editing of Dovzhenko's Tvory v p'iaty tomakh (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1983-5) in "'Ne

tudy b'iesh, Ivane,"' Literaturna Ukraina, 1 September 1988; and of Ukraina v ohni

in "I ni odyn holos z Ukrainy ... Rekviiem moskovskoi katorhy Oleksandra

Dovzhenka," Dnipro, 1991, no. 6, 92-107.

3. There have been two Russian editions: (1) Iskusstvo kino, 1958, no. 5, 125-32;

(2) Sobranie sochinenii v chetyrekh tomakh, vol. 1 (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1966), 33-56;

and five Ukrainian translations: (3) Dnipro, 1957, no. 12, 106-14; (4) Tvory v trokh

tomakh, vol. 1 (Kyiv: Derzhlitvydav, 1958), 11-27; (5) Oleksandr Dovzhenko: Zbirnyk
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as Filmaker, supplementing it with passages from the other versionsf Yet the

text Soviet editors have given us is scandalously incomplete. They have trimmed

down or completely cut out Dovzhenko's encomiums to Stalin and excised all

references to his disagreements with the Communist party, thus obscuring his

political difficulties in the 1930s, and they have concealed essential facts about

the composition of the autobiography: Dovzhenko wrote it in Russian when he

was thinking of applying for readmission to the party.

The holograph, a copy of which I recently obtained from the Moscow

archives where most of Dovzhenko's writings are held,^ is written in a neat and

legible hand with very few corrections. It consists of twenty-six pages numbered

1-27. (There is no page 21, but this may be a mistake in the numbering since

the text appears to flow without interruption.) A title page numbered I contains

the heading "Autobiography" in Ukrainian, and there is an addendum whose

existence has not been previously mentioned. In preparing this manuscript for

publication I have revised my 1973 translation to bring it as close to the original

as differences of language allow, and I have updated the notes. Previously excised

passages appear in boldface.

The 1939 autobiography is not the comprehensive study of Dovzhenko's life,

films, and writings that we need, but no future biographer will be able to ignore

what it says about his relations with Stalin, the Party, and the Ukrainian

Communist leaders in Kharkiv and Kyiv^ or fail to consider the implications of

spohadiv i statei pro myttsia (Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo obrazotvorchoho

mystetstva i muzychnoi literatury URSR, 1959), 11-23; (6) Tvory v p'iaty tomakh,

vol. 1 (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1964), 20-35; (7) Tvory v p'iaty tomakh, vol. 1 (Kyiv: Dnipro,

1983), 18-33. Although each of these publications is incomplete, only Iskusstvo

kino, Dnipro, and Tvory v trokh tomakh noted that fact. Pointing out that previous

editions had been abridged, the editors of the Russian collected works impUed
that their edition was complete. The early editions often—but not always—marked

cuts with unbracketed suspension points. Later editions abandoned even this

nicety and gave no indication that they had excised anything.

4. Alexander Dovzhenko, The Poet as Filmmaker: Selected Writings, ed., trans.,

and with an introduction by Marco Carynnyk (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1973).

5. Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv literatury i iskusstva, fond 2081, op. 1, ed.

khr. 381.

6. This is not a trivial point. In a review of Vance Kepley, Jr.'s In the Service of

the State: The Cinema of Alexander Dovzhenko N. M. Lary takes Kepley to task for

noting, quite correctly, that Dovzhenko was "removed from Party affiliation" in

1923. "Dovzenko was the single leading director to be a member of the Commu-
nist Party," Lary writes. "He had special obligations not only to the Party but also

to his colleagues. What role was he playing when he opened the attack on

Ejzenstejn at the All-Union Conference of Cinematographic Workers in January

1935? What distinguishes Dovzenko's work from that of other servants of the
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the addendum: a victim of bigotry and obscurantism, Dovzhenko was himself

prejudiced and intolerant.

1939 in December A. Dovzhenko

Autobiography

My life began on 30 August 1894, in the family of the farmer Petro

Dovzhenko, who belonged to the Cossack estate, as it was called then, in

Viunyshche, a suburb of the small district town Sosnytsia in the

Chernihiv province of Ukraine/ We had seven or seven and a half

desiatins of land/ The land was very mediocre, and to supplement his

income from farming Father worked as a carrier and extracted tar.

My parents were illiterate. Grandmother and Great-grandmother

were also illiterate. Grandfather was literate, however, and Father never

forgave him for his own ignorance. My parents had many
children—fourteen in all, a variable group of whom two survived, myself

and my sister Polina, who is now a doctor. The other children died at

different times, hardly any of them reaching working age. Now,
whenever I think of my childhood and of my home, I see in my mind

crying and funerals. And the first telegram that came to our house told

us of the death of my brother, who had been working as a stevedore in

Rostov. I still cannot bear to look at funerals, and yet they pass through

all my scripts and all my pictures.

In all my films there is parting. My heroes say good-bye as they rush

off somewhere far away, on to a different life, unknown but alluring. To

state? What were the compromises, and what is the achievement?" Slavic and East

European Journal 32 (Fall 1988); 487.

7. Drawing on baptismal records, Dovzhenko's biographer Mykola Kutsenko

writes that he was born on 29 August 1894 and baptized on 30 August. Given the

twelve-day difference between the Old Style and New Style calendars in the

nineteenth century, that would mean that Dovzhenko was born on 10 September

1894. M. V. Kutsenko, Storinky zhyttia i tvorchosti O. P. Dovzhenka (Kyiv: Dnipro,

1975), 7.

8. Desiatin: a measure of land equal to 2.7 acres.
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keep their hearts from breaking they say good-bye hastily and carelessly

without looking back. It's the ones who stay behind who cry. This was
my mother. Born to sing, she spent her whole life crying and saying

good-bye. The questions of life and death affected my imagination when
I was still a child so strongly that they left their imprint on all my work.

Thus the image of my mother overshadowed the few other women
characters in my films.

The grandfather in Earth is my own late grandfather. Semen
Tarasovych Dovzhenko, a kind, honest, and gentle old salt trader. All the

grandfathers in my films have been lovingly patterned after him with the

remembered warmth of childhood. They are like a prism of time. This is

why 1 found the character of Bozhenko much easier to create than that of

Shchors.^

The second thing in my childhood that was decisive for my work was
love of nature and a true appreciation of its beauty. We had an amazing

hayfield by the Desna River. To the end of my days it will stay in my
memory as the most beautiful spot on earth. With that hayfield I

associate my first fishing trip, and berries, and mushrooms, and the first

calluses on a child's hands, for we were not holiday visitors. I have not

seen that hayfield for twenty-five years now. I know it has changed, for

I have changed. I don't need to look at it any more; now that hayfield

lives on in my work.

I have always believed that a person cannot be an artist without a

passionate love of nature. This applies to other professions too, especially

today, when we need to rebuild almost everything, including all the

cities, when for the first time the sciences, particularly engineering and

architecture, have the opportunity to be in harmonious union with nature

for the benefit of humankind.

I attended first the primary and then the advanced primary school in

Sosnytsia.^° Learning came easily to me. I was an excellent pupil, and

this frequently confused me. I thought that the teachers themselves didn't

understand something and for that reason considered me a good pupil.

Even now I experience this feeling of amazement and, occasionally,

bitterness when a detail in my work is being evaluated. Yet some

9. Vasyl Bozhenko (1871-1919) and Mykola Shchors (1895-1919) were

Communist partisans in Ukraine during the civil war and the chief characters in

Dovzhenko's 1939 film Shchors.

10. Primary schools in tsarist Russia had a two-year program; advanced

primary schools had a four- or six-year program. Those who were graduated after

six years of schooling were allowed to teach in two-year schools or to continue

their education at a teachers' institute, or college.
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particles of wisdom penetrate my consciousness and tell me how little

has actually been done, how much one must learn and think and know,

not just feel, in order to achieve complete clarity of artistic representation.

I have frequently said at meetings, and in writing about my life

cannot avoid saying again, that I don't entirely like my films. At times I

completely dislike them. I pity them as if they were ugly and clumsy

children and yet my own children. It still seems to me that my good,

honestly made film is somewhere ahead of me.

I was a dreamy little boy, inclined toward contemplation. My dreams

and imagination were so strong that at times I lived on two levels—the

real and the imaginary—which struggled with each other and yet seemed

reconcilable. My passions were not directed toward any one thing. I

thought that I could do everything, that everything was easy, and I

wanted to be different and to have many lives, professions, countries, and

even incarnations. In general my thoughts about a future profession

revolved around architecture, painting, sailing, breeding fish, and

teaching. But maybe I only think I considered teaching then because that

is the one thing I did achieve in my early years.”

I entered the teachers' college in Hlukhiv in 1911, when I was not

quite sixteen. I had chosen this school because I had the right to take the

entrance exam for it and because it granted scholarships of 120 rubles a

year.^^ The pursuit of a scholarship, that is, of the opportunity to study,

was what brought me to the college. I was the youngest there. The oldest

students were thirty or even thirty-two years of age and had five or ten

years of experience in teaching primary school.

I found it difficult to become friendly with these teacher-students and

to study. My preparations for the college were inadequate, and I must

have passed the exam by luck. So I did poorly in my studies. They didn't

give me a scholarship, and for the first two years I made ends meet by

tutoring. Father even sold a desiatin of land; he cut it off from his heart.

He lived his life in poverty and ignorance, and his ambition was to

educate his son to be a gentleman.

The atmosphere at the college was very oppressive, and the town was
small and narrow-minded. The college was training well-behaved,

politically illiterate, and naive teachers for advanced primary schools. All

11. Dovzhenko's childhood is discussed by Ivan Soroka, "Hohol u Sosnytsi,"

Dnipro, 1964, no. 5, 129-31, and Heorhii Zhurov, "Nad charivnytseiu Desnoiu,"

Vitchyzna, 1964, no. 9, 126-9, and "U Hlukhovi," Kultura i zhyttia, 12 August 1984.

12. Dovzhenko's years at the college are discussed by la. Kryvko, "O. P.

Dovzhenko v Hlukhovi," Radianske literaturoznavstvo, 1965, no. 11, 73-A, and
Zhurov, "U Hlukhovi."
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the teachers were civil servants; the directors were even more bureau-

cratic. The college had its own chapel, and attendance was absolutely

compulsory. There I stopped believing in God, which I admitted at

confession to the religion teacher. Father Alexander, the only liberal

among all our teachers.

It was while attending the college that I first became acquainted at

friends' lodgings with Ukrainian publications. These were Literaturno-

naukovyi vistnyk and the newspaper Nova Rada, which were published, I

think, in Lviv and which we read in secret from the teachers as some-

thing native yet prohibited. We were also forbidden to speak Ukraini-

an. They were making us into Russifiers of the country. In the Kyiv,

Podillia, and Volyn provinces later we even received extra pay, eighteen

rubles a month, I think, for Russifying the countryside.

I left the college in 1914 as a politically ignorant youth of nineteen

and a half who could teach school. I welcomed the First World War like

a philistine, uncritically, and when the first war-wounded flooded the

town of Zhytomyr, my pupils and colleagues and I stunned them with

shouts of hurrah and strewed them with flowers. I was an advanced

primary school teacher.

Now I occasionally run into my former pupils. They're middle-aged

people in various walks of life. Was I a good teacher? I ask them. Yes, I

was, they say. Not so much a good teacher as a good mentor. Their

answers make me very happy. I was hardly a good mentor in the

conventional sense. I was simply young, close to them in age, and

friendly and cheerful. I was completely frank with them, and they were

dearer and closer to me than any of my colleagues. I taught physics,

natural science, geography, history, and gymnastics. I turned down the

job of inspector offered to me the second year, arguing that I was too

young, because I secretly hoped to continue my studies. I did not have

the right to go to university. At this time I dreamt of becoming an artist.

I drew at home and took private drawing lessons with the hope of going

to the Academy of Fine Arts, at least as an auditor.

The years passed. None of us threw flowers at the wounded or

shouted hurrah anymore. I looked at the wounded men with sorrow and

shame. At times I turned away from them, unable to bear their glances.

13. Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk was a liberal monthly published by the

Shevchenko Scientific Society from 1898 to 1932. Until 1907, when it was
transferred to Kyiv, it was published in Lviv, then in Austro-Hungary, because

of the ban on Ukrainian publications in the Russian Empire. The daily Rada was
published in Kyiv (not Lviv) from 1906 until 1914. After the First World War the

newspaper resumed publication as Nova Rada.
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The wounded filled the whole town. They leaned out in clusters from the

windows of all the larger buildings, which had been turned into

hospitals; they hobbled about the gardens; they carried their huge

bandaged arms at their chests like nannies carrying children; they walked

through the streets in their cumbersome greatcoats, casting looks of

hatred and anguish at us, the civil servants.

Then came 1917. We teachers, sons of peasants, civil servants of the

tenth rank, greeted the overthrow of the tsar and the autocracy with

tremendous spontaneous enthusiasm. The wave of revolution hurled us

into the streets and squares. The classroom walls split apart before my
eyes. The street became a school. Here most of us turned out to be poor

teachers. I too proved to be a poor teacher. The complete lack of a sound

political education, the absence of any conception of the class and party

struggle, not to mention of Marxism, my own petit bourgeois nature and

the joy of revolution, the joy of liberation from tsarism, and Ukraine,

about which we had been forbidden to read, and equality, and fraternity,

and freedom, and self-determination, and the continuing war, and land,

and liberty, and a host of other new ideas and questions, and the inability

to distinguish the long-awaited truth from the long-prepared fraud, all

this blinded us as if we had just stumbled out of a cellar.

I called out slogans at meetings and was as happy as a dog that had

broken its chain, sincerely believing that now all men were brothers, that

everything was completely clear; that the peasants had the land, the

workers had the factories, the teachers had the schools, the doctors had

the hospitals, the Ukrainians had Ukraine, the Russians had Russia; that

the next day the whole world would find out about this and, struck with

our vision, would do likewise.

I was particularly pleased that Tsar Nicholas II was a Russian, not a

Ukrainian, indeed that his entire family was not Ukrainian. To my way
of thinking this proved the complete noncomplicity of Ukrainians with

the despicable overthrown regime. This was nationalism. At that time all

Ukrainians seemed to me to be especially nice people. It was easy to

complain about the years (three hundred!) we had suffered from the

damn Russians. We had even forgotten Ukrainian and spoke a broken

Ukrainian-Russian jargon. This language made me think of all Ukrainians

as peasants, or at least descended from peasants, not gentlemen. After all,

the gentlemen spoke Russian and wouldn't even dream of speaking

Ukrainian. Hence, we had no gentlemen. Hence, everything was all right.

It seemed to me then that the Ukrainian bourgeois separatist

movement was the most revolutionary movement, the farthest to the left,

and therefore the best: the more to the right the worse; the more to the

left the better. I knew nothing about communism, and if I had been asked
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who Marx was, I would have probably replied that he was a book

publisher. Thus I entered the revolution through the wrong door. I was

unfortunate enough not to have heard a single great spokesnaan of the

October Revolution. I hadn't read a single Marxist book, which would

have shown me the light and properly directed my actions. I paid for the

mistakes of my raw mind and passionate heart with months of suffering

and serious reflection.

I became a Bolshevik only in mid-1919.^® The world had proved to

be much more complex than I had imagined. Ukraine proved to be more

complex too. It had plenty of its own and foreign masters, who spoke

excellent Ukrainian, and the lordlings with whom I associated in my
search for truth turned out to be a sorry lot of ignoramuses, charlatans,

and traitors. I fled from them with a profound feeling of disgust and

bitterness. This memory is the most oppressive one I have. I did not get

away with anything.

In 1917 I was transferred to teach in Kyiv and there entered the

economics department of the Kyiv Commercial Institute. This institute

was not for me either. I matriculated there only because my certificate

did not permit me to attend other schools. It was a way of getting a

higher education. Here too I studied badly. I didn't have the time to

study, for I was teaching myself. Besides, I lacked the necessary

perseverance. Some subjects I didn't study at all; those that I did

like—physics, for instance—were taught in another department. So I

divided my time and energy at the institute between two departments.

During the Hetmanate,^^ when an academy of fine arts—the dream

of my life—was established in Kyiv, I enrolled there too. I remember that

an institute of geography was also established, and I even wanted to

study there, but some event or other kept me from doing so. In 1918 I

was chairman of the student association at the Commercial Institute. I

organized a student rally against the hetman's draft and a huge

demonstration on Korolenko Street. The hetman's officers dispersed us.

14. A. F. Marx (1838-1904) was a prominent book publisher.

15. This date, according to what Dovzhenko writes just a few paragraphs later,

is a mistake, an attempt, perhaps unconscious, to make himself a Party member
earlier than he in fact was. Versions 1 and 5 of Dovzhenko's autobiography (see

note 2) drop the passage; 2, 6, and 7 silently amend it to "1920"; and only 3 and

4 leave it unchanged.

16. Hetmanate: conservative Ukrainian regime in 1918, headed by General or

Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky and supported by the German and Austro-Hungarian

forces of occupation. See Oleh S. Fedyshyn, Germany's Drive to the East and the

Ukrainian Revolution, 1917-1918 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1971).
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killing about twenty people and wounding many more.

I left the Academy of Fine Arts but continued attending the institute

until 1920 or 1921, although I never did graduate—for lack of time, or

because of my impatience, or, more probably, because I didn't find my
calling there. Now when I think about my studies I marvel at how
contorted and dissipated a life I led and how normal and easy a life

today's young people have.

Early in 1920 I joined the Borotbist party.^^ This action, wrong and

unnecessary as it was, happened in the following way. I had very much
wanted to join the Communist Party of Bolsheviks of Ukraine but

considered myself unworthy of crossing its threshold and so joined the

Borotbists, as if entering the preparatory class in a gymnasium, which the

Borotbist party, of course, never was. The very thought of such a

comparison seems absurd now. In a few weeks the Borotbist party joined

ranks with the CP(B)U, and in this manner I became a member of the

CP(B)U.

I was assigned to be in charge of the Zhytomyr Party school, but the

Polish offensive halted this work.^^ Our people retreated to Kyiv, and

I was sent into the Polish underground in the Korovyntsi region, where

I was taken prisoner by a Polish cavalry patrol. The patrol treated me
very roughly. To force me to disclose the locations of our forces I was

sentenced to mock execution. Then the patrol was attacked by one of our

units. I was made to stand as a live target during the crossfire. I

managed, however, to escape to my unit. The next day we were in Kyiv,

and I stayed in the Kyiv underground until the Poles left. After the

liberation of Kyiv I was appointed secretary of the [Kyiv] provincial

department of education.

I worked in Kyiv for about a year. This was a period of very hard

work for me. I was very young and healthy and could work without ever

becoming tired. Besides being secretary, I was in charge of the art

department, was commissar of the Shevchenko Theater, and worked with

17. The Borotbist party, named after its organ Borotba (Struggle), emerged from

a split in the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries in 1918. Unlike the

Bolsheviks, who were largely an urban party, the Borotbists had strong links with

the countryside. They accepted the Soviet platform, but insisted on the indepen-

dence of the Ukrainian republic. See Iwan Majstrenko, Borot 'bism: A Chapter in the

History of Ukrainian Communism (New York; Research Program on the USSR,
1954).

18. In spring 1920 a Polish army led by Marshal Jozef Pilsudski invaded

Ukraine; the Poles were allied with the anticommunist Ukrainian government of

Symon Petliura.
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the teachers' organizing committee. I was also given a special Party

assignment to travel through the villages in the Kyiv province to organize

local governments.

I left the Commercial Institute, which had been renamed the Institute

of Ithe National] Economy. I drew a lot, especially cartoons, and was
intent on studying at the Architectural Institute in Kyiv. But then I was

sent to Kharkiv and assigned to the People's Commissariat of Foreign

Affairs of the Ukrainian SSR.

Traveling abroad had been only a childhood dream. So the assign-

ment to go abroad, even if it was only to Warsaw, disturbed and

frightened me. And why me? It turned out that on learning about my
love for painting the People's Commissariat of Education had advised

Ambassador Shumsky, later well known as a nationalist, to take me into

the embassy and see if I could not use my free time for drawing.^^

I worked in Warsaw for about a year, first with the Russian-

Ukrainian-Polish Commission on Exchange of POWs and then as charge

d'affaires at the embassy. In the conditions of 1921 this desk job was so

unpleasant and tedious that I had to stay inside the embassy building for

weeks at a time. "The embassy is a lousy kitchen," Counselor Khurgin

told me, "where everything has to be kept hot at all times of day and

night." And I kept things hot, until in the spring of 1922 I was transferred

to Berlin to the lower post of secretary of the consulate of the Ukrainian

SSR in Germany (Berlin, Joachimsthalstrasse, 37). After three or four

months of work there I was relieved of my duties and, having been

granted, on orders from Rakovsky, who was on his way to the Genoa
Conference,^° a scholarship of $40 a month by the People's Commissar-

19. Oleksander Shumsky (1890-1946); ex-Borotbist Soviet Ukrainian ambassador

to Poland (1921-3) and commissar of education (1924-7); accused of "nationalist

deviations," he was arrested and imprisoned in 1933. See Mai Panchuk, "Zhyttia

i smert Oleksandra Shumskoho," Literaturna Ukraina, 26 January 1989; I. F. Kuras

and P. P. Ovdiienko, "O. la. Shumsky u roky Zhovtnia i hromadianskoi viiny;

Evoliutsiia pohliadiv i politychna diialnist," Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1990,

no. 12, 105-16; and lurii Shapoval, "Oleksander Shumsky; His Last Thirteen

Years," Journal of Ukrainian Studies 18, nos. 1-2 (1993), 69-84. Pavel Sudoplatov,

a high-ranking NKVD official, writes in his memoirs that in 1946 he was told that

Shumsky, who was then living in exile in Saratov, was plotting to lead "an armed
nationalist movement." On orders from Nikita Khrushchev, Sudoplatov

dispatched the head of the NKVD toxilogical research laboratory to kill Shumsky
with poison. See Pavel Sudoplatov and Anatoli Sudoplatov with Jerrold L. and

Leona P. Schechter, Special Tasks: The Memoirs of an Unwanted Witness—A Soviet

Spymaster (Boston; Little, Brown, 1994), 249.

20. This passage has been omitted from all published versions. Khristian
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iat of Education, entered a private art school with the intention of

transferring to the academy of arts in Berlin or Paris in the fall.

In the summer of 1923 I returned to Kharkiv and did not go back to

Berlin. Events in Hamburg prevented this.^^ The People's Commissariat

of Foreign Affairs, to which I was still assigned, offered to send me as a

diplomatic courier to Kabul in Afghanistan. I was all set to leave when
family affairs kept me from doing so.^ Instead, I got a job on the staff

of the Kharkiv newspaper Visty VUTsVK as an illustrator.^^

I was no longer in the Party; I had been expelled while still abroad

for failing to send in my papers for clearance. Actually, I had sent in my
papers. They were lost at the Central Committee and accidentally found

under a bookcase several years later,^^ as I learned from V. Blakytny,

Rakovsky (1873-1941) headed the Soviet Ukrainian government and was the

Ukrainian commissar of foreign affairs in 1919. In 1923-5 he was the Soviet

ambassador to Great Britain, and in 1925-7, to France. As a leader of the

Trotskyist opposition he was expelled from the Party and sent into internal exile.

In August 1937 he was arrested and then sentenced to twenty years' imprison-

ment. His writings and a detailed biography are available in Christian Rakovsky,

Selected Writings on Opposition in the USSR 1923-30, ed. and with an introduction

by Gus Fagan (London: Allison and Busby, 1980). Two recent studies are: Francis

Conte, Christian Rakovski (1873-1941): A Political Biography, trans. A. P. M. Bradley

(Boulder, Colo.: East European Monographs, 1989); and V. M. Volkovynsky and

S. V. Kulchytsky, Khrystyian Rakovsky: Politychnyi portret (Kyiv: Vydavnytstvo

politychnoi literatury Ukrainy, 1990).

21. A Communist-led strike of Hamburg dock workers was crushed by the

Weimar government, and Soviet diplomats were expelled from the country.

22. The family affairs were probably the illness of Dovzhenko's first wife,

Varvara Krylova, whom he married in 1923. Mykola Kutsenko's account of her

relations with Dovzhenko ("Spovid pro trahichne kokhannia," Vitchyzna, 1991, no.

4, 181-94) is detailed and intriguing, but raises as many questions as it answers.

Although Dovzhenko met luliia Solntseva in 1928 and lived with her until his

death in 1956, he and Krylova, according to Kutsenko, occasionally met and
corresponded over the years and were divorced only in 1955. Moreover, Kutsenko

suggests that Dovzhenko was the father of Krylova's son Vadym Chazov, who
was born in 1933 or 1935.

23. Visty (later Visti) VUTsVK was the official newspaper of the Soviet

Ukrainian government.

24. The two boldface phrases in this sentence have not been previously

published together. Versions 1 and 5 wrote "lost somewhere" and "found under
a bookcase." Versions 2 and 7 wrote "lost somewhere" and omitted the second

phrase. Version 6 wrote "lost" and also omitted the second phrase. Versions 3 and
4 omitted both phrases. The second phrase is ambiguous: the Russian shkaf can

mean a cupboard, a wardrobe, or a bookcase.
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the newspaper editor and Central Committee member, the day before he

died.^^ I took the expulsion from the Party very badly. I searched for the

papers in the files of the Party History Commission, made all sorts of

efforts, and got very angry at the injustice and coldheartedness of the

Party. I rejected out of hand the suggestion by a member, or perhaps

even by the chairman, of the Central Control Commission that I reapply

for membership in the Party, because I felt that I had been wronged. In

short, I behaved stupidly, not as a Party member should, and all my
further efforts went in vain.

I worked on the newspaper staff from the fall of 1923 until the

summer of 1926, supporting myself with illustrations and studying

painting in my spare time. I set up a studio at my lodgings and worked

there for three years. I was not a good artist yet and found it difficult to

study on my own, but I believed in my ability and was firmly convinced

that 1 would become a good artist after ten or fifteen years of persistent

work.

During this Kharkiv period I became acquainted with the Ukrainian

literary world, which was grouped around the staffs of Visti and Selianska

pravda—more accurately around Blakytny and Pylypenko.^^ These groups

were Hart and Pluh.^^ I was a member of Hart as a book illustrator.

Later the famous VAPLITE separated from Hart.^® I was a member of

25. Vasyl Blakytny (real name Ellansky, 1895-1925): former Borotbist leader,

revolutionary poet, and "founder" of Ukrainian proletarian literature.

26. Serhii Pylypenko (1891-1934): Ukrainian fable writer, editor of Selianska

pravda, and director of the Taras Shevchenko Scientific Research Institute

(1926-33) in Kharkiv. He was arrested and shot by the NKVD.
27. Pluh (The Plow) was an organization of peasant writers led by Pylypenko

that attempted to bring literature to the masses. Hart (Tempering) was a similar

mass-oriented writers' group, but had a more proletarian emphasis and through

its leader Blakytny continued the Borotbist tradition of independent Ukrainian

communism.

28. VAPLITE (an acronym for Free Academy of Proletarian Literature) was the

liveliest of the various literary organizations in Ukraine in the 1920s and stressed

literary craftsmanship and a Western intellectual orientation. It was accused of

nationalist deviations and dissolved in 1928. For a history of Pluh, Hart, and

VAPLITE see George S. N. Luckyj, Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1956). Because the Party broke up
VAPLITE and many of its members fell into disfavor, Soviet scholars ignored

Dovzhenko's involvement in the literary and artistic life of Kharkiv in 1923-6.

Two studies by the (East) German scholar Rolf Gobner that do pay attention to

it are: "Zur Wechselwirkung von Film, Theater und Literatur in der ukrainischen

Kunstentwicklung der 20er Jahre: Neuleistung und Traditionsverstandnis des
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VAPLITE too, but then left. I suppose that the bosses of these organiz-

ations thought of me as an insignificant illustrator and a cartoonist to

boot and hence a jolly fellow, but I felt very sad when I realized how
hopelessly provincial and intolerant they were. At times I felt as if 1 were

at a village party and not at a serious meeting and so began to drift away

from them. I did not know what to do with myself but felt that I could

not go on this way. At about this time I became close to the Ukrainian

film organization VUFKU. I made posters for VUFKU and often stopped

by there.^^

The limitations of the literary life, the difficulty of being my own
teacher, the ideas propagated by LEE journals about the uselessness of

painting as an outdated art that would be completely supplanted by

photography,^^ the inefficiency of painting as a means of influencing the

viewer in a quantitative sense, a complicated family situation, and a host

of other reasons, but especially a stubborn desire to be useful to the

people and the Party, from which in my mind I had never been

separated—all this brought me closer and closer to film as the most

popular and most democratic art.

In June 1926 I sat up all night at my studio, assessed my thirty-two

unsuccessful years of life, and in the morning left the house, never to

return. I went to Odessa and got a job at the film studio as a director.

Thus in the thirty-third year of my life I had to start learning all over

again: I had not been an actor or stage director, did not go to see films

very often, and was not familiar with all the theoretical intricacies of film

as a synthetic art. But there was no time to study and in Odessa probably

no one to study with. The studio was quite professional, but its cultural

level was low and its films were not very good.

jungen Dovzenko," Zeitschrift fur Slawistik TJ

,

no. 4 (1982), 619-26; and "Die

kiinstlerische Methode Dowshenkos: Entstehung und Wandlung eines poetischen

Weltbildes im Dialog mit der Zeit," in Er&e und Erhen: Traditionsbeziehungen

sowjetischer Schriftsteller, ed. Edward Kowalski und Georgi 1. Lomidse (Berlin:

Aufbau-Verlag, 1982), 200-24.

29. Mariia Romanivska gives an account of Dovzhenko's involvement in Pluh

and interest in film in her memoir "Daleka nasha kinoiunist," Vitchyzna, 1969, no.

11, 152-9. 1. 1. Zolotoverkhova catalogues Dovzhenko's film posters in Ukrainskyi

radianskyi kinoplakat 20-30-kh rokiv (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1983). Some of them
are reproduced here and in 1. Zolotoverkhova and H. Konovalov, Dovzhenko~khu-

dozhnyk (Kyiv: Mystetstvo, 1968).

30. LEE (Left Eront of Art) was a literary group in Moscow from 1923 to 1930

that published LEE (1923-5) and Novyi LEE (1927-8), edited by Vladimir

Mayakovsky. LEE theory emphasized "documentation of reality" and argued the

superiority of photography and reportage over painting and belles lettres.
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One simple fact helped me in the beginning. I began to observe how
one Odessa director conducted location shooting not far from the studio.

What he did with his actors was so obviously bad that I immediately

gained confidence. I thought to myself: if I can see that it's bad and know
why it's bad, then I'm not so incompetent. What's more, I can just get up
there and do better.

This consideration was wrong. So many times later I saw young

people, apparently erudite and capable of picking apart every little detail

in someone else's work, become helpless and pitiful when the director's

baton passed into their hands. This hasn't happened to me, although I do

work very laboriously. Here I've been holding the baton for sixteen years,

and yet I still think I can't do anything right whenever I begin a new
film.^^ I have never been a coward in creative work, but I always feel

afraid and uneasy. I shall not lose this feeling as long as I live.

Art is as varied and complex as the triumphant development of our

great socialist society, and no talent, no genius can achieve anything in

this art if he is not backed by technical knowledge and—most import-

ant—by knowledge of life. Film requires tremendous industry not just

during shooting, but during the entire intellectual process of creating a

film. Film is an art for the possessed.

In switching to film I thought that I would devote myself to comedy.

My first script, Vasia the Reformer, which I wrote for VUFKU, was
intended to be a comedy, and my first directorial assignment in five

hundred meters. Love's Berry, based on a script I wrote in three days, was

also in this genre. My unrealized films The Homeland (about the Jews in

Palestine), Chaplin Lost (about Charlie Chaplin on a desert island), and

The Tsar (a satire on Nicholas II) were intended to be comedies.

Yet somehow it turned out that I didn't make any comedies. It was

the same story again: enrolled in one department but attending lectures

in another. I did direct the individual comic scenes scattered throughout

my pictures with great pleasure. And I consider what is being done in

Soviet comedy films today to be unsuccessful and wrong in principle. For

some reason we deprive our comic figures of intelligence when we
should be doing the exact opposite. A comic character is not mentally

deficient.

31. This is another significant slip in Dovzhenko's dating of his life. In 1939, at

the time when he wrote this autobiography, he had been working in film thirteen

and not sixteen years. Was he unconsciously moving the beginning of his film

career back to 1923 and thus diminishing the significance of the three years he

had spent in BCharkiv, associating with people who by 1939 had for the most part

been politically disgraced and executed by the NKVD?
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My first [independent] film was The Diplomatic Pouch. Elated with the

success of this insignificant piece, I immediately set to work on a second

film. This was Zvenyhora. The script was written by the writer lohansen

and the not unknown Yurtyk (Tiutiunnyk).^^ There was a lot of devilry

and blatant nationalism in the script, and so I rewrote about ninety

percent of it. The authors then demonstratively removed their names

from the credits. This was the beginning of my parting of ways with the

Kharkiv writers.

Because good scripts were not being submitted to the studio and I

was isolated from the writers for a number of reasons, I was forced to

continue writing my own scripts. Now I have become used to this, but

I think this method of work is neither proper nor useful. It hampers the

director, forces him to perform the creative act twice, and shortens his

life. If I had been given scripts in a normal fashion I could have made
many more films than I did. I admit I have achieved very little in sixteen

years as a director,^^ but this is not entirely my fault. A leadership that

took me for a drudge who would do all the dirty work also had a lot to

do with it.

Zvenyhora has remained one of my most interesting pictures for me.

I made it in one breath—a hundred days. Unusually complicated in

structure, perhaps even eclectic in form, the film gave me, a self-taught

production worker, the fortuitous opportunity of trying myself out in

every genre. Zvenyhora was a catalogue of all my creative abilities.

The [artistic] public was quite enthusiastic about Zvenyhora when it

came out, but the people completely rejected it because it was difficult to

understand. Yet I was proud of the film and even remember boasting

that I was more like a professor of higher mathematics than an enter-

tainer. I seemed to have forgotten why I came to film.

32. Maik lohansen (1895-1937): writer, translator, lexicographer, and member
of Hart and VAPLITE; hew was executed by the NKVD. Yurtyk (pseudonym of

Yurko Tiutiunnyk [1891-1929]); brigadier general of the Army of the Ukrainian

People's Republic and anticommunist guerilla leader; he was captured in 1923

and exploited by Soviet propaganda before being executed by the GPU. His

account of his collaboration with the Polish government against Soviet Ukraine,

Z poliakamy proty Vkrainy (Kharkiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo Ukrainy, 1924), was
reprinted in K)uv in 1990.

33. See note 31

.

34. Sergei Eisenstein recorded his enthusiastic response to Zvenyhora in

"Rozhdenie mastera," Iskusstvo kino, 1940, no. 1-2, 94-5; available in English as

"The Birth of an Artist," in Notes of a Film Director, ed. and trans. X. Danko (New
York: Dover, 1970), 140-5.
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Was this a deception or a betrayal of film as a mass art? It was not.

I did not know the rules yet and so didn't think I was making any

mistakes. I did not so much make the picture as sing it out like a

songbird. I wanted to broaden the horizons of the screen, to break away
from stereotyped narrative, and to speak the language of great ideas. I

definitely overdid it.

In my next film. Arsenal, I considerably narrowed the range of my
purely cinematic goals. I set myself the goal of showing the class struggle

in Ukraine during the civil war. This epic theme was continued later in

Shchors, in a new stylistic form. The assignment was therefore entirely

political, set by the Party.

The characters in Arsenal were hardly individualized. They were

embodiments of ideas and ideologies. I was still operating in the

Zvenyhora manner, using class categories, not types. The grandeur of the

events portrayed forced me to compress the material under many
atmospheres. This could have been achieved by using poetic language,

which seems to have become my specialty. My steps toward realism in

film were very slow.

Although I was not surprised by the reception Arsenal was given, I

was oppressed by it. The film was accepted and understood by the

people and the Party but not by the writers' community or, one must

suppose, by the higher Ukrainian leadership. For betraying "Mother

Ukraine," for profaning the Ukrainian nation and intelligentsia, for

depicting the Ukrainian nationalists as provincial nonentities and

adventurers, and so forth, the film was reviled in the press; I was
boycotted for many years, and the leadership treated me for a long time

with a cool reserve that I could not comprehend. In any case, the

delegation of writers that traveled to Moscow with a protest and a

demand to ban the film was not reproached by the leadership.^^

This was an absolutely orthodox film. One could determine a

person's politics from his attitude toward it. I have well remembered this.

Arsenal was an important event in my life. I became wiser and more

mature as a political worker because of it. I was proud of myself and at

the same time felt very bitter. I realized that our Soviet society was not

as splendid as one would have liked.^^ When I was taking the film to

35. Versions 1 and 5 cut "but not by the writers' community or, one must

suppose, by the higher Ukrainian leadership" and everything after "boycotted for

many years." Version 2 cuts "by the higher Ukrainian leadership." Versions 3, 4,

6, and 7 cut everything after "the writers' community."

36. Versions 1, 2, 5, and 7 cut the word "Soviet;" 3 and 6 omit the entire

sentence.
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Kharkiv I said to myself: The Central Committee of the Party will see

my film and say, "That artist is living right and thinking right. Let's

give him back his Party membership card."^^ But the result was

completely different. Life became hard.

I made Earth at the Kyiv studio. My joy in achieving an artistic

success was cruelly squashed by Demian Bedny's monstrous double-

length feuilleton, "The Philosophers," in Izvestiia.^^ I was so stunned by

his attack, so ashamed to be seen in public, that I literally aged and

turned gray within several days. It was a real emotional trauma for me.

At first I wanted to die. But a few days later I found myself at the

crematorium in the honor guard at the funeral of Vladimir Mayakov-

sky, with whom I had always been on very good terms.^^ Bedny stood

in front of me. I stared at his greasy head and passionately thought to

myself: Die! But he was immune. So we left the crematorium alive and

unharmed.^”

I do not know how it is in other fields, but in art, I think, one must

be moved by positive impulses. I have been both greatly praised and

greatly criticized for my films and have come to the conclusion that the

measure of progress in creative life must be good, not evil. Working with

positive impulses is both easier and more productive than working with

negative ones.

I conceived Earth as a work that would herald the beginning of a new
life in the villages. But the liquidation of the kulaks as a class and

collectivization—events of tremendous political significance that occurred

when the film had been completed and was ready to be released—made
my statement weak and ineffectual. At the Central Committee in

Ukraine I was told that I had brought shame on Ukrainian culture with

my work and my behavior and was called to order. A statement of

repentance was demanded from me, buP^ I went abroad for about four

37. Not published in any previous version.

38. Demian Bedny (pseudonym of Efim Pridvorov, 1883-1945): Communist
poetaster who was considered the chief proletarian poet in the 1920s. The
accusations in his article "The Philosophers" {Izvestiia, 1 April 1930) led to the

cutting of several scenes from Earth. Roman Savytsky discusses the history of

these cuts in "Pomiry Zemli O. Dovzhenka," Suchasnist, 1975, no. 7-8, 106-12.

39. Vladimir Mayakovsky, the famous Futurist poet (b. 1893), committed suicide

on 14 April 1930.

40. Versions 2, 3, 4, and 6 publish the passage without change; 1, 5, and 7 cut

it in its entirety.

41. Not published in any previous version.
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and a half months.'^^

When I came back from the foreign assignment I suggested to the

administration of Ukrainfilm a screenplay that had been taking shape in

my mind about our heroes in the Arctic based on the tragedy of Nobile

and the death of R. Amundsen.^^ The administration turned down the

idea and demanded that I quickly write "something similar" about our

present-day life in Ukraine. I hastily put Amundsen out of my mind and

in twelve days wrote the unsuccessful script Ivan and set about shooting

it. I found it difficult to work on Ivan because Bedny's feuilleton

continued to weigh heavily on my mind. The film was cut and was
considered half forbidden. I was listed in the camp of the biologists, the

pantheists, the Pereverzevists,^ and the Spinozaists—an unreliable fellow

traveler who could not be tolerated. Even the students from the [Kyiv]

film institute who were being trained in my group were considered to be

Dovzhenkoites: that is, counterrevolutionaries in the cinema. I was
deprived of the opportunity to train a crew. And because I wasn't invited

to the film institute—if only to lecture—I was sure that they did not want

anyone to study with me. Later Shumiatsky, the film-industry manager,

stated this quite unequivocally.^^ The so-called proletarian wave in film

was taken over by the Party members and'^^ directors Kordium and

Kapchynsky.^^ I was relegated to the camp of the sterile bourgeoisie as

a talented but politically limited philistine.^^ I suffered. The higher

political powers resided in Kharkiv, I in Kyiv.^^

I began to break down. I became nervous and irritable. I lived in

42. Dovzhenko traveled to Prague, Berlin, Hamburg, Paris, Amsterdam, and

London, where he screened Earth and spoke at press conferences.

43. An international rescue mission was organized in 1926 to locate Umberto

Nobile's expedition to the North Pole. Roald Amundsen, the Norwegian explorer,

perished during the search.

44. V. F. Pereverzev created a literary theory that saw the artist only as

expressing the ideas and tastes of a certain social class.

45. Boris Shumiatsky was the chairman of Soiuzkino, the central Soviet film

organization, in the 1930s. Richard Taylor discusses his activities there in "Boris

Shumyatsky and the Soviet Cinema in the 1930s: Ideology as Mass Entertain-

ment," Historical lournal of Film, Radio and Television 6, no. 1 (1986), 43-64.

46. Versions 1, 2, 5, and 7 cut the phrase; 3, 4, and 6 print it.

47. Arnold Kordium (1890-1969): directed films from 1924. Mykhailo Kapchyn-

sky was a VUFKU/Ukrainfilm executive in the 1920s and early 30s.

48. Versions 1, 2, and 5 cut the word; 3, 4, 6, and 7 change it to "philistine and

fellow traveler."

49. Kharkiv, not Kyiv, was the Ukrainian capital from 1919 to 1934.
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seclusion. One other circumstance made my life intolerable. This was the

Brest-Litovsk Highway, which led to the film studio. I mention it in my
autobiography because it has played an important, albeit malevolent role

in my everyday life. I don't like this highway and have complained about

it daily for ten years. All that time, during every trip over that highway,

I felt disgust. It became the focal point of my mental disorder. Every day

for ten years I tore down in my mind from that broad, beautiful road all

five unsightly rows of telegraph, telephone, and tramway poles and

buried the cables underground. I filled in the ditches and leveled the

bumps, making the road even. I replaced the tramcars, which were al-

ways breaking down, with buses and trolleybuses all the way to

Sviatoshyne and poured asphalt over a concrete base. The street became

wide and straight as an arrow. I tore down the wretched huts all along

the highway and in their place built handsome low buildings. I recon-

structed the Galician Market, the most disappointing spot in Kyiv, and

made a lake on the site with a graceful embankment. I convinced myself

that only when all this was done would directors make good films.

A pernicious dreaminess developed in me. It reached its peak during

the filming of Ivan. I drafted a plan for reconstructing the street and with

foaming lips argued to the regional executive committee and the city

council that it was absolutely essential that the plan be carried out. I was

ignored. Then I drafted plans for redeveloping several other streets and

squares and again assaulted the regional executive committee. The news
of this reached the capital. When the government moved to Kyiv I was
included in the government commission for urban redevelopment even

though I was living in Moscow at the time. But let me return to Ivan.

The demand that I submit the film by October was almost impossible

to meet. It was my first sound film, made with very bad equipment that

the sound technicians had not mastered yet. Nevertheless I did manage
to turn the film in on time, although at the end I had to work at the

cutting table for eighty-five hours without getting up from it. The film

came out raw and shapeless. The [Party] leadership received it badly.

Komunist published an article by Taran, full of threats and malevol-

ence.®” Skrypnyk, the People's Commissar of Education,®^ wrote an

50. Teodosii Taran (1896-1938), a former Borotbist and an official Party critic,

sharply attacked Ivan for "distorting Ukrainian reality" in "Z pytan pro film Ivan

O. Dovzhenka," Komunist, 12 and 15 November 1932, also in Kino, 1932, no. 19-20.

51. Mykola Skrypnyk (1872-1933): a prominent Ukrainian Old Bolshevik and
associate of Lenin; he was Ukrainian commissar of education from 1927 to 1933.

Charged with "nationalist deviations," he committed suicide. He was posthum-
ously "rehabilitated" in the early 1960s. Recent studies include A. Matsevych,
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article accusing me of fascism.^^ I fled^^ to Moscow in order to put an

end to this life in Ukrainian surroundings where I was hated and

continually harassed. At that time I told the [Party] leaders—Popov,

Liubchenko, and Khvylia—that I was dissatisfied with them.^

Immediately after arriving in Moscow I wrote a letter to Comrade

J. Stalin with great emotion and asked him to protect me and help me
develop creatively. Comrade Stalin heard my plea. I am profoundly

convinced that Comrade Stalin saved my life. If I had not appealed to

him promptly, I would have certainly perished both as an artist and as

a citizen. I would no longer be alive. I did not immediately grasp this,

but now I shall never forget it, and every time I think of this great and

noble man I am filled with a feeling of profound filial gratitude and

respect for him.^^ I joined Mosfilm and soon set out for the Far East

with my wife and assistant lu. Solntseva^^ and the writer A. Fadeev^^

to study the region in preparation for shooting a film about it. This trip

was a radiant event in my life. I was enraptured by the country's vast

spaces, incredible riches, and beauty.

I traveled five hundred kilometres along the Pacific Coast and never

ceased to be amazed at what I saw. Standing on the shore of the Pacific

Ocean and looking west, I thought of Ukraine. In my mind's eye it rose

to its true grandeur somewhere far away in the southwest. The vision

Mykola Skrypnyk: Biohrafichna povist (Kyiv: Molod, 1990); and Ihor Sovietov,

"Bumeranh," Ukraina, 1990, no. 20, 6-8.

52. Printed only in version 2.

53. Versions 1 and 5 cut the passage; 3, 4, and 5 soften "fled" (sbezhal) to

"went" (vyikhav); and only 2 prints the phrase without change.

54. This sentence has not been published in any previous version. Nikolai

Popov (1891-1938), Panas Liubchenko (1897-1937), and Andrii Khvylia

(1898-1937?) perished during the Great Purge.

55. Versions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 cut the passage from the beginning of the

paragraph to this point; 3 and 4 print the first two sentences of the paragraph.

56. luliia Solntseva (1901-89): actress (Aelita, Cigarette Girl); assistant director on

Earth, Ivan, and Aerograd; codirector of Shchors; director of Michurin, Liberation,

Bukovyna—Ukrainian Land, The Battle for Our Soviet Ukraine, and Victory in Right-

Bank Ukraine; independently directed Lgor Bulychov (1953). After Dovzhenko's

death she brought to the screen his Poem of an Inland Sea (1958), Chronicle of

Flaming Years (1961), and The Enchanted Desna (1964).

57. Aleksander Fadeev (1901-56): proletarian writer, secretary-general of the

USSR Writers' Union from 1946 to 1955. He played a leading part in Zhdanov's

postwar campaign for socialist realism, but in 1947 was himself charged with

failing to give sufficient prominence to the role of the Party in his novel The

Young Guard.
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strengthened my pride in being a citizen of the vast Soviet country.

I wrote the script for Aerograd in Moscow in two and a half months.

I was in love with the marvelous Far East and wrote the script with great

elation. I could quote whole passages from it by memory without the

slightest hesitation. When I finished the script I appealed in writing to

Comrade Stalin to allow me to read it to him personally. I am amazed

at myself now for having been able to do this. I only remember that it

required a great effort. But the desire to see the man to whom I owed

everything was so great and the desire to express my gratitude was so

persistent that I overcame my excitement and wrote the letter. In

addition^ I had a profound conviction that I would not shock him by

coming and reading.

The great Stalin received me that same^* day at the Kremlin like

a kind master, introduced me, excited and happy, to Comrades

Molotov, Voroshilov, and Kirov, listened to my reading, gave his

approval, and wished me success in my work. When I came away from

him I saw that the world had changed for me. With his paternal

solicitude Comrade Stalin had lifted from my shoulders the burden of

many years' standing when I had felt creatively, and therefore

politically, inferior, a feeling instilled in me over many years by my
environment. My subsequent four meetings with Comrade Stalin

strengthened my spirit and multiplied my creative ability. I made
Shchors on the advice of the great teacher.^^

This was my best film. Working on the script for Shchors and

shooting the film was the most satisfying experience of my life. It took

eleven months to write the script and twenty months to film it. That was

a whole lifetime. I put to full use in Shchors all the knowledge and

experience acquired in twelve years of hard labor. I made it with all

my love and strength as a memorial to the people, a token of my love

and deep respect for the hero of the great Ukrainian October. I felt that

my creative urges were being expressed not in flimsy celluloid, but in

durable stone or metal fated to survive the centuries. 1 wanted to be

worthy of the people and of the trust placed in me by the great man.^^

58. Dovzhenko wrote and then crossed out "the next."

59. Versions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 cut the entire passage; 3 and 4 print the first

sentence of the passage and the last two, but change these to read "My meetings

with Comrade Stalin strengthened my spirit and multiplied my ability. I made
Shchors on [his] advice."

60. See note 31.

61. Versions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 print only the words "1 wanted to be worthy of
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When I fell ill during the work I could not bear the thought that I might

not be able to finish it.^^ Fortunately, this did not happen. I made
Shchors at the Kyiv studio.

While 1 was working on Aerograd in Moscow I gave much time and

thought to civic work, which I loved. I was chairman of the All-Union

Section of Creative Film Workers, and I founded the Cinema House in

Moscow and organized its activities. When I started working on Shchors

I dropped civic work. I had neither the time nor the energy for it. 1

neglected the work in the creative film workers' section and the city

council.

In the autumn of 1939, during the liberation war for the reunification

of Western Ukraine and Western Belarus, I worked in Galicia for close to

two months as a political instructor and film-crew supervisor. I am now
editing this documentary film, after which I shall start work on a script

based on Gogol's Taras Bulba.^^

I am forty-five years old now. I confess that I am pretty tired and

therefore not entirely well. I'm not quite so alert any more. If the reader

sees that I have minimized my defects and presented myself in a brighter

and more attractive light than modesty usually permits, then this is

probably so. Please do not judge me harshly but give me good advice

the people"; 2 cuts the entire sentence.

62. In studying the life of Mykola Shchors, Dovzhenko discovered that many
of Shchors' s comrades-in-arms had been executed as enemies of the people. One
of these was Ivan Dubovy (b. 1896), who organized the Red Guard in the Donbas

region and commanded the First Ukrainian Red Army during the civil war. He
was a close friend of Dovzhenko, a technical consultant for Shchors, and himself

a character in the film. Dubovy's arrest and execution on 29 July 1938 brought

about the coronary disease that confined Dovzhenko to bed for three months.

Throughout the work on the film Dovzhenko was also tormented by the fear that

the presentation of Shchors might not please Stalin. After completing half the film

with one actor in the title role, he started anew with another. See also the entry

in Dovzhenko's diary for 30 April 1944 in The Poet as Filmmaker, 106. For a

different point of view on Dubovy and Shchors see Khrushchev Remembers (Boston:

Little, Brown and Company, 1970), 88-9. Lazar Bodyk, who was an assistant to

Dovzhenko on the film, gives an account of its making in "lak znimavsia Shchors,"

Vitchyzna, 1963, no. 2, 188-200. Oleksandr Fesenko shows how Shchors, a minor

Red Army officer who was not even mentioned in histories of the civil war until

1935, was turned into a legendary hero in "lak tvoryvsia mif pro 'ukrainskoho

Chapaieva,"' Literaturna Ukraina, 17 August 1989.

63. The USSR annexed Western Ukraine and Western Belarus from Poland in

1939. Dovzhenko's film of the annexation. Liberation, was released in 1940. During

the filming he also made numerous speeches to the local population.
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and remember that one man can do only so much, even if nature has

generously endowed him with talent and good intentions.

A. Dovzhenko

I The following addendum was written by hand on a separate smaller sheet

! of paper numbered 28. Unlike the autobiography itself, it is written in

I

Ukrainian, although with a number of mistakes in spelling and language. The

addendum has not been previously published or even mentioned in the notes to

j

the various editions of the autobiography. The passages with lines through them

were carefully crossed out—not, apparently, by Dovzhenko himself. On
Dovzhenko's anti-Semitism and worship of Stalin see my forthcoming article in

Suchasnist, "Nashi taiemnytsi."

I wrote this autobiography for admission to the Communist party.

I gave it to Misha-Vyniarsliy to be retyped at the studio.®^ It was

I
retyped. As a result of this retyping various repulsive rumors spread

|i
among the-¥ids at the studio. Apparently they were terribly anxious to

I
keep me from becoming a Party member. I thought it over and did not

j:

submit my application . I didn't see at the studio any hands to which

ij

t -could entrust my application .

|!
And so I decided to create the cause of Lenin and Stalin for the

j

people according to the voice of my heart and my mind, without

j:

having anything to do with the despicable tradesmen whom I despise

as much as they hate me. The time will come when people will curse

the lies told by these betrayers of Christ, Lenin and Stalin.

2 May 1940, Kyiv

64. Mykhailo Vyniarsky (b. 1912) studied film at the State Cinema Institute in

Moscow in the mid-1930s, worked as an assistant to Dovzhenko during the

production of Aerograd, and after the war was a film director at the Odessa
studio.
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Dovzhenko and Montage:

Issues of Style and Narration

in the Silent Films

Vance Kepley, Jr.

The traditional consensus about Dovzhenko among Western critics holds

that he was Soviet cinema's premier lyric poet and that he based his films

on the pastoral motifs of his Ukrainian peasant heritage.^ This position

is amended, though hardly gainsaid, by recent studies that remind us of

the topical nature of his films and align Dovzhenko with modernist

aesthetics.^ One finds far less consistency, however, in the scholarly

treatment of Dovzhenko's film style. Concentrating on the feature films

of the late silent period, Zvenyhora (1928), Arsenal (1929), and Earth (1930),

Western scholars stress Dovzhenko's montage as the salient stylistic trait,

but they provide little firm ground for stylistic evaluation. Opinions on

his montage range from the claim that he developed a "language of

cinematic symbolism," to the notion that his editing preserved an almost

Bazinian respect for physical reality, to the claim that his editing is

"systematically and disturbingly uncertain.”^

1. See, for example, Ivor Montagu, "Dovzhenko: Poet of Life Eternal," Sight

and Sound 27, no. 1 (1957), 44-8; Marco Carynnyk, "Introduction: The Mythopoeic

Vision of Alexander Dovzhenko," in Alexander Dovzhenko, The Poet as Filmmaker:

Selected Writings, ed. and trans. Marco Carynnyk (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1973),

ix-lv.

2. Vance Kepley, Jr., In the Service of the State: The Cinema of Alexander

Dovzhenko (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986); P. Adams Sitney,

Modernist Montage: The Obscurity of Vision in Cinema and Literature (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1990), chap. 2.

3. Respectively, P. Adams Sitney, "Dovzhenko's Intellectual Montage," in The

Essential Cinema, ed. P. Adams Sitney (New York: NYU Press, 1975), 94; Gilberto

Perez, "All in the Foreground: A Study of Dovzhenko's Earth," Hudson Review 28,

no. 1 (1975), 68-86; and NoU Burch, "Film's Institutional Mode of Representation
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If there is a central theme to discussions of Dovzhenko's style, it

resides in observation that his montage seems to be—to put the matter

crudely—hard to follow. The common remark about Dovzhenko's editing

is that it presents formidable challenges at the level of narrative

comprehension. One of his most sympathetic Western critics, for example,

voices a shared complaint-cum-accolade in claiming that the "demands

[Dovzhenko] makes on his viewers far exceed those made by any of his

contemporaries, excepting perhaps the French avant-garde of the 1920s."^

And this view is not held solely by Western viewers, who might be

suspected of lacking the cultural context necessary to follow allusions that

were evident to the original Soviet audience. Dovzhenko's immediate

contemporaries also apparently felt the challenge: witness Eisenstein's

first reaction to Zvenyhora, in which he professed to be at once exhilarated

and perplexed by the film's elliptical style.^ There is also reason to

believe that general Soviet audiences had difficulty following Dovzhen-

ko's disjunctive films, and Dovzhenko, in his own statements, remained

unapologetic on this point. He even took a measure of pride in the fact

that his work sometimes left audience members confused.^

and the Soviet Response," October, no. 11 (1979), 88.

4. P. Adams Sitney, "Alexander Dovzhenko," in Cinema: A Critical Dictionary,

ed. Richard Roud, vol. 1 (New York: Viking Press, 1980), 279. The critical works

cited in n. 3 above allude, in one way or another, to the demanding nature of

Dovzhenko's montage.

5. Eisenstein recounts the evening in 1928 when Zvenyhora was to be seen and

discussed by film-industry professionals prior to general release. Eisenstein

professed to be at once mystified by the film's many disjunctions ("Goodness

gracious what a sight!" p. 142) and impressed by its bold challenge to conven-

tional film language ("The man before us [Dovzhenko] had created something

new," p. 143). However much Eisenstein might have embellished the account, his

proclamation that this film offered special challenges to spectators rings true.

C'The Birth of an Artist," Notes of a Film Director, ed. and trans. X. Danko [New
York: Dover, 1970], 140-5).

6. See, for example, Dovzhenko, Sobranie sochinenii, ed. lu. la. Barabash et al.,

vol. 1 (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1966), 253-6; and idem, "My Method," trans. K. Santor,

Experimental Cinema, no. 5 (1934), 23. The question of the original public reception

of Dovzhenko's films deserves further historical investigation of the sort that

cannot be undertaken here. The research of Denise Youngblood {Movies for the

Masses: Popular Cinema and Soviet Society in the 1920s [Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1992], esp. chaps. 1-2), for one, has suggested that the montage
films of the 1920s may have met with considerable resistance from general

audiences in the USSR. Her argument is convincing, and I can offer no special

evidence to disconfirm it in Dovzhenko's case. The issue is complicated in certain

cases, however, by orchestrated critical attacks on certain Dovzhenko films; the
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All this suggests a possible point of entry for discussing Dovzhenko's

montage, that being the issue of narrative comprehension. The matter

might best be framed as an analytical question: What problems of

narrative comprehension are posed by the montage style of Dovzhenko's

silent features? Conceived thus, the issue involves positing what a

spectator must do to assimilate the information provided in sequential

images. It entails a specific understanding of the expression "narrative

comprehension" as deriving from narrative theory, and it must be

understood as a term encompassing the cognitive work spectators

perform to make meaningful the raw visual (and sound) data presented

in films. According to Edward Branigan, for example, "narrative is a

perceptual activity that organizes data into a special pattern which

represents and explains experience,"^ and this premise suggests that

narrative comprehension in cinema involves a give-and-take between the

spectator and the film. As a theoretical problem, the issue is not whether

particular historical audiences were confused or clear about a film's

meaning or the extent to which that can be confirmed empirically; it

entails, rather, the general cognitive work a spectator must perform to

organize a film's myriad bits of information into meaningful patterns.

Such students of film narrative as Branigan, David Bordwell, and

Noel Carroll have developed this issue. Their work on cognition and

cinema describes the common interpretive processes spectators activate

to make the experience of watching films fundamentally meaningful. It

accounts for the ways film spectators use familiar habits of sensory data

processing as they watch films, sifting through information presented in

rapid sequence on the screen and organizing it into coherent patterns.®

Such work offers an equivalent for film narrative of what E. H. Gombrich

has called the "beholder's share" in the graphic arts, which measures the

extent to which art works are rendered complete by the viewer's labor of

Stalinist press attacks on Earth provide the salient case in point (see Kepley, State,

75-6). All this is by way of noting that the historical reception of Dovzhenko's

films is a related but separable issue that warrants additional research.

7. Edward Branigan, Narrative Comprehension and Film (London and New York:

Routledge, 1992), 3.

8. See for example, Branigan, Comprehension-, idem, "The Spectator and Film

Space: Two Theories," Screen 22, no. 1 (1981), 55-78; David Bordwell, Narration in

the Fiction Film (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985); Noel Carroll,

Mystifying Movies (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), esp. chaps. 4-5;

idem, "Toward a Theory of Film Editing," Millennium Film Journal, no. 3 (1979),

79-99.
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processing data, filling in gaps, and tracing logical relationships.^

A film does not, for example, dictate meaning to a spectator; rather

it "cues a spectator to execute a definable variety of operations."^® The

spectator typically organizes the data into a working schema he or she

has established from patterns elsewhere in the film or from other sources

and experiences outside the film. A schema is an "arrangement of

knowledge already possessed by a perceiver that is used to predict and

classify new sensory data,"” and in developing schemata the film

spectator may draw on other information in the particular movie, prior

experiences of film viewing, or knowledge of the extra-cinematic world.

As a film unfolds over time, the new data presented to spectators by

successive shots are reconciled with such schemata as the spectator may
have already formulated in previous scenes or shots. With particular

respect to film editing, new shots in an edited sequence are not read as

independent images. They are incorporated into proximate schemata

through induction, and, depending on how complex the editing pattern

might be, the spectator may have to "sift through la] package of

templates, searching for the best fit.'”^ The new information of success-

ive shots may cause the spectator to revise a working schema or to shift

to a new one. Occasionally a spectator must retrodict schemata: the

opening shots of a film might have no immediately discernable pattern,

but once story forms begin to emerge, those early images can be

retroactively applied to a developing schema.^®

The process of adopting and revising schemata seems to obtain for

all cinema, although it might prove more or less complex depending on

the style of the film. For example, a common observation about the

continuity editing style of mainstream Hollywood cinema is that it

provides consistent spatial and temporal cues from shot to shot, and it

thus allows viewers a considerable inductive ease as they incorporate

successive shots into a schema about a coherent fictional world. Indeed,

Hollywood continuity filmmaking performs this so routinely that

spectators expect to formulate from the edited shots a perfectly stable

fictional terrain inhabited by the film's characters. This fictional land-

scape, or diegesis in the language of narrative theory, is supposed to

9. See E. H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial

Representation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 179.

10. Bordwell, Narration, 29.

11. Branigan, Comprehension, 13.

12. Carroll, "Editing," 95.

13. Ibid., 93.
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resemble the three-dimensional world with which spectators are familiar.

Continuity filmmaking, with its familiar devices such as matches-on-

action and matched character glances, works to preserve an illusion of

spatial and temporal consistency from shot to shot so as to place little or

no burden on the spectator to organize information. Noel Burch calls this

the "diegetic effect" and suggests that it supports a purely anthropocen-

tric version of reality that subordinates film space to the simple function

of providing a dramatic terrain for characters.

At the other extreme might be avant-garde films with highly elliptical

editing. They may not offer the cues necessary to reconcile successive

shots into a stable diegesis. The relationship between shots may prove so

open and uncertain that the spectator cannot reconstruct a consistent

space of action, and characters may or may not even be prevalent. In

such films the spectator may have to find other patterns outside the

familiar conventions of mimetic fictions. An avant-garde film might offer

only a repeated visual motif—a certain shape or quality of light, for

example—as the source of patterning. The spectator's labor may prove

the more difficult (and rewarding) for the effort involved in establishing

such a pattern after a possibly frustrating interval of trying to invoke

more familiar narrative conventions.^^

The finding that there are reasonably consistent tasks undertaken by

spectators, but that these tasks may be performed more or less easily

depending on the style of the film, takes us back to a consideration of

narrative comprehension in Dovzhenko. If it is the case that Dovzhenko's

films are—according to some intuitive measure—demanding at the level

of narrative comprehension, perhaps the challenge resides in the

difficulty of forming schemata and incorporating information from new
shots into them. Either the degree of disjunction of Dovzhenko's montage

or the relative obscurity of the fictional world his films evoke might be

provisionally cited as sources of that challenge. The pursuit of this

concern would therefore involve discussing how particular passages from

his silent features illustrate the process of schema formation and modification.

Such an effort would be posited on the critical construct of an ideal

14. Noel Burch, To the Distant Observer: Form and Meaning in the Japanese Cinema,

revised and ed. Annette Michelson (Berkeley and Los Angeles; University of

California Press, 1979), 18-23; see also ibid.. Life to These Shadows, ed. and trans.

Ben Brewster (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990),

esp. 151-5, 244-63. On continuity editing and its conventions, see Bordwell,

Narration, chap. 9; and David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin Thompson,
Classical Hollywood Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).

15. Carroll, "Editing," 88.
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spectator.^^ This heuristic device does not describe an actual historical

subject, neither an American academic watching Dovzhenko's films in an

archive nor a Ukrainian peasant watching the films in the village theatre.

A minimal level of familiarity with the cinematic conventions of the 1920s

as well as a knowledge of Ukrainian and Soviet history would, however,

represent the basic level of narrative competence of such a theoretical

viewer, and those qualities could well be shared by both the academic

and the villager.^^ The spectator must take up the challenge of Dovzhen-

ko's montage style by applying previous experiences of film-going and

by appealing to his or her knowledge of Ukrainian/Soviet history, which

is activated by the films' referentiality.

The process is best explored by appeal to particular sequences in

Zvenyhora, Arsenal, and Earth, the films most frequently invoked in

discussions of Dovzhenko's allegedly opaque style. As a working

hypothesis, 1 submit that Dovzhenko's montage frustrates tendencies on

the part of the spectator to appeal consistently to a simple set of narrative

schemata in the manner of continuity cinema's diegetic effect. Dovzhenko

frequently violates narrative conventions that would normally create a

stable topography of character action, and he calls on viewers to

formulate a variety of alternative schemata. In that variety may reside

both the difficulty and the aesthetic richness of Dovzhenko's work.

* * *

Consider something seemingly as simple as the opening of Earth.

Duly famous for its lyricism, the first shot series forestalls any inclination

on the spectator's part to establish a coherent fictional world. The

opening four shots show grain fields, but they offer no temporal or

spatial cues to indicate whether this is one field in a given setting or

several separate locations. No character action motivates the images.

16. On this construct and its application to film theory, see Judith Mayne,

Cinema and Spectatorship (London and New York: Routledge, 1993), esp. chaps.

3-5.

17. The point may not warrant extended digression, given the heuristic quality

of the ideal-spectator concept, but there is no necessary reason to assume that

actual historical spectators in Soviet Ukraine were particularly ignorant of

cinematic conventions by the late 1920s. International cinema was prominent in

the entire Soviet market in the 1920s. Ukrainian villages were not excluded from

this market, and they had better film distribution and exhibition services than

their counterparts in the RSFSR. See A. Katsigras, Kino-rabota v derevni (Moscow:

Kinopechat, 1926), 18-19, 37; and E. Lemberg, Kinopromyshlennost SSSR (Moscow:

Teakinopechat, 1930), 128, 149-50.
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Indeed, the first representation of a character is the film's fifth shot, in

which a woman's head and a sunflower are framed against the sky. Any
temptation one might have to reconcile the prior four shots as the visual

perspective of the woman in shot five would be spoiled by an inconsist-

ent spatial cue: the horizon line changes for each shot. The only

continuity of the first four images is the rhythm of the grain swaying in

the breeze and the shifting graphic pattern of light and dark within the

frame. The only patterned variation among shots is the horizon line,

which rises with each successive image.

Dovzhenko has designed the passage to frustrate the schema

formation that might be most tempting for viewers steeped in conven-

tional continuity cinema—that the opening shots are presented so as to

establish a story setting, that the shots provide the location for some

narrative action. Nothing will transpire in the space established in these

four shots. Instead the viewer is left to develop a pattern only from the

graphics of the shots. The quality of the mise-en-scene is the dominant

pattern, not an emerging story world. The diegetic effect, in which a

recognizable dramatic terrain is created for the benefit of character action,

is negated in this passage.

This resistance to the possible formation of schemata from conven-

tional story films characterizes much of the rest of the film's opening

sequence. There follows a series of shots of apples on trees. Tight

framings focus attention on individual apples or branches and offer little

spatial context. The shot series concludes with a medium shot of an

elderly man—old Semen, we will eventually learn—lying in a setting that

certainly appears to be an orchard. The first sense of narrative trajectory

emerges when Semen exchanges remarks with another character, Petro,

and shortly one can infer that this is a death watch. The delay of this

narrative information is planned. Dovzhenko makes us attend first to the

physical characteristics of the fruit in those long-held shots. Although

Semen's death will prove to be set in the orchard (as subsequent shots

will confirm), and although a grain field may be nearby (as some
cutaways might suggest), the nature shots are there not so much to create

a setting for the scene as to sustain attention on graphics. Indeed, the

strongest association comes in the graphic match between the apples and

the figure of Semen (figs. 1, 2).

This sequence provides an example of a retroactive formation of a

logical explanation by appeal to a narrative schema; the spectator can,

after considerable delay, establish that a death watch is taking place in a

pastoral setting. But by retarding that schematic formation, Dovzhenko
brings out other relationships that are not subordinated to the demands
of story-telling. For example, the graphic match between the apples and
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Semen suggest an association between humankind and nature that will

be developed elsewhere in the film and is contrary to the anthropocentric

strategies that dominate conventional continuity cinema.

Earth thus gives spectators the opportunity to create logical relation-

ships along lines other than those assigned to traditional diegetic

narrative. Continuity cues, for example, will be obscured or displaced,

leaving the spectator the opportunity to develop alternative schemata.

The scene of an argument between Opanas and his son Vasyl provides

a telling example. The scene is staged in such a way that the backs of the

characters figure most prominently in the shots as Dovzhenko cuts

between the two (figs. 3, 4). He does not cut with conventional eye-line

matches that would establish the location of each character and present

their facial expressions as part of the narrative information.

There is some uncertainty about where Opanas and Vasyl are

standing, whether they have their backs to one another or are perhaps

side by side, and this ambiguous staging violates the diegetic effect. The

dominant feature of the scene, however, is the graphic similarity of the

two backs. This is something that a spectator is free to recognize and to

apply to information ascertained elsewhere in the film about these

characters and their class identity—that they have more in common than

they appreciate at this point. That commonality is suggested in this

graphic match, and the link can be applied to other schemata working in

the film about the need for class unity. Dovzhenko's editing obscures the

spatial relationship between the two figures but presents a potential

association deriving from a graphic similarity.

Another graphic match plays off this same schema. When the tractor

is scheduled to arrive in the village, Dovzhenko shows three oxen framed

against the sky. They are then transformed in a Melies-like jump cut into

three kulaks. Similar framing from below against the sky solidifies the

matching effect (figs. 5, 6). The association between the oxen and kulaks

is suggested graphically. The viewer must complete it, however, by

applying it to other patterns in the film concerning the idea of prog-

ress—that political and technological change will render both the oxen

and the kulaks, in some sense, obsolete.

These examples of schemata development based on graphic editing

rather than narrative economy might initially seem peculiar to Earth.

Dovzhenko's strategy throughout that film is to retard narrative progress

and to challenge the spectator to explore other patterns, to form other

schemata, as it were. Graphic editing as a part of schemata formation can

figure in busier narratives as well, however, as indicated in Zvenyhora. In

an extended montage sequence Dovzhenko depicts the effects of

Ukraine's entry into World War I. Much of the depiction, however, is
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distended and rendered oblique by the relative absence of continuity

clues. The sequence begins with many seemingly random shots of typical

village life, including shots of livestock, fields, wheat harvests, domestic

activities, and the like. The sequence does not provide a specific diegetic

setting; the images could perhaps be taken to represent a single village

or a composite. The schema that a spectator might organize out of these

images might be something like "village life and the land's richness."

An intertitle marks a break in the sequence: "You see, they would

have lived and grown as corn in the fields, if only...." There follows a

series of shots of a bell ringing and peasants from a variety of indetermi-

nate locations apparently responding to it. They seem to abandon field

work and domestic chores to gather in reaction to the bell. Eventually

men gather and march off. The viewer gradually discerns the direction

of the larger sequence: that war has broken out and it disrupts village

life. Dovzhenko ultimately provides a graphic match that confirms this

reading. He shows an open field with haystacks scattered about, and he

then dissolves to stacks of rifles in the field. The framing of the field and

the distribution of the guns form a precise graphic match (figs. 7, 8).

These final images cannot be motivated realistically, since guns

would not be thus stored in an open field. The dissolve can best be

treated as a trope about peaceful rural life giving way to war, a reading

that might derive from the earlier trope in the intertitle. The dissolve

summarizes and confirms retroactively the fact that the sequence

addresses the effect of war on village life. Dovzhenko has organized the

sequence to retain some initial ambiguity about a possible dominant

schema and then to confirm a retroactive reading with a trope. The

engagement of the spectator is to develop a hypothesis as the sequence

unfolds and then to retrodict the final trope to it.

When Dovzhenko develops such open montage sequences, he does

not always provide a rhetorical capstone like this final dissolve. In many
montage passages the spectator is left to work out a set of associations

intrinsically present in the montage without the benefit of a summary
statement. An extended montage sequence in the latter half of Zvenyhora,

for example, shows the rebuilding of Ukraine under Soviet power. The

sequence begins with miscellaneous images depicting an industrial

infrastructure—shots of factory exteriors, scaffolding, and the like. Images

of mining, rail service, and the operation of blast furnaces follow. Soon

finished machines are shown, including agricultural technology, and

these images lead to shots depicting agricultural labor and harvests.

Dovzhenko finally moves to groups of marching peasants, workers, and
young people, including several shots that stress the apparent robust

health of the marchers. As this pattern emerges, an association with
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industry is kept alive by shots of manufacturing that are peppered

throughout the sequence, including its final moments.

The diegetic location of these images remains indeterminate. No
specifically recognizable terrain from the film's prior story is invoked, nor

do the story's established characters make appearances. The montage thus

abandons diegetic orientation and moves to a more abstract, essayistic

presentation of the relationship between industrialization and social well-

being. The spectator cannot appeal to the familiar diegesis for a working

schema, and he or she must find a more rhetorical logic in the sequence.

The image patterns of the sequence present such a logic: industrialization

increases agricultural production, and the enhanced harvests yield a

healthier population. That logical pattern is present implicitly in the

montage design, but it assumes a measure of rigor on the viewer's part

to draw it out.^®

Nowhere in Dovzhenko's work is this sort of associational montage

more rigorous than in Arsenal. A case in point occurs early in the film in

a passage that shows the consequence of Ukraine's participation in World

War I. The sequence warrants a full shot breakdown:

(1) (Intertitle) "And the mother had no sons." (2) Woman sows grain in

field. (3) Disabled, uniformed man in hut. (4) Woman sowing in field. (5)

Tsar at writing table. (6) Woman sowing in field. (7) (Reverse angle)

Woman in field staggers and falls. (8) Tsar at writing table. (9) Worker

in munitions factory. (10) Tsar begins to write. (11) (Reverse angle) Tsar

writing in diary. (12) (Insert) "Today I shot a crow." (13) Woman lying

in field. (14) Tsar pauses and writes again. (15) (Insert) "Today I shot a

crow. Splendid weather. Nikky." (16) Tsar puts down pen. (17) Woman
lying in field. (18) (Dissolve) Soldier in grain field. (Fade out).

Once again the editing does not invite the spectator to posit a diegetic

connection among the different figures. One cannot establish the relative

locations of the individuals depicted in the sequence. The spectator is

thus left to develop a logical connection outside of immediate story time

and space. The fact that there is little forward trajectory of narrative

information would support the strategy of looking for a logical rather

than narrative pattern. Indeed, there is little movement in the shots, and

the only narrative progress concerns the fact that the woman eventually

18. This scene and the ones described in the next several pages resemble the

celebrated practice of "intellectual montage" developed by Eisenstein in October.

Variants on this rigorous, openly rhetorical convention of montage may be found

in passages of other Soviet filmmakers in the late 1920s (e.g., Pudovkin's End of

St. Petersburg). On its application to problems of narrative theory and film, see

Bordwell, Narration, chap. 11.
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falls and that the tsar eventually makes a journal entry.

What the sequence does instead of pushing the narrative forward is

present several figures as being, in some sense, simultaneously present,

as though deployed across the surface of a tapestry painting. The

spectator must deal with the lateral associations of such a deployment,

not the forward trajectory of the sequence. This is suggested by the

rhythm with which Dovzhenko returns to certain figures (woman: shots

'

2, 4, 6, 7, 13, 17; tsar: shots 8, 10, 11, 14, 16). At the very least, such

repetition encourages the spectator to posit a link between the tsar's

I

actions and those of the woman, and one may draw out of that associ-

ation a conclusion about the monarchy's indifference to the plight of the

peasantry ("Today I shot a crow").

The sequence has other images that the spectator must incorporate

I

into a developing schema about autocratic power and its effect on

I

peasants. Why is the disabled war veteran present (shot 3), and what

does one make of the shot of a munitions factory worker (shot 9)? The

I

schema might be expanded in light of logical relations deriving from

i

these images. The intertitle about the mother not having sons may offer

ironic commentary on the disabled man: a husband or son has been

! rendered inanimate, as it were, by war wounds. The mother, in turn, is

I
left to sow the field. The munitions worker's image might encourage one

I

to broaden the schema even more. The worker produces the materials of

war that rendered the war veteran an invalid.

Finally, a spectator must appeal to an extended intellectual map
about class and power relations to work out all the associations of the

sequence: the worker produces the munitions of war under the authority

of the tsar; those munitions have left the war veteran disabled and unable

[

to work the fields; the woman, in turn, must do this work, and she

suffers under that burden. A schema deriving from the spectator's

knowledge of class relations and Russo-Ukrainian history would make
this reading possible. Whether one stops short with a more local reading

of the scene as displaying the tsar's petty indifference or traces out these

more elaborate allusions, meaning accumulates in proportion to the

spectator's intellectual labor of following logical paths and developing

patterns.

The subsequent sequence in Arsenal assumes a similar level of

interpretive activity on the viewer's part. The sequence begins with shots

showing artillery shells being manufactured. It then moves to a barren

field where a one-armed man in a tattered military uniform leads a horse.

Shots at that location are crosscut with the interior of a peasant hut where

a tired, dispirited woman is implored by two children. At one point the

man lifts a single, meagre stalk, which confirms for the spectator how
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depleted this field actually is. Dovzhenko then cuts to a shot of one of the

children crying to the woman. The scene climaxes when the man turns

in frustration and begins beating his horse, and the woman is seen

repeatedly striking the children. Dovzhenko cuts back and forth for

several seconds on this parallel action. When the beating stops, the man
falls exhausted in the field, and Dovzhenko cuts from that image to one

of the children crying from the abuse. Dovzhenko then returns to the

field and ends the sequence with the horse speaking to the man, telling

him that he was "wasting blows on me."

The anthropomorphic gesture of the talking horse may be the most

memorable ingredient of this scene for many viewers, but the beholder's

share throughout much of the sequence involves finding a way to

reconcile the two strains of the crosscutting. The spectator must posit a

relationship between those two sets of events. Dovzhenko's pattern of

crosscutting on the repeated rhythm of the blows being struck cues the

spectator to associate the two sets of violent actions. Common coding of

cinematic crosscutting might suggest that the two episodes are happening

in the same story-time, and there is nothing in the sequence to gainsay

such an assumption. Nevertheless, there are no temporal clues on the

order of a D. W. Griffith last-minute rescue to confirm a story-time

simultaneity. Nor does the narrative provide any information that would

confirm a particular link between the man and woman depicted in the

two editing chains; they are not specifically introduced as spouses, for

example.

The spectator is thus left to locate a common ingredient from the

material in the parallel passages. In this case it would be food, a link that

suggests a causal connection between the sequence's two strains: the

failure of the land to produce food, as revealed in the section in the field,

results in domestic hunger, as manifested in the images of the woman
and children. The spectator may be able to apply this retroactively to the

shots of the munitions being manufactured and to the fact that the man
is an amputee. This can induce the spectator to link war with domestic

violence: war's damage to the land (and to men who would normally till

it) produces hunger, which leads to domestic violence. The spectator may
or may not then work out more subtle relationships within the sequence;

for example, certain framings of the old man's face and those of the

children equate the two and possibly suggest that both are victims. In any

event, the beholder's share is enlarged by the absence of conventional

cues about the diegetic situation of these two strains, but so might the

viewer's intellectual reward be enlarged in working out the sequence's

possible puzzles.

Even episodes that involve a stable diegesis can include strategic
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ambiguities. In a sequence early in Earth, old Petro visits the grave of his

dead friend Semen while Opanas plows his fields:

(1) Petro at graveside. (2) Four children hiding behind another grave.

They gaze off right and one calls out. (3) Petro at graveside. Leans down
toward grave. (4) (Match on action) Petro puts ear to grave and speaks.

(5) (Dialogue title) "Where are you. Semen?" (6) Petro with ear to grave.

(7) Children hiding behind grave call out and laugh. (8) Semen over

grave. (9) Children call out. (10) Petro glances back left and speaks. (11)

Opanas's oxen pulling plow. (12) Petro at graveside. (Fade out).

In this instance the conventional continuity cues are present to permit a

spectator to establish a reliable terrain of activity. The glances of the

children off right (shots 2, 7, 9) are consistent with the return glance of

Petro when he responds to their teasing by glancing back left (shot 10).

This confirms the locations of these characters. Also the matches on action

(shots 3, 4) and sound (Petro's response to the children's noise: shots 2,

3 and 9, 10) provide exact continuity of time. This sequence is thus "tied

together" much more securely than others discussed in this study.

Within this diegetically secure passage Dovzhenko nevertheless plays

on a spatial uncertainty. Where is the plowing taking place (shot 11)? Is

it near the cemetery? That uncertainty offers an opportunity for variant

readings. Petro apparently thinks he hears something from the grave, as

though Semen can indeed answer from the dead ("Where are you.

Semen?"). He then notices the impish children and suspects that he may
have heard them, and the spatial cues certainly confirm that he would
have heard their teasing calls. Dovzhenko leaves open, however, the

possibility that Petro heard—or even perhaps felt through a gentle

vibration—the oxen plowing and that he took this as a response from the

grave. Wherever the plowing might actually happen in space, one is cued

to understand that it takes place during this encounter. Petro's immediate

sensory response to the land, its sound and even its feel, is given

dramatic form in this reading of the scene.

A revised schema based on such a reading permits the spectator to

pursue other potential associations. The sound of the plowing might

metaphorically provide Semen's response to Petro's all-too-literal

question. Semen might, in some sense, be a part of the earth Opanas tills.

Or Semen might seem to be, in some way, reincarnated in the children

who play nearby, since they represent a subsequent generation. Themes
about death and replenishment have been well established by this point

in the film, and the spectator could well draw on them for a schema that

produces some of these conclusions.

Dovzhenko does not always use sequence-length patterns to

challenge viewers. He often employs very local montage devices that
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contain disjunctions or violations of spectator expectation. In some cases

he plays off the conventions of continuity editing to cue particular

responses.

An example of this is provided by a false match-on-action in

Zvenyhora. At the end of a montage sequence depicting the industrializ-

ation of Ukraine, Dovzhenko shows coal carts being pushed along rails

in a mine shaft. The carts move from screen right to screen left, presum-

ably toward the mine's entrance. Dovzhenko then cuts to a hillside and

shows the Grandfather backing out of a hole. Grandfather's right-to-left

movement as he exits the opening picks up the movement of the carts,

and the hole from which he emerges displaces a mine-shaft entrance in

the continuity pattern of the two shots. The false match seems to be

designed to develop an irony—that Grandfather has extracted a meagre,

rusty sword instead of riches. The viewer's momentary dislocation

resulting from the false match gives way to a recognition of the irony and

to a possible comparison of the land's true wealth (natural resources such

as the coal) to its alleged wealth (mythical treasures). This ironic joke and

its larger implications derive from the tropic quality of the false match.

A similarly tropic gesture is to be found in Arsenal, and it also

involves disjunctive montage. As fighting continues in the streets of Kyiv,

a Rada official threatens to execute a captured Bolshevik. In a test of

wills, however, the Rada supporter cannot pull the trigger, and he

surrenders the gun to the Bolshevik. With little hesitation, the Bolshevik

points the pistol at his adversary and fires. At the instant that he pulls

the trigger, however, Dovzhenko cuts away to a stack of spent, smoking

artillery casings in an unspecified location of the running battle. Then he

cuts back to the prior location to show the Rada official lying dead at the

Bolshevik's feet, the smoking pistol still in the latter's hand (figs. 9, 10,

11 ).

Dovzhenko does not show what one might normally think of as the

most important moment of the confrontation, the shooting itself. He
violates a cardinal rule of continuity editing by cutting away from an

action at its dramatic climax. But in doing so, he encourages the spectator

to trace a new association. The spectator must reconcile the image of the

artillery shells with the execution scene that brackets it. A tropic

association comparing a single part (one pistol shot) and a larger whole

(an entire artillery barrage) provides the connection. The synecdochic

cutaway breaks the narrative continuity of the execution scene, but it

might encourage the spectator to link this single execution to the larger

consequences of warfare.

An even more disruptive editing tactic in Earth plays on viewer

expectation. This occurs at the end of the scene depicting Semen's death.
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Semen lightly folds his hands over his breast and lies back, and Dov-

zhenko shows several reaction shots of family members that suggest their

acceptance of his death. Dovzhenko concludes the scene with a medium
close-up of Semen lying on the ground. After a partial fade, Dovzhenko

cuts abruptly to shots of women wailing wildly in apparent grief. The

transition is not accompanied by information (a narrative intertitle, for

example) that would reorient the spectator. The background has changed

to an interior, but the tight framing of the shots makes the animated

behavior of the characters, rather than the setting, the salient ingredient

of the images. One is momentarily unsure who these people are (since

they have not been introduced previously) and where the new action is

taking place.

In the absence of other continuity cues, one is at least momentarily

left to apply these images to a schema from the opening scene of Semen's

death. The recency effect of the death scene provides the only explanation

of the characters' behavior, and one's first hypothesis is likely to be that

they must be lamenting Semen's death. One is thus likely to absorb these

shots into a schema about death and mourning. Dovzhenko has withheld

information, however, and he soon reveals that the figures are kulaks

(something some viewers might have picked up from clues such as

clothing) who are bewailing their imminent loss of power. One's

momentary uncertainty and possible false hypothesis reveal how viewer

expectation can be exploited narratively, and they make one aware of the

process of schema formation and revision in narrative comprehension.

Indeed, those many occasions when Dovzhenko's montage style

disrupts viewing conventions and challenges spectators to work out

secondary patterns of meaning point to the larger consequence of the

alleged difficulties posed by his style. The issue is not so much that there

are special, preferred readings and that some spectators are acute enough

to discern them while others are not. The issue is more that Dovzhenko's

elliptical style provides more room for spectators to develop myriad

readings than might be the case in conventional continuity filmmaking.

The beholder's share, which is restricted (though certainly not eliminated)

by continuity cinema's predictable practices, is enlarged and made
manifest in Dovzhenko. The brief inventory of scenes and devices

presented in this essay suggests some of the ways that Dovzhenko's

montage implicates the viewer in the art work by calling on him or her

to make and remake meanings that are only implicit in the text. The
variety of schemata invoked in the scenes studied—from large-scale

socio-political patterns to specific tropes—confirms the richness of

Dovzhenko's aesthetic project.
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Since this account is necessarily incomplete, one might rightfully ask

what other types of schemata could come into play in Dovzhenko's films.

One could well imagine viewers who were steeped in the national and

peasant cultures of Dovzhenko's background drawing from such forms

as folklore or peasant art in forming schemata. Or a consideration of

Dovzhenko's early sound films (e.g., Ivan [1932]) might show how certain

associations are developed through sound-image counterpoint. And one

might note how the later films, produced under the pressures of "high

Stalinism" and the dictates of socialist realism (e.g., Michurin 11949]),

revert to a more conventional continuity style that might restrict the

viewer's interpretive possibilities. Indeed, one way to discuss the effect

of socialist realism on Soviet film style would be to ascertain whether the

style offered only a very narrow set of schemata to spectators, thus

limiting the spectator's response.

Any or all of these concerns could derive logically from an appreci-

ation of the extent to which Dovzhenko's montage makes one aware of

narrative processes. Unlike such colleagues as Kuleshov, Pudovkin, and

Eisenstein, Dovzhenko did not develop a sustained theoretical account of

his montage style. The style itself, however, is not without considerable

theoretical interest.
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The Influence of Socialist Realism

on Soviet Montage:

The End of St. Petersburg,

Fragment of an Empire, and
Arsenal

Murray Smith

Don't use cheap psychology; what's the use of that when we are

building a glorious future? ... 1 may be a bastard, but I am a

builder of communism and that is more important.

Dovzhenko, Poem of an Inland Sea}

This excerpt from Dovzhenko's script engages with a common problem-

atic in Soviet film and literature from the 1920s onwards, concerning the

role of the individual character, and more precisely, of "the hero" in

agitational narratives. As David Bordwell suggests, the function of the

individual in the overall aesthetic of Soviet film is crucially different from

that in other modes, notably that of classical Hollywood cinema:

The most obvious result of "rhetoricizing" the fabula [story] world is the

changed conception of character. Narrative causality is construed as

supraindividual, deriving from social forces described by Bolshevik

doctrine. Characters . . . become prototypes of whole classes, milieux, or

historical epochs.^

1. Words spoken by the construction chief, a "dandy with the brain of an

engineer and the conscience of a bedbug." He utters the lines to a girl he has

seduced, made pregnant, and then abandoned. Marco Carynnyk, "Introduction:

The Mythopoeic Vision of Alexander Dovzhenko," in Alexander Dovzhenko, The

Poet as Filmmaker: Selected Writings, ed. and trans. Marco Carynnyk (Cambridge:

MIT Press, 1973), xxxv.

2. David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film (Madison: University of

Wisconsin Press, 1985), 235.
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Within Soviet debates on the cinema, the question of character was never

as prominent as those concerning the relative merits of documentary and

drama or the relation between theatre and cinema, though it was clearly

central to the rejection of 'l?ourgeois psychologism." The notion of the

type—a character defined by his or her emblematic function as representa-

tive of specific classes or eras—was integral to these debates. This concept

has its roots in the letters of Engels and, perhaps more proximately, in

the work of the Russian "radical democrats" of the nineteenth century,

in particular Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov.

The broad aim of this essay is to outline a "poetics" of the type in

Soviet films of the 1920s and 1930s that depict episodes in the history of

revolutionary socialism. Such a project has two essential components:

first, an analysis of the notions of character and "hero" in circulation in

the cinematic and literary theory of the time; and second, an examination

of the devices and structures used in relation to characterization in the

films themselves.^ In this respect I conceive of this study as an elabor-

ation of David Bordwell's analysis of "Soviet montage" as the founding

model of what he calls "historical-materialist narration." As the quotation

above suggests, this form of narration tends to subordinate individual

characterization to the demands of revolutionary rhetoric.'^ Within this

broad aim, I want to advance a more specific thesis, concerning the

relationship between Soviet montage and socialist realism, the aesthetic

doctrine officially adopted in the 1930s. Although recent historiography

has begun to question the divisions assumed between the period of the

New Economic Policy and the era beginning with the First Five-Year Plan

and the "cultural revolution," a gulf is still assumed to exist between

montage and socialist realist aesthetics.^ In many ways this is perfectly

3. I have tried to avoid in this formulation a hierarchization of theory and

practice—films as attempts at "realizing" theoretical notions. Soviet film theory

of the 1920s is, of course, exceptional in the degree to which it was tied to

problems of practice; and by the same token, a filmmaker like Dovzhenko, who
wrote little that was of theoretical interest or sophistication, produced films that

are immensely suggestive in their "theoretical" implications, as I hope to demon-
strate. We might better conceptualize the whole field of filmmaking and writing

in this period as one of praxis.

4. Bordwell, chap. 11.

5. Richard Taylor, for example, writes of the cultish, hero-centred dramas of

socialist realism as the "complete antithesis of the montage cinema with which the

avant-garde of the 1920s was so closely associated." See "Red Stars, Positive

Heroes and Personality Cults," in Stalinism and Soviet Cinema, ed. Richard Taylor

and Derek Spring (London: Routledge, 1993), 82. In fairness, I should indicate that

more generally Taylor's work, along with the other essays in this volume, is
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correct, but I want to argue that the traditional contrast between the two

aesthetics obscures the fact that central features of socialist realism were

continuous with, rather than inversions of, features of the "formalist"

films. The pivotal figure in socialist realist narrative, the "positive hero,"

is very much present in the experimental films of the 1920s, albeit placed

within the overall form of the film in a very different way.

It may seem that the notion of the type is straightforward and hardly

in need of such an examination or deserving of anything so grandilo-

quent as a "poetics." If we consider, though, the range of characterization,

the different degrees of psychological individuation, evident in the films

of Room, Ermler, Pudovkin, Dovzhenko, and Eisenstein, then the

pertinence and complexity of the issue should be apparent. In this paper

I will be concerned with three films produced within a two-year period

that witnessed some of the most formally innovative work of the 1920s,

as well as an increase in the calls for the "more accessible" form of what

would become known as socialist realism: The End of St. Petersburg

(director Vsevolod Pudovkin, 1927), Fragment of an Empire (Friedrich

Ermler, 1929), and Arsenal (Alexander Dovzhenko, 1929). All three films

came to be regarded as "formalist," but while they draw upon similar

cultural traditions and materials, they manifest quite different charactero-

logical structures.^ As a framework for this analysis, I will initially lay

out the terms of the debate around character within Soviet literary and

cinematic theory.

Broadly speaking, three distinct strategies of typification can be found

in Soviet aesthetic theories of the 1920s. The first, the so-called positive

hero, is perhaps the most well known because of its centrality to socialist

realism. The modern origin of the figure lies in Chernyshevsky's didactic

novel What Is to Be Done? (1862).^ The hero of the novel, Rakhmetov, is

precisely the kind of work raising questions about traditional assumptions in the

study of Soviet history. On this question, see especially Ian Christie's introduction

to The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet Cinema in Documents 1896-1939, ed. Richard

Taylor and Ian Christie, trans. Richard Taylor (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1988).

6. In talking of "characterological structures," 1 am referring to that level of

narrative structure at which characters become legible and pertinent. This level

depends upon every aspect of cinematic style (editing, mise-en-scene, perform-

ance, and so forth) working in concert. Thus my essay is not addressing those

debates concerning the relative importance or merits of acting and editing

prevalent in the Soviet Union in the 1920s, and the term "characterological"

should not be understood to refer simply to performance.

7. My discussion of the literary debates around characterization is indebted in

particular to Rufus W. Mathewson, Jr.'s Positive Hero in Russian Literature (New
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a man entirely devoted to the social struggle, an ascetic with no

emotional life outside of his revolutionary commitment. The "positive"

or "integrated hero" (integrated within the struggle) was opposed to the

"superfluous man," an alienated figure characterized by defeatism and

an inability to act—a trait to be dubbed "Oblomovism" by Dobroliubov

later in the century after Goncharov's fictional creation, the most indolent

man in the world.

The positive hero reappears in the form of Pavel, the hero of Gorky's

Mother (1900). As Gorky's novel became a model for socialist realism, so

Chernyshevsky's hero came to be regarded as the prototype for the hero

of socialist realism. By the time of Zhdanov's 1946 address, Marx and

Engels had been entirely usurped as authorities on the role of literature

in socialism and replaced by the radical democrats. The following

passage, from a postwar Soviet dictionary of literary terms is on the

"hero of a literary work":

[T]he positive hero of a work ... set[s] an example for the reader's

behavior.

Just such heroes in the minds of an entire generation were Vera

Pavlovna and Rakhmetov, the heroes of N. G. Chernyshevsky's novel

What Is to Be Done? In Gorky's novel Mother the heroes are Pelageya

Nilovna and Pavel Vlasov; the heroes of N. Ostrovsky's novel How the

Steel Was Tempered (The Making of a Hero) are Pavel Korchagin, Seryozha

and Valya Bruzzhak, and Zhukhrai.®

Though positive heroes were little theorized by filmmakers and writers

in the 1920s, such figures were clearly used by filmmakers of the decade,

including those whose work in the 1920s would seem the most radically

dissimilar to socialist realism. Examples include Pavel in Pudovkin's

Mother, Vakulinchuk in Eisenstein's Potemkin, and Tymish in Dovzhenko's

Arsenal.

Chernyshevsky's novel had been written in reaction to Turgenev's

Fathers and Sons, the central character of which is a failed revolutionary.

This socially compassionate but more psychologically complex hero

descends through the work of Tolstoy and resurfaces in the 1920s, when
it was most explicitly formulated and theorized at the Eirst Congress of

Proletarian Writers in 1928 by the RAPP (Russian Association of

Proletarian Writers). Reacting against the "crude tendentiousness of early

York: Columbia University Press, 1958) and Edward J. Brown's Proletarian Episode

in Russian Literature, 1928-32 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1953).

8. L. I. Timofeev, Kratkii slovar literaturovedcheskikh terminov (Moscow, 1952), as

quoted in Mathewson, 326.
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proletarian literature"’ and the factography associated with the Novyi

Let group and Dziga Vertov, they called for a "living man," a hero of

greater psychological complexity. Aleksandr Fadeev, one of the chief

RAPP spokespersons, wrote:

To portray the "living man" in the last analysis is to show the whole

historical process of movement and development ... the reflection of

social processes in each individual does not take place in a straight line,

mechanically, and ... we must take into account the fact that man is

exposed to the simultaneous influence of thoroughly opposed classes, a

I fact reflected in his psyche . . . the human psyche is in itself exceedingly '

varied, having impulses both conscious and sub-conscious.^°

I

It is important to emphasize that we are still dealing with a type here; the

"living man" is not a simple return to nineteenth-century psychological

realism or the "superfluous man," but rather it is that tradition filtered

i

through the agitational imperatives of aesthetic debate in the early 1920s.

,

Greater psychological complexity is now yoked in the service of the

I

representation of the social struggle.^^ Among the agitational films of the

1
1920s, Ermler's Fragment of an Empire is perhaps the clearest case of a

narrative structured around a "living man."

The third approach to typification will be the most familiar to film

I scholars. This was the notion of the "mass hero." It was expressed within

!
literary circles as a dissenting view within RAPP by Lydia Toom. Her

9. Brown, 79.

l|

10. A. Fadeev, "Stolbovaia doroga," Oktiabr, 1928, no. 11, 171, as quoted in

!j

Brown, 79.

11. The "positive hero" was thought of by its exponents (Chernyshevsky in the

j

nineteenth century, Zhdanov in the era of socialist realism) as an exemplary

}

figure, a model to be emulated, but the leaders of RAPP regarded this type of

hero as a reprehensible romanticization of the difficulties of revolutionary

I

heroism.

I According to Ben Brewster, the notion of the "living man" was advanced

earlier by the secretary of VAPP (RAPP's predecessor), Leopold Averbakh, and

I
was associated with the notion of "proletarian realism." Brewster also points out

ji that the "positive hero" could also form part of the structure of the novel built

j|

around the "living man." This is distinct from the structure that places the

j

"positive hero" at the centre, discussed by Mathewson, op. cit. Nevertheless, it

should be emphasized that characters are always part of larger structures and that

the three character-types that I am outlining would always be manifest in

structures relating them to other character-types. Later in the essay I discuss the

principal structures, those of "apprenticeship" and "confrontation." See Ben
; Brewster, "The Soviet State, the Communist Party and the Arts 1917-36," Red

I
Letters 3 (Autumn 1976): 3-9.
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suggestion was to concentrate on the life of the collective rather than on

any individual, since the Tolstoyan "living man" was an approach suited

only to intellectuals, who might well have a confused inner life, while the

mental life of peasants and workers was too simple to be compelling in

itselfO).^^ Writing in 1934, Eisenstein retrospectively linked these

different conceptions of character and typification and presented them as

a dialectical progression:

We brought collective and mass action onto the screen, in contrast to

individualism and the “triangle" drama of the bourgeois cinema.

Discarding the individualist conception of the bourgeois hero, our films

of this period made an abrupt deviation—insisting on an understanding

of the mass as hero.... But our enthusiasm produced a one-sided

representation of the masses and the collective; one-sided because

collectivism means the maximum development of the individual within

the collective, a conception irreconcilably opposed to bourgeois

individualism.’^

We can only speculate as to the degree of sincerity in Eisenstein'

s

overtures here towards the hardening doctrines of socialist realism, but

we can refute his teleologically cast narrative of dialectical transcendence.

The only conception of character new to the postrevolutionary era was
that of the "mass hero," and I have indicated that it never gained a

simple ascendancy over the other conceptions, but rather existed

alongside them. Furthermore, these distinct character-types could be

interwoven in a variety of narrative and rhetorical structures, and it is to

the analysis of these structures that I now turn. Each of the films

examined here turns in some way on the October Revolution, and at least

two of them {The End of St.Petersburg and Arsenal) were commissioned by

the Party as part of its "continuing series of anniversary films."^^ Each

film uses one or more of the character types described above, articulating

12. Toom is discussed by Brown, 81.

13. Sergei Eisenstein, "Through Theater to Cinema," in Film Form, ed. and trans.

Jay Leyda (London: Dennis Dobson, 1951), 16. See also Eisenstein's "Principles of

the New Russian Cinema," in his Selected Works, vol. 1, Writings, 1922-34, ed. and

trans. Richard Taylor (London: BFI, 1988), 199, and "Eilm Eorm: New Problems,"

in Film Form, 122-3; Kuleshov's claims for his Death Ray (1925) in Kuleshov on

Film, ed. and trans. Ronald Levaco (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974),

133^; and Dovzhenko's remarks on the relations between Arsenal and Shchors, in

Dovzhenko, 14.

14. Vance Kepley, Jr., In the Service of the State: The Cinema of Alexander

Dovzhenko (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), 62; Jay Leyda, Kino: A
History of the Russian and Soviet Film, 2d ed. (New York: Collier, 1973), 222-3.
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them in cinematic and narrative structures that represent the revolution

in significantly different ways.

The End of St Petersburg

Near the beginning of Pudovkin's film, a young peasant and his

mother set off for St. Petersburg in the hope of relieving their desperate

poverty. On their way we see them at a train station among a large group

of peasants; this suggests that their journey is not idiosyncratic, but

representative of a general movement of peasants into the city. The scene

at the train station is followed by a shot of a windmill—an association

with the rural home of the peasants—and then one of swinging cranes:

we are now in the city. This transition is not motivated by an act or

thought of an individual; it is a self-conscious act of the narration itself,

making a connection between the country (windmill) and the city

(cranes). The link is partly ironic; it contrasts the turmoil of the city with

the somnolence of the country while simultaneously connecting peasants

and proletarians as victims of the same system.

An intertitle identifies the location as Lebedev's munitions plant, and

another tells us "Its workers are typical of countless others laboring for

existence in Russia." These titles are embedded within a hectic montage

of workers in the factory; the images themselves and the rhythm of the

editing in the sequence convey the unpleasantness of the work. The

narration could hardly be more frank about its strategy: what we see is

typical of a more general situation. A single figure, the husband, is then

picked out by another intertitle: "One among them who could see and

think." We do not, however, see him for any longer than any of the other

workers; only the intertitle suggests he will have particular significance.

After this the manager is introduced through the incident in which he is

spattered by factory "filth."

This cycle of movement between a general environment (the

city/factory) and a group of typical individuals enacting a symptomatic

drama (the abuse of the worker by the manager), the significance of

which is confirmed by expository intertitles, is the basis of the film's

structure. The expository intertitles function to anchor (in the Barthesian

sense)^^ the meanings of the images, and situate the particular drama in

a larger context. Another strategy—obvious, but easy to overlook—is that

15. "[T]he text directs the reader through the signifieds of the image, causing

him to avoid some and receive others.... " Roland Barthes, "Rhetoric of the

Image," in his Image, Music, Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1977), 40.
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with the exception of Lebedev and the historical figure of Kerensky,

characters are not given personal names, only abstract names indicative

of their social role: "manager," "worker," and so forth.

Against the background of this alternation between abstract rhetoric

and representative drama, the film develops and varies both the means

and the functions of characterization and typification. In the scene in

which the peasant enters the home of his relatives, characters take over

the role of tendentious political statement previously assigned to the

intertitles. For example, the peasant's mother protests: "The rich grow

richer—the powers more powerful! Tomorrow there may not even be

potatoes to eat!" In shifting this function to the level of the characters,

dramatic conflict enters among them. The "Baldhead" says the workers

must strike; but the mother, rocking her infant, angrily points out that

they could starve within a week. Thus a tension between the pragmatics

of surviving from day to day and the long-term necessity of challenging

capitalist power is set up. Through this conflict the mother becomes

something more or other than a "positive hero(ine)."

The film traces the growing political awareness of the peasant up to

the outbreak of the First World War, which is introduced by a complex

montage sequence. In this sequence a number of tsarist military

commanders are depicted in a "beheaded" fashion; that is, they are

consistently framed from the neck down. A central difficulty in avoiding

overly psychological characters in film is the individuating force of the

body and the face. Stephen Heath has argued that

individuation is given in the very identification of agents as such. The

interesting problem in film—a problem that has important implications

for political cinema—lies in its use of the face, the tendency—of which

the close-up is the ultimate mode—to an "inevitable" individuation

round the expression of the character....

Though I know of no piece of Soviet writing that poses the question quite

as explicitly as this, such a wariness of the individualizing power of the

face seems to inform Kuleshov's exhortations on the training of actors

and Eisenstein's acceptance of Lavater's theory of physiognomy, a theory

he admits is nonsense as science.^^ Both were methods of controlling the

16. One of the workers is referred to as "the Baldhead," but this does not confer

upon him any additional significance among a number of factory workers who
reappear at different points in the revolutionary process.

17. Stephen Heath, "Film and System: Terms of Analysis, Part II," Screen 16.2

(Summer 1975), 104.

18. And, more generally, Eisenstein's interest in the use of masks in Asian
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potential psychologistic excess of the individual face. By reducing the

aristocrats to a set of barely animate symbols, with not even the

individuality conferred by facial features, Pudovkin controls the

possibility of psychological nuance to the point where we can compre-

hend them in no other way than as rhetorical images. This strategy is

employed throughout the film with respect to the bourgeoisie. Lebedev

and his manager are similar in appearance (slightly corpulent, with small

moustaches); and the sequences depicting the stock exchange usually

begin and end in long shot, which has the effect of reducing the

stockbrokers to a mass of clones because of their uniformity of dress. The

most impressive example of this technique is the image in which the

stockbrokers honor Lebedev by waving their bowler hats in the air en

masse. We will see the same kind of depersonalizing composition in

Arsenal, where it serves somewhat different functions.

From the outbreak of war to the formation of the Provisional

Government, the central characters (the peasant and his relatives) are

marginalized. That is, without eradicating it altogether, the film subordi-

nates the story of these characters to sequences of intellectual montage

and dramatic sequences involving figures who typify other aspects of the

struggle (for example, the juxtaposition of the wildly gesticulating

stockbroker and the soldier swiping with his bayonet). In this way the

film effects a distribution of representative action across several characters.

The epilogue of the film, however, returns us to the central characters,

and in discussing it we can consider how the film and the characters

within it relate to the different types I outlined at the beginning of this

essay.

As I have suggested in the course of my analysis, the film draws on

all three types of ''hero": positive (the peasant, the husband), living (the

mother), and mass (structurally through distribution, stylistically through

theatre. Eisenstein discusses Lavater's physiognomy in "Film Form: New
Problems," in Film Form, 127. Kuleshov's remarks on the face and its relation to

psychological acting can be found in "The Art of the Cinema," in Kuleshov on

Film, 93.

19. This technique is not reserved for the depiction of the bourgeoisie, however,

so it does not function semantically in a single, consistent manner. There are

several scenes in which the workers are depicted as a mass, though they are

never reduced to decapitated corpses. We should also recall the "naming"
strategy 1 have already commented on, in which only those figures deified by the

bourgeoisie, Kerensky and Lebedev, are given proper names, thereby highlighting

what is perceived as the excessive glorification of the individual in bourgeois

society.
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certain kinds of "depersonalizing" composition). The mother is the most

complex character even though the peasant is set up as the central

character. Bordwell, drawing on Susan Suleiman/® suggests that most

Soviet films of the 1920s relied upon one of two structures: the "structure

of confrontation," in which an unchanging hero confronts opposition, and

the "structure of apprenticeship," in which a politically ignorant character

is transformed by experience into a revolutionary. Clearly The End of St.

Petersburg is an example of the latter, and we would expect that the

"apprentice" would be the most fully developed character, something like

the "living man" described by Fadeev who is subject to conflicting

impulses and influences, but eventually takes the revolutionary path. Yet,

in The End of St. Petersburg at least, the highly coded nature of this

character transformation makes the character less psychologically

individuated than the mother, whose development follows a less

conventional trajectory. She is from the beginning politically aware and

yet also aware of the direct human consequences of political action:

probable starvation. In the struggle itself she becomes a figure of

exemplary commitment, but at the end her statements faintly echo her

earlier sensitivity to the immediate destruction that revolution brings:

"God help us! God help us all!" she laments, sorrowfully distributing the

last of the potatoes she had brought for her husband. "We will go on to

better things—all together," she says, but it hardly rings with the triumph

of her husband's final apostrophe: "Leningrad!" In this case, greater

psychological complexity introduces a subdued note out of key with the

agitational crescendo of the film.^^

Fragment of an Empire

Like The End of St. Petersburg, Fragment of an Empire is based upon the

"structure of apprenticeship," though it develops that structure in quite

a different manner. The prologue of the film, set in the civil war, suggests

that a courageous young soldier will be the protagonist. The second

segment of the film, however, clearly establishes Filimonov, an amnesiac

simpleton who encounters the young soldier in the civil war segment, as

20. Susan Rubin Suleiman, Authoritarian Fictions: The Ideological Novel as a

Literary Genre (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983).

21. An additional factor here is the mother's intertextual force, since she is

played by Vera Baranovskaia, who had played the mother in Mother, Pudovkin's

1926 film. It is as if she has grown from the "apprentice" status in the earlier film

into a committed revolutionary in the second. There is, however, a faint echo of

the earlier characterization in The End of St. Petersburg, an echo more apparent to

viewers familiar with Mother.
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the central character. In both the prologue and the second segment, which

reveals that the war is over, there is a marked absence of intertitles. The

segment opens with an express train stopping in a station. Filimonov sees

his wife on the train without being able to recall who she is. He picks up

a cigarette packet discarded by his wife's new husband; the packet

triggers a flashback through which he partially recovers his identity. This

flashback-montage is extremely complex and dense, but it is primarily

motivated by the individual character, in contrast to those sequences in

The End of St. Petersburg in which an individual is used as a springboard

for the purely rhetorical. The individual motivation for the sequence is

sustained, alternating images from Filimonov's memory with shots of

Filimonov himself. The memories are sparked by ordinary domestic

objects—the cigarette packet, the cotton reel, which becomes a machine

gun—and in this way the problems of domesticity are connected with the

war. The revolution, it is implied, did not end with the civil war.

Having stressed the individual, psychological motivation of the

sequence, we should add that it builds to a rhetorical climax in the

"allegorical" war episode. A German and a Russian soldier approach each

other in a strip of light that cuts across a battlefield. Instead of attacking

each other, they start to talk and joke. Eventually the officers on each side

command other subordinates to kill the "traitorous" soldiers. The episode

in itself is a trope of Soviet film of the 1920s,^ but the stylistic treatment

of the motif in Fragment of an Empire is unique. The two enemy soldiers

who achieve rapprochement on the battlefield are both played by

Filimonov (Fedor Nikitin), as are all of the privates who are ordered to

shoot the "two" soldiers. Through this device Ermler achieves a

paradoxical effect: he insists on the importance of the individual

experience by casting Filimonov in the role of every private, reminding

us that this is an individual, traumatic flashback. At the same time it

powerfully conveys the doctrinal message: that the ordinary soldiers on

both sides are united by their class interests and that the real enmity lies

between soldiers and officers as members of the proletariat and bour-

geoisie respectively. Rather than "defacing" a large group of characters

to create a mass protagonist, Ermler ensures the legibility of facial

features while simultaneously cloning an individual face.

The film continues to align the spectator with Filimonov as he returns

to St. Petersburg and struggles with a changed environment: statues of

22. The two other films examined in this essay include similar scenes: in The

End of St. Petersburg, when a soldier asks, "What are we dying for?"; and in

Arsenal, when the German soldier asks, "Where is the enemy?"
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Lenin, coins from a new mint, new fashions. In desperation he seeks out

his former employer. He finds his former "master" a changed man

—

shabby and unshaven. But this does not seem to matter to Filimonov,

who begs the former factory owner to give him a job. The room in which

this action occurs is small but tastefully furnished with an ornate oval

mirror and chinaware. Our attention is drawn to the mirror because the

wife of the "master" is reflected in it; she watches Filimonov's self-

abasement before her husband with some delight, as if pleased to see a

momentary reinstatement of the old order. Filimonov's old boss is

perturbed and almost breaks down: "I've been robbed!—ruined!" A
moment later, though, he fights against this feeling and protests against

Filimonov's prostration: "You musn't do that. We are all equal now—no

master and workman any more." The old ways are not dead yet:

Filimonov's behavior demonstrates that ideology, in this film, is largely

interior, not primarily a matter of statuary and physical, public symbol.

For three-quarters of the narrative he misperceives characters and

situations because he does not possess the requisite mental scaffolding of

Bolshevik doctrine. He looks for a social hierarchy, and if "the boss" is

not his former master, then Filimonov simply replaces him with "Mr.

Fabcom." When he sees the Labor Safety Commissioner, he sees her as

"the director's wife." The understanding of ideology here is utterly

different from that in The End of St. Petersburg, where it is implied that

the destruction of symbols (the statuary) and the renaming of St.

Petersburg ("Leningrad!") are the vital achievements.

Filimonov, in other words, is very much a "living man."^^ The

quotation from Fadeev on page 49 could have been written specifically

to describe him. Moreover, Filimonov's own interior struggle is echoed

in the figure of the former factory owner, who is drawn with consider-

able subtlety; as Filimonov leaves the house, the narration cuts back to

the former employer and his wife clutching each other in the gloom of

the small apartment. The employer is struggling to adapt to the new
system, as his conflicting statements demonstrate, just as Filimonov is.

There is a marked contrast here with the strong physical typing of

Lebedev and his manager, a typing that amounts to caricature. Thus,

23. ARRK (Association of Workers in Revolutionary Cinematography) praised

the film for depicting the "living man," according to Denise J. Youngblood, Soviet

Cinema in the Silent Era, 1918-1935 (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1985), 209.

The film was also criticized by B. Alpers for its "'psychologism' and Dovzhenkian

influences," and by 1930 was regularly cited as a "formalist" film. Denise ].

Youngblood, Movies for the Masses: Popular Cinema and Soviet Society in the 1920s

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 151.
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Filimonov and many other characters in Fragment of an Empire are

rendered with considerable psychological nuance.

With the exception of the prologue, then, the narrative generally

aligns us with Filimonov. The film emphatically places individual

experience at its core, and even in the few brief moments when the

narration shifts from Filimonov's perspective, it maintains individual

motivation. A fascinating example of this occurs in the scene in which

Filimonov is interviewed by the factory committee. He begins to tell his

' tale, and shortly thereafter the narration cuts to an image of the young
I soldier from the prologue (now a member of the committee). At the

beginning of the shot the image is out of focus, indicating that the shot

. is to be taken as Filimonov's mental image. When the image comes into

focus, however, the young soldier starts to talk, and he assumes the

storytelling, describing his own experiences in the war. We know this

;

because throughout the sequence of war images the narration repeatedly

I

cuts back to the image of the young soldier talking; he has become the

I

motivating subjectivity. The narration has deftly shifted to the perspective

I

of the young soldier through Filimonov's mental image of him, thus

I

maintaining an individual motivation for a series of otherwise impersonal

war images.

I There is one sequence, however, that very significantly breaks with

!

this norm of individually motivated narration (narration through

I individual character). This occurs when Filimonov explodes with

frustration at his lack of comprehension of the world around him. He

I

arraigns his fellow workers with the question, "Who is master here?" The
I reply is given by the narration itself in the form of a Vertovian montage:

I images of railway workers, factory workers, shoes being polished, a

cow's udders being milked. Unlike the earlier montage sequences, this

i one does not represent the memory or thoughts of an individual; it is an

j

overtly rhetorical statement of the unity of workers, akin to the strategy

that forms the basis of The End of St. Petersburg. Such a deviation from

I

the intrinsic norms of the film is entirely appropriate at this moment,

I

when Filimonov at last begins to understand that society is no longer

I

based on a hierarchical structure, that individuality is now realized

ij
within the collective. But this epiphany is immediately qualified as

I

Filimonov remembers the medal he was awarded during the war: we are

24. At the time of production, forging a unity between peasants and prolet-

arians was high on the political agenda. The End of St. Petersburg, of course,

manifests a concern with this issue more centrally, and its narrative symbolically

unites peasants and proletarians in the revolutionary effort.
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shown a close-up not of the medal itself, but of the impression it has left

on the skin on his chest. It is as if he has been branded—an irremovable

stigma of his association with the old order. A small detail but placed at

a crucial point, it symbolizes the notion that permeates the film: that the

old is deeply embedded in the habits of individuals and a change at the

personal level is anything but simple.

We should not ascribe undue weight to this image, however, for

Filimonov promptly donates his medal to the props room for the factory's

theatre group.^^ Though I have stressed the degree to which the film is

centred on Filimonov as an individual, it subtly interweaves around his

personal history an idyllic vision of socialist society in the presentation

of the factory community. This image is placed in a dialectic with

Filimonov's struggles, with those of his former employer, and with those

of his wife and her new husband, the educationalist. The entrenchment

of the educationalist within bourgeois ideology is represented in a host

of ways in the final scene: his impatience with his wife and use of her as

a drudge; his disinterest in the manual of "Revolutionary Culture," his

teaching manual, which gets spattered with soup; his possessiveness over

the letter that Filimonov brings, which is addressed solely to his wife;

and the "decadent" art—the still-life and statuettes—placed around the

flat next to works by Lenin.

Filimonov's sexual desire for his wife has been prominent throughout

the film, and it is brought to a climax in this final scene. In Filimonov's

first flashback, prompted by the sight of his wife on the train, we see

various images of her, all of them appealing to her sexual allure (through

soft focus, for example). When Filimonov finally discovers her, he runs

25. Theatricality is continually associated with the bourgeoisie in Soviet films

of the 1920s. The most overt example of this occurs in The End of St. Petersburg,

in which the bourgeois figures are often presented in a histrionic frenzy, in

contrast to the sombre workers—particularly in the scenes involving the stockbro-

kers and the departure of soldiers for war. The latter is primarily a spectacle for

the bourgeoisie. This is encapsulated in the Commander's anxiety over the tsar's

banner. A similar sense of theatricality surrounds Kerensky when he makes his

inaugural speech to the group of bourgeois and when he speaks to the soldiers.

This frenzied, mannered style is very similar to the physical movements of

Petliura and the bourgeoisie in Arsenal. Bordwell (Narration, 256) suggests that

Marx's Civil War in France established this link between the bourgeoisie,

decadence, and theatricality. It would be worthwhile to explore the link between

this textual feature and Pudovkin's suspicion of theatrical acting in the cinema and
his preference for the "reality" of types, which he shared with most "montage"

directors.
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to her, embraces her, and starts kissing her. If we consider this scene in

relation to the climactic one in The End of St. Petersburg, in which the

mother finds her husband on the ramparts of the Winter Palace, we can

locate precisely the differences between the two films in their construc-

tions of character and type. Whereas sexuality in Fragment of an Empire

is represented as a legitimate if problematic aspect of personal identity

in the postrevolutionary world,^^ in The End of St. Petersburg it is

represented only as a vice of the bourgeoisie. When Kerensky takes

power, a woman is seen to swoon over him; this suggests that it is

anything but his political ability that brings him to power. In contrast,

the workers have no sexual desire.^® In the final seconds of the film

there is a moment when it appears that the husband and wife are about

to fall into a relieved embrace. We see the two figures from behind; the

wife reaches to touch the husband's shoulder, but then the narration

abruptly cuts to the husband's outstretched arms gesturing not to her, but

to "Leningrad!" Sexuality, then, is one more "superfluous" aspect of the

life of the individual that is elided in The End of St. Petersburg.^^

Although both films share the structure of apprenticeship, there is a

^

massive difference in the centrality and function of their hero(in)es. In The

j

End of St. Petersburg the individual is, at root, a device used for rhetorical

|1

purposes. In Fragment of an Empire the experience of the individual is held

j

in a delicate balance with the propagation of Party doctrine, which, I

have argued, is woven around Filimonov's experience. The two elements

I
come together in the "Brechtian" ending of the film, when the highly

I
individuated Filimonov becomes an explicitly agitational spokesman for

26. See Judith Mayne's analysis of the film in Kino and the Woman Question:

Feminism and Soviet Silent Film (Columbus; Ohio State University Press, 1989).

27. This is linked to the theatrical quality of the bourgeoisie: Kerensky is a

sexual spectacle to the swooning woman.

28. There is one possible exception: in the first scene, when the peasant's wife

shows disappointment that her father(-in-law) rather than her husband has

returned from the fields. Cf. David Bordwell's remarks on the asexuality of the

proletariat in his October in his Cinema of Eisenstein (Cambridge; Harvard
ji University Press, 1993), 90-1; and Youngblood's comments on these issues with

respect to popular, "bourgeois" Soviet cinema in her Movies for the Masses, 95.

29. The attitude toward sexuality evident here again calls to mind the radical

democrats: "Forget about them, those erotic questions! They are not for a reader

of our time, occupied with problems of administrative and judiciary improve-

ments, of financial reforms, of the emancipation of the serfs." N. G. Chernyshev-

sky, "The Russian at the Rendez-vous," as quoted in Belinsky, Chernyshevsky, and

Dobrolyubov: Selected Criticism, ed. Ralph E. Matlaw (New York: E. P. Dutton and
Co., 1962), xv.
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the Party, or at least for socialism, when he addresses the audience

directly with the warning that "there is still much to do."

Arsenal

The interrelation between agitational imperatives, on the one hand,

and "superfluous" elements such as sexual desire, on the other, is also a

prominent issue in Arsenal. "I work with typical material and apply

synthetic methods," wrote Dovzhenko; "my heroes and their behavior are

representative of their classes."^” Dovzhenko was never a theorist in the

sense that Eisenstein, Pudovkin, or Kuleshov were, but this simple

statement provides a useful starting point. The characters of Arsenal really

are types, in the strongest sense; they have even less of an individuated

psychological existence than do the characters in The End of St. Petersburg.

And while Arsenal features a "positive hero"—a recurrent and prominent

character composed of the stolid traits noted above—he does not function

as the pivot of the narrative structure. The significance of the heroic

individual is held in check by a number of strategies, both structural and

stylistic, that produce a "mass hero."

Tymish, the film's positive hero, does not even appear in the first

segment of the film, which lasts some fifteen minutes. This extended

sequence is composed of stylized images and episodes related more

associatively than narratively; the lack of an obvious causal narrative

chain leads us to look for symbolic or paradigmatic relations.^^ The

introduction of the "major" character is thus delayed considerably.

Tymish's appearances are consistently framed and contextualized by a

concentration on other figures. For example, in the sequence depicting the

ceremony celebrating Ukrainian independence, the narration concentrates

on the action of the crowd before Tymish is even shown to be present.

After his brief appearance the narration cuts to the next segment. Here

Petliura, the Ukrainian "bourgeois" leader, is imploring the soldiers to

take up the nationalist cause. Again, it is some time before Tymish is

shown to be present; when he does appear, he makes his intervention,

and the narration then moves onto the convention of Ukrainian land-

owners.

The most important narrative and rhetorical strategy employed in

Arsenal in this respect is what I referred to earlier as "distribution." As in

30. Dovzhenko, as quoted in Carynnyk, xix.

31. Many of these images reappear later in the film, where they take on

narrative functions. Reversing Roman Jakobson's description of the structure of

poetry, we might say that Arsenal launches the metonymic from the metaphoric.
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many of the experimental films of the 1920s, the responsibility for

revolutionary action is distributed among many characters. Tymish is not

highlighted by making him the initiator of all major revolutionary acts;

instead, many important actions are undertaken by peripheral characters.

A munitions worker, whom we see very briefly in the film's first

segment, initiates the strike; and a member of the revolutionary commit-

tee, who speaks with Tymish when he returns from the First World War,

commits the climactic murder of the bourgeois man in the final segment
' (figs. 9, 10, and 11).

I These structural features of the film are supported by various stylistic

devices that are employed in the creation of a "mass hero." Though

Dovzhenko wrote nothing striking on the matter. Arsenal displays a

remarkable range of compositional devices through which the uniqueness

of the face is subordinated, if not erased entirely, and through which the

;

typical emerges with more force. Some of these devices are quite

straightforward: the use of long shots and extreme long shots, combined

I

with lighting that either shrouds facial features in shadow or bleaches

i

them through overexposure (fig. 12). These "defacing" techniques are

' similar as devices to the "beheading" techniques used in The End of St.

Petersburg; the latter depend, however, on framing rather than lighting or

1 shot-scale. (As we will see, the functions these similar devices perform
' are quite different.) An extension of this technique is silhouetting. At the

beginning of the film, for example, a soldier and an officer are presented

in direct confrontation in silhouette. The silhouette emphasizes their

typifying, iconic traits: the long, round helmet and rifle of the infantry-

man and, in contrast, the cap and pistol of the officer.

j

Dovzhenko uses other, related devices. First, the film connects

different characters through compositional and gestural similarity. The
' stance of the mother at the beginning of the film, for example, is

replicated precisely by the nurse at the beginning of the scene in the

makeshift hospital two-thirds of the way through the film (figs. 13 and

]

14). A second device involves the casting of several performers in

i

multiple roles. The nurse is played by the same actress who plays the

I

Ukrainian mother in the sequence that marks the end of the First World

j

War: Ukrainian, French, and German veterans of the war return home to

I

find their wives with illegitimate children, prompting them to ask the

32. Dovzhenko does not typically use the technique of pars pro toto, which is

favored by Eisenstein and Pudovkin as a means of isolating the typifying trait

(e.g., the monocle in Potemkin )—though there is one striking instance in Arsenal

in which the death of a soldier is represented by the tumbling and collapsing of

the accordion he has been playing.
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question (posed in the intertitles in each language), "Khto/Qui/Wer?"

The same actress reappears as the Ukrainian mother near the end of the

film (fig. 15) in a sequence parallel to the "Khto/Qui/Wer?" sequence,

which crosscuts a series of women asking questions ("Where is my
husband?," "Where is my son?") with symbolic vignettes of men and

boys collapsing.

The "Khto/Qui/Wer?" sequence serves to introduce yet another

related device: the reinforcement of the national typing of each of the

three couples through iconography. The nationality of each of the soldiers

is underlined by their different uniforms, and in the French vignette a

bust of Napoleon is visible in the background. But at a level above the

national typing, the figures are typified in class terms by the repetition

of the same question in each language and by the posing and constuming

of the mothers so as to evoke traditional images of the Theotokos (cf. fig.

15). Perhaps the most striking example of this technique of class

typification appears early in the film, as the soldiers are retreating from

the front. A Ukrainian soldier accuses a Russian soldier of being part of

the Russian oppression the Ukrainians have suffered for three hundred

years. Ironically, the two soldiers look almost identical in profile (it

appears that the same actor played both soldiers). As in the previous

example, a near identity foregrounds the unity of characters, that is, what

makes them typical rather than individual: similarity in appearance and

identity in language in the first case, and close facial resemblance in the

second. All of these examples lend further support to my earlier

comments on the distribution of agency as a structural feature of Arsenal.

And yet, as we have seen, there is another kind of hero present in the

film—one who stands out from the "mass"—in the form of Tymish.

Tymish's unflinching commitment to the cause is in the tradition of

Chernyshevsky's Rakhmetov. He is precisely the kind of positive hero

who will play the central role in socialist realist narratives. Tymish's

characterization as an exemplary individual is achieved largely through

visual cues. He is remarkably laconic, and only occasionally is he

supported by tendentious intertitles of the type that appear with great

frequency in The End of St. Petersburg and in Eisenstein's October (1928).

The acting style used by Semen Svashenko in portraying Tymish is

particularly interesting (fig. 16). He is generally slow and statuesque, and

his physical bearing marks him off from the hysteria and histrionics of

the bourgeoisie, for example, Petliura. This distinctiveness is best

exemplified in the scene in which Tymish sweeps Petliura off the stage

at the soldiers' meeting. His presence is enough to bring the soldiers to

their feet in a show of support. The scene is characteristic of the film in

that no tendentious intertitles are used; the revolutionary message is
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borne iconographically.

So far the two, interlocking "hero" structures in Arsenal have been

analysed simply as an instance of the very different ways in which the

rhetorical demands of agitational films could be carried under the general

rubric of the "type." But the juxtaposition of the two types of hero-

structure in Arsenal is even more striking because of the very different,

even contradictory, implications that they bear. While in the early parts

of the film the structural device of distribution and the compositional

devices that minimize facial uniqueness function to spread the responsi-

bility for revolutionary action, later in the film the same techniques begin

to raise questions regarding the legitimacy of these very revolutionary

actions. We have seen how the nurse in the civil war resembles the

mother in the First World War. In a similar vein, during the build-up to

the civil war, it is very difficult to distinguish which of the civilians are

bourgeois and which are proletarian.

In the confrontation between the bourgeois figure and the revolution-

ary, in which the bourgeois finds himself unable to shoot the worker,

images of mass battle are intercut with the individual confrontation.

These images flash before us so quickly that we cannot distinguish the

opposing forces. On the one hand, the intercutting seems to function to

anchor and give meaning to the generalized chaos: the underlying

reasons for the battle are articulated through the individual confrontation.

On the other hand, the mass images serve to undermine the confident

and determined ruthlessness of the proletarian; as Vance Kepley suggests,

"[t]he chaos of the image acknowledges that the issue of executing class

enemies is posed in deceptively rational terms."^^ As the worker shoots

the bourgeois, the narration cuts to an image of expended shells (fig. 10).

The image generalizes the worker's action, but it is all too redolent of the

decimation and chaos of the Great War sequence that opens the film.^

The compositional devices by which a mass, typified hero is created

are used here, but their typicality becomes not one of nation or class, but

of species. Arsenal raises the humanist's doubts about violent revolution,

but rather than doing this through a psychologically complex individual

(a "living man") as Fragment of an Empire does, it achieves this through

the very strategy—that of the "mass hero"—that in theory at least, was
intended to counteract the humanism of the bourgeois "triangle" drama

33. Kepley, 67.

34. The absence of overt, tendentious intertitles here, as throughout the film, is

indicative of Dovzhenko's refusal to anchor meaning to a univocal rhetorical

statement.
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discussed by Eisenstein.

The agitational imperative, which runs counter to the questions raised

by the "mass hero" structure in the last quarter of the film, thus falls

entirely onto Tymish. His reappearance at the end, his superhuman

defiance of the Ukrainian bullets, and his words, "Shoot! There is

something here you cannot kill!" return us to the familiar terrain of

proletarian mythologizing.^^ Undoubtedly this vibrantly defiant con-

clusion is a shock after the qualifications of the war sequences, but it is

not totally out of place, for the film is not simply counter-revolutionary.

The jolt derives, I think, as much from the shift in structure and

technique as from a clash in semantic implication. We are back with our

positive hero, who is battling alone with his machine-gun.

In both Arsenal and Fragment of an Empire there is an attempt to

incorporate "superfluous" elements beyond (and sometimes antagonistic

to) the demands of agitation and doctrine: those elements that make the

"builders of communism" vicious 'T>astards" (the educationalist) or

sensitive lovers (Filimonov), elements that are extremely marginal in The

End of St. Petersburg. In each film this is achieved, however, in a quite

distinct manner. Fragment of an Empire has a hero-centred narrative in

which "superfluity" and rhetoric are skilfully integrated around a "living

man." This lends the film a veneer of ideological univocality that Arsenal

does not possess, depending as it does on a much more heterogeneous

structure. The film has both passages of narrative centred on a "positive

hero" and passages of ambiguous, associative montage, with the weight

of doctrinal rhetoric falling increasingly on the hero. Tymish is an

inadequate vehicle for the breadth of statement that the film makes, and

thus he cannot function as the pivot of the narrative either in the way
that Filimonov does in Fragment of an Empire or in the way that the

positive hero will come to do so in socialist realist fictions.

This brings me, finally, to the intended force of the title of this paper.

35. According to Kepley, 73, Tymish's supernatural powers in this final scene

are drawn from Ukrainian folklore. The eighteenth-century rebel Oleksa Dovbush
was reputed to be able to eat bullets as if they were cherry pits. Some of the traits

of the "positive hero" may well derive from earlier folkloric figures, such as

Dovbush.

Bohdan Nebesio has pointed out a further subtlety in the representation of

Tymish. At the beginning of the film Tymish identifies himself as a worker
("—But you are a Ukrainian—Aren't you?—Yes, a worker"), while at the end of

the film he becomes "A Ukrainian worker." The film thus attempts to reconcile

the perceived contradiction between nationalist and proletarian interests without

entirely eradicating nationalist sentiments.
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Its anachronism is designed to suggest a rethinking of the relationship

between the experimental agitational films of the 1920s and those made
under socialist realism. Too often we think of them as radically opposed.

With regard to character, I hope to have demonstrated that the directors

of the films of the 1920s drew on established traditions of heroic

characterization and typification, but also constructed their own
distinctive forms. Traditions and new forms existed in a complex

interplay even in such an apparently canonical film of the 1920s as

Arsenal. This complexity may have been reduced in socialist realist films,

but the two types of film were made while drawing on the same pool of

characterological structures. I suggested earlier that we should be

sceptical of Eisenstein's rapturous claims for the dialectic transcendence

achieved in films such as the Vasilev brothers' Chapaev (1934). I will,

conclude, however, by suggesting that his insistence on seeing continu-

ities between the films of the 1920s and the 1930s is a salutary gesture.

i;

i

The author wishes to thank Vance Kepley and Bohdan Nebesio for their

comments on earlier drafts of this essay.
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A Mirror of the Cinema: Poetic

Discourse and Autotelic

Aesthetics in Dovzhenko's Earth

Bruce Williams

Dovzhenko's 1930 film Earth, which frustrates all attempts to be "read"

I as a prose narrative, reveals the provocative implications of contempor-

1 aneous Russian Formalist theory as a mediation for grasping the complex

^ dynamics of the early Soviet moving image. Lauded at the time of its

I

release as the greatest Ukrainian film to date. Earth invites the viewer to

i

seek, as I will demonstrate, a poetic significance extending far beyond the

j

reaches of story and overt political message. Such poetic significance is

j

predicated upon formal mechanisms that render the film's rudimentary

! story virtually insignificant, particularly in comparison with the strength

[j

of the visual imagery. Remnants of this imagery, moreover, escape a

i

simple reduction into metaphor and self-reflexively draw the viewer's

f

attention back to the visual dynamics of the film. Earth thus offers a

I

practical illustration of the principles outlined by Boris Eikhenbaum and

j!

other Russian Formalists in their seminal treatise of 1927, Poetika kino}

!
My argument is not intended to posit a return to Formalism as an

alternative to recent advances in contemporary film theory. Rather, it will

I

view the intersection between Dovzhenko and Russian film poetics as an

initial step in formalizing those processes that even today lie on the

i margins of film theory.

I Though present in theoretical writings from the 1920s to the present,

the concept of poetic cinema has always generated considerable contro-

1. Boris M. Eikhenbaum, ed., Poetika kino (Moscow and Leningrad: Kinopechat,

I
1927; reprint, Berkeley: Berkeley Slavic Specialties, 1984). English-language

I
translations: Russian Poetics in Translation, vol. 9, The Poetics of Cinema, ed. Richard

'! Taylor (Oxford: RPT Publications, 1982); Herbert Eagle, Russian Formalist Film

I
Theory (Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Publications, 1981).
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versy. At the root of this controversy lies the question of whether the

fundamental differences between the cinematic system and verbal

language preclude the possibility of poetic discourse in the cinema. If we
are to read Earth as an example of "poetic cinema/' it is appropriate to

briefly extend our view beyond the Russian Formalist context and

consider how this notion has been deployed or dismissed in diverse

critical contexts. Such an overview is not intended to be exhaustive, and

in particular, it leaves aside divergent responses to the work of Christian

Metz. Rather, it attempts to demonstrate the varied critical approaches to

the argument, several of which intersect closely with Formalist premises.

Historically critics who have argued for a cinema of poetry have

labelled as "poetic" those films that appear to place greater aesthetic

consideration on imagery than on diegesis. Yet their arguments have

remained by and large problematical, for in the majority of cases these

designations have engendered surprisingly few theorized debates to

formalize or substantiate such surface observations. In virtually all cases,

the most extensive discussions of poetic cinema are either linked to

periods of great formal innovation in the cinema (e.g., Russian Formalism

and the Soviet avant-garde) or are the brainchildren of highly experimen-

tal filmmakers (Pier Paolo Pasolini and Steve Dwoskin) who assert a non-

prosaic use of the medium.

Steve Dwoskin draws upon the films of Werner Schroeter and

Carmelo Bene to attempt a critical assessment of the extremities of

gesture and behavior in "poetic" films. Describing the difficulty in

attaining "objective precision" when approaching these directors,

Dwoskin observes:

This is particularly the case when a gesture represents an action which

seems virtually familiar but appears in an unfamiliar way; this speaks

to me with a freedom and beauty which I can associate with, and in a

direct confrontation with the film, can experience through my associ-

ations. But, in writing, I can only call it "madness;" the madness or

outlandishness of poetry.^

Dwoskin's observations, nonetheless, fail to theorize or systematize the

concept of poetry in the cinema. Though alluring and evocative, they

remain impressionistic and suggest that "poetic" is a deployable term for

any type of cinema resistant to critical assessment.

The name that has become virtually synonymous with poetic cinema

is that of Pier Paolo Pasolini, who writes extensively on the subject in his

2. Stephen Dwoskin, Film Is...: The International Free Cinema (Woodstock: The

Overlook Press, 1975), 226.
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Heretical Empiricism. In describing the notion of a "cinema of poetry,"

Pasolini draws upon the oneiric universe of Bunuel's Un chien andalou

rather than any of his own works to which the denomination is usually

applied. Specifically, Pasolini encounters in films such as Bunuel's what

he describes as a "purity of image." Establishing a link between poetic

elements and the "'dominant psychological state of mind in the film,'

which is that of a sick, abnormal protagonist," Pasolini stresses that the

use of such deviant subjectivity grants "great, anomalous, and provoca-

tive stylistic freedom."^ Pasolini substantiates these claims by citing

obsessive shots and editing rhythms that contradict both the norms of

film language and the "very internal organization of the film." He argues,

nonetheless, that the attempts made by such films to reflect a character's

psychological state are but a structuring device, for "[bjeneath this film

runs another film, the one the filmmaker would have made even without

the pretext of the visual mimesis of his protagonist."^ One thus notes in

Pasolini's cinema of poetry an attempt for film language to free itself of

function and present itself as "language as such," the oneiric quality and

purity of images transcending the point of view to which they are

diegetically linked.

Pasolini establishes memory and dreams as domains of a world that

"expresses itself primarily through signifying images [im-signs]." The

director thus approaches his or her art from the realm of the subjective

and must choose from a vocabulary of im-signs rather than from the

objective vocabulary of words. In short, Pasolini envisions freedom from

the constraints of objectivity as germane to a cinema of poetry. It is in

this respect that his heretical semiotics recall arguments developed some

thirty-five years earlier by the Russian Formalists, who, like Pasolini,

viewed in poetic cinema a search for aesthetic exploration unconstrained

I

by the film's story and (by implication) the motivations of its characters.

Slightly over twenty years ago, Christian Metz explored problems

implicit in Pasolini's concept of a cinema of poetry and argued that

j

cinematic and verbal languages are considerably different from each other

I

in intent as well as form. Verbal language, according to Metz, is used

jj

both for everyday communication and for works of literature, thus

!j

spanning a much broader spectrum than does the cinema. The cinema,

i

on the other hand, is never used as a daily, mundane, communications

medium. By implication its codes imply sophistication; coupled with an

j

I 3. Pier Paolo Pasolini, Heretical Empiricism, ed. Louise K. Barnett, trans. Ben

I

Lawton and Louise K. Barnett (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), 182.

I

4. Ibid.
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intentional use of the medium, they reflect characteristics of literary prose

and poetry, both of which are quite different from the simplest use of

verbal language. In Film Language Metz stresses that 'The distinction

between poetry and prose has meaning only within a broader distinction,

one that separates literature from the simple use of idiom as a tool. And
it is this primary distinction that is lacking in the cinema, so that no film

can pertain to prose in the strict sense, nor, strictly to poetry."^ What is

commonly termed poetic structure in the cinema, according to the early

Metz, is actually the presence of poetic "touches" or elements. By

implication, Metz would likewise argue that prose structures would also

be present in the cinema as mere elements rather than as a generic

classification. What is most significant in Metz's early observations is his

clear positing of the cinematic system as totally distinct from verbal

language.

Several essays collected in Metz's Psychoanalysis and Cinema were

actually contemporaneous to the semiotician's work on language and

cinema, yet they evince a significant reformulation of a good number of

the same issues. Although the essays do not deal directly with the

problems germane to the question of a cinema of poetry, they make
numerous references to poetic language per se. Implicit in Metz's

arguments are several points of intersection between poetry and cinema

that transcend the restrictions he imposes upon comparative analyses

between the two mediums in Film Language. In a discussion of condensa-

tion in the verbal language system, Metz suggests relationships between

poetic language and primary processes. In an extensive exploration of the

psychoanalytic interaction between primary and secondary processes at

play in the cinema, he explores the kinship between the cinematic image

and rhetorical figures. Through his lengthy analysis of metaphor and

metonymy, Metz stresses that poetic rhetorical figures might escape

"secondarization" to varying degrees. Such an observation recalls, as

Metz points out, Jean-Franqois Lyotard's assertation that "the image

resists being swallowed up" by logic and that "something within it has

a tendency to escape."^ Metz's argument thus implies a triptych relation-

ship among the primary processes of the dream, the visual domain of the

cinema, and poetic figures.

5. Christian Metz, Film Language: A Semiotics of the Cinema, trans. Michael

Taylor (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 205.

6. Christian Metz, Psychoanalysis and Cinema: The Imaginary Signifier, trans.

Celia Britton, Annwyl Williams, Ben Brewster, and Alfred Guzzetti (London:

Macmillan, 1982), 124.
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Returning in time to Dovzhenko's period, we can now explore the

concept of poetic cinema in the context of Russian Formalism. Poetika

kino, a 1927 collection of essays edited by Boris Eikhenbaum, not only

sought to generate a Formalist description of cinema, but, moreover, to

bridge the gap between film and literary genres. Deeming a simple

analogy between cinema and prose narrative inadequate to account for

the mechanics at play in the structurally innovative films of Dziga Vertov

and Vsevolod Pudovkin, several contributors to Poetika kino envisioned

a close theoretical link between the dynamics of montage and verse,

j

Concentrating their discussion on Soviet and American cinemas, they

I

presented a formal blueprint for what could be termed poetic cinema.

This model would be put to its most exhaustive test only three years

later, when Dovzhenko's Earth responded through the visual image to the

very principles described in the theoretical tract,

i

Russian Formalist film theory grew out of a dynamic intersection

I

between theoretical debate and a historical moment in which cinema

I

sought particularly great formal freedom. Formalists base their dis-

1

cussions on such films as Vertov's Sixth Part of the World and Pudovkin's

,

Mother and draw from prose, poetry, and theatre to seek analogies with

the poetic system. One of the most frequently cited discussions of poetic

i cinema is a brief article by Viktor Shklovsky included in Poetika kino,

!
"Poetry and Prose in the Cinema," which posits ideas to be developed in

subsequent Formalist debate. Shklovsky argues that "[i]n literary art

^

poetry and prose are not sharply differentiated from one another."^ He
alludes to studies by Tadeusz Zielinski on oratorical speech and by Boris

Eikhenbaum on rhythm in pure prose to reveal that "poetic" rhythm is

I present in even the most prosaic works. He thus refutes arguments that

1

rhythm alone is a marked characteristic of poetic cinema. Discussing the

I

presence of "poetic" language in prose, Shklovsky claims that studies on

{

rhythm have actually confused rather than clarified the distinctions

between prose and poetry. This further substantiates the above claim that

!

j

rhythm alone cannot be a distinguishing characteristic of poetic cinema.

I

It is rather in the concept of narrative resolution that Shklovsky

!

[

encounters factors that more clearly appear to separate prose from poetry.

I

Following a discussion of conventional resolution in narrative, Shklovsky

j

turns to an analysis of Pushkin's Eugene Onegin, where resolution is

II

attained exclusively by formal mechanisms. In a well-cited section of this

I
work, closure is brought about by the lack of caesura in the final stanza.

7. Viktor Shklovsky, "Poetry and Prose in Cinema," trans. Richard Taylor, in

Russian Poetics in Translation, vol. 9, 87.
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For Shklovsky such a formal closure implies that "resolution is brought

about not by semantic means but by purely compositional ones whereby

the effect of the compositional constant compares with that of the

semantic."® In summarizing his discussion, Shklovsky argues that "[t]he

fundamental distinction between poetry and prose lies possibly in a

greater geometricality of devices, in the fact that a whole series of

arbitrary semantic resolutions is replaced by a formal geometric

resolution. It is as if a geometricisation of devices is taking place."^

Extending his argument to the cinema, Shklovsky cites Vertov's Sixth

Part of the World, which "is constructed on the principle of formal

resolution," demonstrating "a pronounced parallelism and a recurrence

of images at the end of the film where they convey a different meaning

and thus vaguely recall the form of a triolet. The article is perhaps

best known for his discussion of Pudovkin's Mother with which it

concludes. In this film everyday situations are displaced by purely formal

elements. Shklovsky stresses:

there exist both prose and poetry in cinema and this is the basic division

between the genres: they are distinguished from one another not by

rhythm, or not by rhythm alone, but by the prevalence in poetic cinema

of technical and formal over semantic features, where formal features

displace semantic and resolve the composition. Plotless cinema is "verse"

cinema.

lurii Tynianov's seminal essay "The Fundamentals of Cinema" draws

upon Shklovsky's arguments and seeks, moreover, to elaborate a more

complete description of cinema. Perceiving an analogy with poetry,

Tynianov suggests a parallel between camera angle and lighting and

intonations in verse. He stresses the meaning-bearing nature of these

cinematic codes and argues that they are by nature "contrastive" and

"differential." Furthering the link with poetry, Tynianov turns to the

nature of montage and argues:

Shots in film do not "unfold" in a sequential, gradual order, they are

precisely exchanged. This is the foundation of montage. They replace each

other just as a single verse line, a single metrical unit, replaces another

one on a precise boundary. Film makes a jump from shot to shot, just as

verse makes a jump from line to line. It may seem strange, but if we are

8. Ibid., 88.

9. Ibid.

10. Ibid.

11. Ibid., 89.
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to make an analogy between film and the verbal arts, then the only

justifiable analogy will be not with prose, but with verse3^

Tynianov draws upon the free verse of Mayakovsky to differentiate

between what he terms the "old" and "new" cinema. In contrast to the

use of montage in the old cinema whereby plot situations are explained

and the system itself remains unperceived and concealed, the new cinema

renders montage "one of the crucial and perceptible factors, that is,

perceived rhythm."^^ In the realm of poetry, "a safe monotony and the

imperceptibility of petrified metrical systems was replaced by a sharp

perception of rhythm in 'free verse'."^^ Alluding to Mayakovsky's early

verse, Tynianov asserts that a single line consisting of a single word

might follow a long line with an equal amount of energy being devoted

to both, so that the energies "advance in bursts."

It is the same with perceptible montage: the energy falling on a long bit

then falls on a short bit. The short bit, consisting of a "representative"

shot is equivalent to the long one and—just like the line in verse which

may consist of one or two words—a short shot of this kind stands out

in its meaningfulness and value.^^

Tynianov offers an enhanced development of Shklovsky's distinction

between fabula and syuzhet that the latter briefly suggests. For Tynianov

fabula consists of either a scheme of relationships or a scheme of actions.

Syuzhet, on the other hand, refers to the dynamic interaction of all

elements of style and fabula. Basing his argument on literary texts ranging

from Victor Hugo's Les Miserables to Ambrose Bierce's Incident at Owl
Creek, he explores cases in which the syuzhet follows a false line ol fabula,

develops outside of the fabula, or develops at odds with it.

The recent work of F. W. Galan has been seminal in reassessing and

summarizing both Formalist distinctions between prose and poetry and

the concept of poetic cinema. In his discussion of Tynianov's film theory,

Galan explores how the inter-dynamics of fabula and syuzhet force the

reader [viewer] to attempt to solve "the puzzle of the missing story

[fabula] by differentiating and aligning parts of the verbal [filmic] material

which do not belong to the story but are related to one another stylisti-

cally."'"

12. Yury Tynyanov, "The Fundamentals of Cinema," trans. L. M. O'Toole, in

Russian Poetics in Translation, vol. 9, 45.

13. Ibid., 46.

14. Ibid.

15. Ibid.

16. F. W. Galan, "Style As Significance: Yury Tynyanov's Semantics of Cinema,"
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In line with the arguments of Shklovsky, Tynianov, and Galan, I shall

attempt to demonstrate that one of the salient features of a "cinema of

poetry" is the development of a syuzhet that far exceeds the scope of the

fabula.

Yet this characteristic alone fails to reflect the breadth of the Russian

Formalist notion of poetic cinema. Other Russian Formalists and their

followers have grappled with distinctions between prose and poetry,

which, like Shklovsky's discussion, are equally applicable to the cinema.

Of particular consequence is Leo Jakubinsky's separation between poetic

and "practical" language. Jakubinsky characterizes the latter as heterotelic,

in that it finds "justification outside of itself, in the transmission of

thoughts or in interpersonal communication"^^ In contrast, poetic

language is autotelic in that it finds its "justification, and hence its entire

worth, within itself; it constitutes its own end, and is no longer a

means."^^ Jakubinsky looks specifically at Futurist experiments with

nonsense language to reveal the pure, independent value of words.

Sounds in verse are not "a mere 'accompaniment' to meaning," but rather

have a significance in and of themselves.^^ In an essay on "Sound

Repetitions" by Osip Brik, Jakubinsky's claims are further substantiated.

For Brik, sounds in poetry are the result of general laws of harmony, of

which rhyme and alliteration are but superficial manifestations.^”

Attempting to construct a theory of poetry as autotelic language.

Formalists speak of the practice of "zaum, 'trans-sense' or 'supraconscious

language,' a pure signifier, a poetry of sounds and letters that go beyond

words."^^ For the Russian Formalists, poetry is a specific use of verbal

language that transcends signification. It is a language that reflects back

upon itself, its own mechanisms and devices becoming equally important

to the meaning expressed. In this respect, together with the transcendence

of syuzhet over fabula, we can posit a hyper-awareness of the cinematic

in Russian Formalism: A Retrospective Glance. A Festschrift in Honor of Victor Erlich,

ed. Robert L. Jackson and Stephen Rudy (New Haven: Yale Center for Interna-

tional and Area Studies, 1985), 299.

17. Tzvetan Todorov, "Three Conceptions of Poetic Language," in Russian

Formalism, 131.

18. Ibid.

19. Boris Eichenbaum, "The Theory of the 'Formal Method'," in Russian

Formalist Criticism: Four Essays, trans. and ed. Lee T. Lemon and Marion J. Reis

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), 110.

20. See Osip Brik, "Zvukovye povtory," in Sborniki po teorii poeticheskogo iazyka

2 (1917).

21. Todorov, 132.
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system as a second marked characteristic of poetic cinema, inasmuch as

it stresses its own internal processes more than the (ostensive) signified.

Dovzhenko's Earth disavows the apparent diegesis and historical

antecedents in favor of a celebration of the eternal cycle of death and

rebirth and an exploration of the link between these same natural

processes and rural tradition. The film offers the viewer suggestions of

both political underpinnings and diegetic development, yet continually

thwarts all attempts to bring either element to the forefront. It draws our

attention rather to the formal processes through which its evocative

images interpenetrate and mutually reread each other. In the context of

Soviet film theory. Earth explores in the realm of the visual the intrinsic

link between verbal poetry and the cinema envisioned by Poetika kino, yet

in doing so it fails to be reduced to a simple Formalist exercise in style.

Dovzhenko's film rather negotiates a fertile terrain in which formal

elements extend beyond the confines of story and metaphor.

Although structurally far less radical than Dovzhenko's previous

films. Earth engendered controversy unmatched by critical reaction to the

"incomprehensibility" of Arsenal or Zvenyhora. When it was initially

screened in the spring of 1930, the ensuing altercation was but an

ominous foreshadowing of the radical socio-political changes the USSR
would undergo. Violent dekulakization was replacing voluntary

collectivization, and new norms and expectations for narrative cinema

were supplanting the freedom enjoyed by the Soviet avant-garde of the

1920s. While Pravda praised the film's beauty and inventiveness, it

censured its false political message.^^ The film likewise drew the

condemnation of official Party spokesmen and the "Kremlin poet"

Demian Bedny, whose satirical verse review of the film published in

Izvestiia simply denounced Dovzhenko's work as "strange."^^ As we
revisit this controversy more than sixty years later, we find that those

elements reproved by official or sanctioned Soviet sources are those that

deviate most significantly from the film's rudimentary diegesis or its

proposed exploration of collectivization.

Shklovsky's and Tynianov's notion of the distinction between fabula

and syuzhet is highly applicable to Dovzhenko's Earth, particularly

inasmuch as it helps bring to light the relative lack of importance

relegated to the film's fabula. Earth relates the almost insignificant story

of the struggle between the young peasants of a Ukrainian collective farm

22. Vance Kepley, Jr., In the Service of the State: The Cinema of Alexander

Dovzhenko (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), 75.

23. Ibid., 76.
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and a family of wealthy kulaks who refuse to sell their land to the

collective. A young villager, Vasyl, appropriates the land, obtains a

tractor, and modernizes the collective. He is subsequently murdered by

the kulaks' son following a night of festivity. Vasyl's father refuses a

religious service for his son, insisting instead on a modern funeral with

songs about "new life." Present in the film are instances of virtually all

of Tynianov's manners in which syuzhet may separate itself from fahula.

Extensive attention devoted to mechanized harvesting or grinding and

baking en masse, like the historical sections of Les Miserables, appears to

be present "for its own sake." Moreover, the prolonged exploration of

"traditional" agricultural methods and of the inherent link between the

farmer and his "earth" clearly develops contrary to the fahula. Any
attempts to reduce Earth to its fahula are reductionist at best, and fail to

account for the film's almost universal critical acclaim as well as for its

subversive threat to the norms of Stalinist cinema. When first released,

the film was denounced by Soviet critics as "defeatist," "counter-

revolutionary," and "fascistic."^^ Had Earth's syuzhet and fahula been

more closely synchronized, it is doubtful that the Soviet censors would

have objected to it with such fervor. What is most significant is that its

subversive impact is inherently linked to those elements Tynianov and

Shklovsky would have described as "poetic."

Though deemed subversive in its time. Earth offers even more

difficulties to a modern viewer. A viewing of Dovzhenko's film today is

made problematic because of the colonializing impact of Hollywood's

continuity system. A spectator will assuredly seek to link shots in terms

of those point-of-view and suturing structures that the Soviet avant-garde

refuted. Individual images in Earth are indeed linked, but do not suture

the viewer into the diegetic universe as would a Hollywood film of the

same era. To better understand the mistake implicit in attempting to read

a film stemming from a distinct cinema in the context of continuity

editing, we can turn to Janet Bergstrom's analysis of Weimar film

aesthetics. In a reading of one of the opening sequences of Fritz Lang's

M, Bergstrom describes how a montage of images pointing to the

inevitability of a young girl's death replaces the point-of-view shot

classical codes would condition us to expect. When Frau Beckman,

anxiously awaiting Elsie's return home for supper, goes to the window
to look for her daughter, we fail to see a view emanating from her

perspective. Rather, a series of shots suggesting Elsie's death (her place

24. David A. Cook, A History of Narrative Film (New York: W. W. Norton, 1981),

191.
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set at the kitchen table, her ball rolling out from behind a bush, her

balloon catching in telephone wires) appears. Bergstrom argues that Lang

shifts from the literal to the metaphorical and leads the viewer to an

"abstract level of identification, or psychological involvement, while still

within the terms of an individualized story."^^ This example from

Weimar cinema, when reassessed in the context of Tynianov's discussion,

reveals the experimental potential of allowing syuzhet to reassemble

elements of fahula. Lang, however, keeps the film's fabula very closely at

hand; although the montage following Frau Beckmann's gaze from the

window violates what contemporary viewers would deem rules of

continuity, it nonetheless builds both explicitly and implicitly a sense of

the reality of Elsie's demise. In the case of Earth, Dovzhenko also

introduces material in place of point-of-view shots that leads the syuzhet

away from fabula. Yet these digressions are far more abstract than in

Lang's film and underscore just how insignificant the film's scant story

line is.

The film's opening sequence is particularly key to an understanding

of the function of the montage dynamics Dovzhenko will deploy

throughout Earth. Like Lang's M, Dovzhenko's film combines the literal

and the metaphorical, the particular and the abstract. Yet in contrast to

M, whose formal elements always remain close to the story's grasp,

present in Earth are elements that at once far exceed the reach of the

fabula and stress the preeminence of syuzhet in the film. Dovzhenko opens

with a long shot of a Ukrainian field and a cloudy sky. The wind blows

through immeasurable expanses of wheat spikes, creating a dynamic

tension between sky and earth. The subsequent two shots draw the

viewer increasingly closer to the wheat and the rippling patterns created

by the wind. An abrupt cut is effected to a shot of a woman in the left

part of the frame gazing towards the left with an enormous sunflower on

her right. The positioning of elements within the frame creates an

ambiguity in Dovzhenko's montage. It is possible that the foregoing shots

of the field and sky are in some way linked to her point of view. Yet

such connection is rendered tenuous at best by virtue of the frame's

composition. Equal attention is devoted to the young woman and the

sunflower, the latter gaining greater significance than any off-screen gaze

object to which her attention might eventually be directed. The relative

importance of the sunflower is emphasized by the ensuing close-up on

25. Janet Bergstrom, "Psychological Explanation in the Films of Lang and
Pabst," in Psychoanalysis and Cinema, ed. E. Ann Kaplan (New York: Routledge,

1990), 174.
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the plant, which frustrates any attempt on the part of the viewer to

identify with the woman and her point of view. Dovzhenko then presents

a montage of fruit, proceeding from a medium shot to an extreme close-

up. We then cut to a frame of old Semen lying on the ground.

It is at this point that Dovzhenko begins to introduce elements of his

sketchy fabula. Shots of the old man are intercut with images of small

children playing with fruit and of fields of grain. The direction of the old

man's gaze precludes any concrete association of these elements with his

point of view. We are forced to interpret them abstractly, as metaphors

that intervene and intersect with Dovzhenko's narrative fabula. Following

a brief exchange among family members regarding Semen's decades of

plowing the earth with oxen, the dying man sits up and asks for

something to eat. He is given a fruit, which he savors, and then expires.

At this point Dovzhenko introduces what resembles a brief play of

shot/countershot in which a character's gaze and the subsequent image

seem subjectively linked. Although we are never presented with a master

shot to establish the spacial relationship among the diverse elements

present, the viewer is likely to construct this relationship to imbue the

shots with subjective motivation. In such a manner Semen is posited as

gazing at the children playing with the fruit while the individuals (who

the spectator constructs as surrounding him) appear to gaze at his final

moments of life. Following the old man's death, Vasyl's comment that

"he liked pears" provides the viewer with a psychological link between

Semen's decades of toil and the fruits of his labor. As Semen dies,

Dovzhenko cuts once again to an image of a sunflower.^^

The surface diegetic elements of old Semen's death (which are

peripheral at best in Dovzhenko's fabula) fail to offer even the most

perfunctory explanation of the film's opening moments. In both the

opening montage and the death sequence our attention is drawn away
from any connection with fabula to those elements of syuzhet that

intervene and dynamically further our reinterpretation of the story. For

instance, the sunflower, which earlier had been linked to the endless

fields of grain, the dramatic expanse of sky, and the pensive gaze of the

peasant, is reread within the context of Semen's death. As Vance Kepley

has pointed out, the bowed position of the sunflower mirrors the

downward gazes of the family members who surround Semen's body. A
joint participation of humans and nature in the life cycle is thereby

suggested.^^ For from the sunflower's own death/seeds new life can

26. In the 1971 restoration of the film by Mosfilm, the musical score intervenes

at this point with the tolling of a bell.

27. Once again, a sound intervention occurs here in the Mosfilm restoration: the
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spring. The sunflower is metonymically linked as well to images of fallen

fruit, which also provide a direct commentary on the scant elements of

story. The fruit that surrounds Semen's dying body suggests the very

seeds he has planted during his long life as a farmer. His fondness for

pears evokes at once a pleasure in the fruits of traditional agriculture and

his recognition that the grain must die to be reborn. Dovzhenko's syuzhet

in the opening sequences of Earth is poetic in the sense that it develops

I

far beyond the scope of fabula. Yet metaphorically those elements that

I

exceed the confines of the story interact with fabula, providing a dynamic

1 interpenetration of all formal levels of the film.

I

Yet the metaphorical significance of Dovzhenko's images accounts

I only in part for the overall impact of Earth's opening sequences. The

I

viewer is struck, for instance, by the film's evocative use of rhythm, both

!

within the frame and in the montage. The rhythmic patterns of grain

I

blowing in the wind in the vast expanses of Ukrainian farmland on
!' which Dovzhenko dwells in the first two takes resist a reduction into

j|

metaphor. There is something left over of the image itself, a residue that

refutes transformation into meaning. Although we may soon reread the

image in the context of the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, our attention

is drawn to the wheat as "wheat," the wind as "wind," and the rhythm

as "rhythm." We recall Jakubinsky's description of autotelic language that

j

fails to find its justification in the transmission of thoughts. We further

® recall Brik's argument that there are fundamental laws of harmony of

j
which formal poetic elements are outward manifestations. Applying such

j]

observations to the visual language of Earth, we note that the cinematic

!

system begins to find its justification within itself. It enters the realm of

trans-sense (zaum) or of pure signifiers. As the opening sequence

develops, we likewise find that the rhythm of Dovzhenko's montage

j|

affords considerable attention to individual images. The sunflower, the

I
fruit, and the small children at play, though functioning metaphorically

' within the thematic context of the film, are placed into relief and fail to

* be absorbed by the metaphor. Autotelic in nature, the images and

!! rhythms generated in Earth reflect upon themselves as integral elements

of Dovzhenko's supraconscious language of the cinema.

In the sequences following the death of old Semen, fabula and syuzhet

are quite closely aligned, and the narrative elements of Dovzhenko's film

become more clearly manifest. Yet despite the importance of fabula as the

film's rudimentary diegesis is developed, Dovzhenko rejects a chronologi-

image of the sunflower is juxtaposed with the tolling of a funeral chime, inviting

the viewer to reread the image as integral to the cycle of death and rebirth.
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cal unravelling in favor of formal mechanisms of contrast and juxtaposi-

tion. Images of mourning villagers are intercut with scenes of farmers

resistant to collectivization and of women in the fields following

traditional agricultural practices. Vasyl's departure is juxtaposed with

depiction of the traditional use of oxen for which, as the youth asserted

in the death sequence, the Soviet government does not award medals.

Immediately prior to the arrival of the tractor, an old man visits Semen's

grave asking for a sign as to whether the old man is in heaven or hell.

The sequence is juxtaposed with shots of Vasyl's father plowing the soil

with his oxen. We recall Vasyl's earlier reflections upon old Semen's

insistence on antiquated methods of agriculture, which will soon be

supplanted by the arrival of the tractor. The grave sequence thus

metonymically contrasts the outgoing (Semen/traditional farming) with

the incoming (mechanization/ collectivism).

Yet even in the most overtly "narrative" sections of Earth, there are

elements resistant to both fabula and metaphor. Despite the obvious

connections of individual images to the film's fabula, Dovzhenko's

attention to detail and human emotion exceeds the apparent storytelling

intent of the sequences. The rhythm of Dovzhenko's montage devotes far

too much attention to facial expressions for these to simply communicate

jubilation, anger, grief, or resistance to change. The film's images thus

negotiate a fine line between the heterotelic and autotelic. They have

heterotelic components in that they indeed convey an emotion or idea

essential to the development of Dovzhenko's fabula and metaphors. Yet

they supersede this realm and begin to communicate as pure signifiers.

Thus, despite Dovzhenko's attention to the development oi fabula in these

most narrative of sequences, there are images that return us to the

autotelic residues pre-eminent in the film's opening.

As the tractor is put to use, a third term is introduced into the

man/nature dyad. A union of man, nature, and the dynamics of the

machines replaces the traditional rural lifestyle. This is first felt, as Vance

Kepley asserts, shortly after the arrival of the tractor. When the machine

stalls, the peasants start it again by urinating into the radiator, thereby

fusing the mechanical with the organic. Kepley further stresses that the

harvest sequence is significant for what it omits as well as for what it

depicts. The film's central sequence jumps from the initial plowing to the

harvesting of the wheat and the baking of bread. It omits the entire

growing season and presents the agricultural process as if it took place

on "one sunny afternoon in a single, labor-intensive effort.... The labor
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of men, women and machines seems to take care of the entire oper-

ation."^® The increased velocity of Dovzhenko's montage at this point

reflects the insertion of the machine into the man/nature relationship.

Stalks of grain are cut by machine, bundled, tied, shucked, and separated.

Dough is kneaded, loaves are formed by machine, and bread is baked.

This frenzied montage contrasts directly with the languid scenes of

traditional agriculture in the early part of the film. Movement within the

frame, coupled with the rhythm of the montage, structurally reinforces

the fervor of the collective enterprise.

Once again, the length of time devoted to the harvest/baking

operation far exceeds the demands oifabula. The imagery becomes highly

abstracted and cerebral, with geometrical patterns being formed by the

rapid motion of the separated grains. Such abstract pictures again defy

reduction into metaphor and exist as pure imagery. If they are to acquire

heterotelic signification, it is only through Dovzhenko's use of "rhyming"

or parallelism. When the rhythms and patterns of the rain falling on

decaying fruit in the film's concluding sequence recall the abstracted

images of the separated grains, the end product of the agricultural

1 process is related to its origins. We are reminded that it is only through

death that new life can spring. Yet such an interpretation accounts only

in part for the impact of these sequences. Dovzhenko frames and lights

his extreme close-ups of grain and fruit with striking precision. Coupled

! with the rhythmic progression of the montage, such technical design

accentuates the formal aspects of the sequences and reminds the viewer

that the autotelic essence of Earth lies beyond the grasp of fabula and

metaphor.

Dovzhenko likewise draws attention to the film's formal structure in

the lengthy sequence depicting Vasyl's funeral. When the elderly priest

arrives at the home of the youth's family, Dovzhenko initiates a brief play

of shot/countershot between Vasyl's father and the priest as the former

refuses a religious funeral for his son. When the cleric turns to leave, the

camera cuts back to a medium close-up of the father. The viewer expects

this cut to consist of nothing more than a reaction shot. The subsequent

point-of-view shot, however, reveals this assumption to be erroneous. We
find that the father is now facing the members of the collective and is

demanding a secular burial. What appears to be a mere reaction shot is

actually a transition between the two scenes. Such a cut links the father's

defiance of religion to his embrace of collectivism and underscores his

rejection of the old order in favor of the new. As the funeral sequence

28. Kepley, 83.
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builds, the viewer notes the contrast between the collective mass of

peasants singing "songs to new life" and the intimate, familiar death of

old Semen. The impact of the collective is, moreover, underscored by

Dovzhenko's use of ninety-degree angles in his cuts between the orator

and the masses gathered in honor of Vasyl. By refusing a point-of-view

shot of the peasants in favor of jarring angles, the sheer immensity of the

crowd becomes our focus of attention. The sequence furthermore gains

in momentum through the cross-cutting of various events, including the

funeral, the young kulak confessing to Vasyl's murder, the birth of

Vasyl's younger brother, and the widow's grief. Through these diverse

elements Dovzhenko depicts the displacement of the old order (religion,

private landownership, death) by the new (secularism, collectivism, birth).

Dovzhenko's Earth is thus a paramount illustration of what the

Russian Formalists would term poetry in the cinema. Firstly, its formal

mechanisms become pre-eminent and far exceed the scope of fabula. It is

structured on the basis of rhythm and parallelism, and although the scant

fabula offers superficial closure through the professed triumph of

collectivism over private landownership, diegetic closure is considerably

less significant than formal resolution. Secondly, much of the film's

imagery resists assimilation into metaphor and responds neither to the

demands of fabula nor to those of metaphor. Finding its locus at the

margins of metaphor, Dovzhenko's imagery is vested with an autotelic

residue. Though an image resistant to metaphor may attain signification

through Dovzhenko's use of parallelism or other formal mechanisms,

there is a purity of image that is always present per se.

The film poetics of Russian Formalism mediate between fabula and

syuzhet, metaphor and image. Responding to a moment in cinema history

governed by a particularly poetic use of the film medium. Formalism

provides a critical framework for problems rarely addressed by contem-

porary film theory. Yet Formalist scrutiny fails to impede a contemporary

theorization of the intersection of poetry and the cinema. A reading of

Dovzhenko's Earth in light of the tenets of Poetika kino suggests new
terrain film theory might explore in its assessment of those films that

refute the classical model. Julia Kristeva posits a poetic language that

attacks both denotation and meaning and offers nonsense and laughter

as a challenge to sense. Recalling Jakubinsky's studies of nonsense

language, Kristeva's "semiotics" might facilitate a link between Formal-

ism and psychoanalytic film theory.^^ A reassessment of post-

29. See Julia Kristeva, La revolution du langage poetique (Paris: Editions du Seuil,

1974).
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structuralist mediations in terms of early Soviet poetics would most

certainly enhance our grasp of films such as Earth, inasmuch as it would

shift explorations of spectator dynamics to the turf of poetic cinema.

Although the notion of a cinema of poetry born with Russian Formalism

has been challenged by semiotics and slighted in favor of extensive work
on classical cinema, Dovzhenko's film attests to its true potential. The

cinema becomes its own celluloid mirror, at once irreducible and

transcendent, reflecting those very processes that surpass the heterotelic

and convey the very essence of the film medium.
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Toward a Formal Semiotic

Analysis of Dovzhenko's Arsenal

Wadaw M. Osadnik

Eugeniusz Wilk

In our earlier study devoted to formal analysis of a "film work of art" (in

Ingarden's terminology) we pointed out that many films from the Soviet

montage era are organized according to what can be understood as rules

of contemporary logic.^ Alexander Dovzhenko's Arsenal, a striking

example of that era, is not an exception in this regard. Interestingly, a

formal logical approach to film analysis from the semiotic perspective

was pioneered in a study of another Soviet master of that era. In a

seminal article Aleksandr Zholkovsky reconstructed the generative

poetics of Sergei Eisenstein's films and writings.^ Similar theoretically

informed studies were later written in several European centres,

especially in Germany, Erance and Poland.^ In the United States methods

1. See Alicja Helman, Wadaw M. Osadnik, Lukasz A. Plesnar, and Eugeniusz

Wilk, "Some Remarks on the Application of Ingarden's Theory to Film Studies,"

in Analecta Husserliana, vol. 61, ed. A. T. Tymieniecka (Dordrecht: Kluwer

Academic Publishers, 1994), 377-97.

2. Aleksandr Zholkovsky, "Porozhdaiushchaia poetika S. M. Eizenshteina," in

Sign, Language, Culture ed. Algirdas J. Greimas, Roman Jakobson, et al (The

Hague: Mouton, 1970), 451-68.

3. See Gunter Bentele, "Regel und Code in der Filmsemiotik," in Semiotics

Unfolding: Proceedings of the Second Congress of the International Association for

Semiotic Studies, Vienna, July 1979, vol. 3, ed. Tasso Borbe (Berlin: Mouton, 1984)

and Karl-Dietmar M511er-Nass, Filmsprache: Fine kritische Theoriegeschichte

(Munster: MAKS-Publikationen, 1986). For an overview of German writings see

Andrzej Gwozdz, "Teorie komunikacyjne w zachodnioniemieckiej semiotyce

filmu," in Historia semiotyki filmu, vol. 2, ed. Alicja Helman (Warsaw: Zaklad

Semiotyki Logicznej Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 1993), 68-84. See also works
by the French scholar Michel Colin: "Syntaxe et semantique dans le message
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of formal analysis have been developed by John M. Carroll at the IBM
research laboratories and are part of contemporary American studies in

cinematic communication.^ Our study deals with issues previously

addressed by scholars at the Cracow-Silesian Centre and by film theory

based on transformational-generative cinema grammar developed by John

M. Carroll and Michel Colin.

This work is strictly theoretical, supplying the formal tools for an

explanatory description of film messages and the methods of their

generation and interpretation by the receiver. We propose the notion of

audiovisual filmic communication based on an earlier assumption about

the quasi-linguistic character of a synchronously treated segment of a

filmic message and the specific nature of the combination of these

segments in a diachronic process.^ Moreover, we shall formulate a

typology of a synchronously treated film message. It combines the

typological syntax of presenting states of affairs with the structure of

presented states of affairs that correspond to it semantically. Our
description also includes various types of diachronic combinations of

these states.

In other words, our work demonstrates that an audiovisual (filmic)

utterance may be treated as a kind of a book whose individual segments,

or pages (one following another in succession), may be interpreted in a

quasi-linguistic fashion as inscriptions of compound sentence succession.

The individual pages of this peculiar filmic book and their succession are

subject to Chomsky's transformational-generative rules, which are

reformulated for film analysis. The syntactic and semantic relations are

filmique," Iris 1, no. 1 (1983), 83-100; "Propositions pour une recherche

experimentale en semiologie du cinema," Communication, no. 38 (1983), 239-55;

and Langue, film, discourse: Prolegomenes a une semiologie generative du film (Paris:

Klincksieck, 1985). For Polish writings see Andrzej Gwozdz, ed. Filmtheorie in

Polen: Fine Anthologie (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1992).

4. See John M. Carroll, "A Program for Cinema Theory," The Journal of

Aesthetics and Art Criticism 35, no. 3 (1977), 337-51; idem, "Linguistics, Psychology

and Cinema Theory," Semiotica 20, no. 1-2 (1977), 173-95; and idem. Toward a

Structural Psychology of Cinema (The Hague: Mouton, 1980).

5. See Waclaw Osadnik and Lukasz A. Plesnar, "On the Sign Character of the

Representing Stratum in a Film Work of Art," in Analecta Husserliana, vol. 33, ed.

A. T. Tymieniecka (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991), 63-79; idem,

"On the Quasi-Intentional Nature of Represented Objects in a Film Work of Art,"

in Analecta Husserliana, vol. 37, ed. A. T. Tymieniecka (Dordrecht: Kluwer

Academic Publishers, 1991), 181-92; Eugeniusz Wilk, Kompetencja audiowizualna:

Zarys problematyki (Katowice: Uniwersytet Sl^ski, 1989); and idem, O analizie

semiotycznej dzieia filmowego (Katowice: Uniwersytet Sl^ski, 1984).
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then translated into suitable spatial relations and relations of iconic

analogy, and the competence rules of diachronic regularity are described.

We start from the presumption that not all communication systems

i

are languages. A communication system that is a language has an infinite

I

number of signs and an infinite number of interpretations corresponding

1
to those signs. Communication systems lacking this characteristic are

I

defined as codes. According to our previous studies^ the vocabulary of

any language consists of

1. individual terms, i.e., elementary units of the presenting layer

j

(fragments homogeneous in some specific respect in a given interval);

2. single- or multi-argument predicates, i.e., properties or relations;

I and

I

3. logical connectives, i.e., logical relations between states of affairs

I

existing in the presenting layer.

I

The set of sentences contains atomic sentences (subject to combination

' into molecular sentences by means of logical connectives) and corre-

j

sponds to the set of states of affairs occurring in the presenting layer. The

j

vocabulary and the sentence set are finite when considered on the level

I
of a single film, but infinite when all existing and potential films are

|!

taken into account. The presenting layer, or set of filmic sentences, is a

I

semantically interpreted structure, that is to say, one which must have a

]

semantic model (a system of objects ascribed to its expressions and rules

j

governing this ascribing).

I

The concept of a semantic model refers to the concept of truthfulness,

I

and in the case of filmic sentences it coincides with the concept of

I

satisfaction. Each filmic sentence is justified in two independent domains,

I

since two distinct states of affairs, belonging to two different possible

j

worlds, are always ascribed to it, namely, the recorded and the presented

j

states of affairs. The two form separate domains (layers). As a conse-

:|

quence, the presenting layer has at least two semantic models: the

I

recorded layer of reality and the presented layer of reality.

Two kinds of objects (objective references), the internal and the

;

external, belong to filmic signs. This is true of the signs of all layers. The
' notion of an object, in its widest sense, embraces not only things but also

t
their properties, relations, and states.

' We shall discuss theoretical issues, bearing in mind that a sample

j

analysis of film shots is necessary in order to exemplify the logical

1

organization of Arsenal. This film, formally the most challenging in

6. See Waclaw Osadnik and Lukasz A. Plesnar, "Filmologie, semiologie et

linguistique," Linguistica silesiana, no. 9 (1987), 51-68.
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Dovzhenko's oeuvre, offers a high degree of narrative complication. Such

complicated narrative structures could be modelled by means of formal

methods. The procedure is similar to the process of modelling in

contemporary linguistics or exact sciences and avoids misinterpretation

of all levels of structural composition of the cinematic text.

The Syntactic Structure of a Cinematic Work of Art

In this section we aim to formulate some basic assumptions of a

semantic-syntactic description of film communication using Dovzhenko's

film as the material and the methodological apparatus of logical

semantics as a tool. The starting point for considerations of the syntactic

description of a cinematic work must be the transformation of a given

language, L (equipped with formation and deduction rules), into a

semantically interpreted language, Lg.^

In order to perform the operation of transformation, we have to begin

with some initial assumptions.

1. We distinguish the representing structure of a screen phenomenon as

M = (U; S, S„, T, T/

7. We understand the term "language" as Jerzy Kmita does: "Language is a

set of signs determined by a specific set of rules of formulation and governed by

a specific set of deduction rules." (Kmita, Wyklady z logiki i metodologii nauk

[Warsaw: PWN, 1977], 63).

8. Wlodzimierz Lawniczak, Teoretyczne podstawy interpretacji dziel sztuki

plastycznej (Poznan: Uniwersytet Adama Mickiewicza, 1975), 10-11. According to

Lawniczak, "The physical description of the surface of a 'painting,' if we take into

consideration the terminological conventions assumed heretofore, will be a

description of the relation system

M = (U; Si,..., S^, Ti,..., T„),

where U is the set of all elementary units of the given 'painting,' T^,..., Tj, are

multi- or single-term relations (properties) attributable to elements of U different

from any one of S^,..., S^,; the latter are equivalence relations determining the

separate relations from among R^,..., Rj, in a way that was generally described

above: equivalence relation determines the relation KB^ which, in turn,

describes relation R,. Not all of the relations S, have to occur among Sj,..., S^, m<k,

since some of them may prove unimportant in the description of the 'painting' (in

view of which their role becomes limited to determining the relevant R, relations

only).

The description of a 'painting' may and usually does make use of properties

that are, putting it extensionally, classes of abstractions of relations S^,..., S„,.

These properties may be omitted in the characteristic of the relation system M
since they are defined by these relations. For simplicity, however, let us assume

that they indeed are among the relations T^,..., T„."
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2. We assume that the rules of reference of expressions of a language,

L, transform language L into a semantically interpreted language, L^,

where

a) unitary terms denote elementary units,

b) predicates denote single-, bi- or multi-term relations Sj,..., S^,

Tj,..., T„, and

c) the dictionary of language consists of logical constants.

3. The basis for the syntactic description of a screen phenomenon is the

operation of a transformation of a given expression of language Lg

into the denotation of its expression. Consequently, the object of the

syntactic description is

Me=(U,; N, C)

where Ug is the set of elementary states of affairs either asserted or

negated; N, the single-term relation of negation; and C, the bi-term

logical relation of conjunction.

The presuppositions stated above are accompanied by the following

assumptions:

1. The explication used here is the humanistic interpretation as under-

stood by Jerzy Kmita.^

2. The "analysis" of a screen phenomenon being dealt with is a special

kind of "humanistic interpretation," namely a sign interpretation.

According to Kmita, the sense of the interpreted sign corresponds to

the value of communication of a specific state of affairs. It should

contain a description of (1) the sign competence, (2) the object

knowledge coupled with this competence, and (3) the knowledge

about the sign receivers (assuming that these receivers have an

analogous competence and the same object knowledge).

In further considerations we shall not pursue a full interpretation, but

rather the so-called "partial interpretation" of a film phenomenon. In such

an interpretation the explanandum consists of unitary states of affairs of

the representing structure of the work of art, and of a certain set of states

of affairs of the represented structure. The fundamental question deals

with the rules governing the stratification of the states of affairs. To

answer this question we will use the notion of Lawniczak's "humanistic

structure" and the notion of the "instrumental subordination relation."

The general notion of the humanistic structure is described as

follows: "Let there be a product of a relevant complex rational activity

9. Jerzy Kmita, Z metodologicznych problemdw interpretacji humanistycznej (War-

saw: PWN, 1971).
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with the sense S. We will say that fragment of the product P is its

direct instrumental component if and only if (1) fragment F, is an element

of the set of fragments (fj,..., F„), and (2) each of fragments fj,..., F„ has

a property (or complex of properties), the occurrence of which is a

necessary condition sufficient for the realization of sense S."^° Product

P is a hierarchized whole. In other words, the relation of direct instru-

mental subordination determines the so-called levels that constitute finite

sets of components.

Level zero (denoted ) is identical with P and realizes sense S. This level

may be treated as a sum of a family of sets whose elements denote the

dominant predicate of the synchronic aspect of the representing structure.

Level one may be treated analogously as a sum of a family of sets whose

elements are objects or sets of objects (fragments) that function similarly

as on level zero. Level two should be defined as a set of fragments that

denote finite sequences and serve as components of the so-called

integrated objects.

Considering that language Lg is a semantically interpreted language, we
may say that it will be necessary to focus our attention on atomic

sentences of the representing structure and denotations, that is, on ele-

mentary represented states of affairs. In reference to a cinematic work we
assume that

1. The object of analytical description cannot be the full set of features

of a given work, since such a description would not be feasible. The

researcher is interested only in selected features of film; hence, we
have to deal with the process of schematization of states of affairs.

2. The researcher first captures the sense of the work as a whole (in our

terminology the sense of level zero, Q^) and only in the subsequent

stages discovers secondary senses of the following levels, right down
to the last lim (Lat. limes) level.

In the context of the above statements, we should define the criteria

governing selections, hierarchization, and ordering of the separate

levels. In practice the analytical procedures will be performed on two

planes and will proceed in two directions, as the senses of the properties

of the separate fragments are best recognized alternately either on the

plane of the representing structure or on the plane of the represented

10. See Wlodzimierz Lawniczak, "Struktura humanistyczna," in Wartosc, dzido,

sens: Szkice z filozofii kultury artystycznej, ed. Jerzy Kmita (Warsaw: PWN, 1975),

168.

11. See Wilk, Kompetencja audiowizualna, 29-30.

12. See Wilk, O analizie semiotycznej dziela filmowego.
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structure. The analytical procedures allow for the distinction of two

groups of "fragments."

1. The first group consists of a finite set of fragments described in the

representing structure plane, and we will call it the "stylistic" group

(i. e., time-space viewpoint).

2. The second group consists of a finite set of those fragments that are

described in the represented structure plane. We will call it the

"semanticized" group, as the represented structure serves basically

as a semantic model of the "text" of the screen phenomenon.

Limit levels dim) of the "stylistic" fragments may be described as

follows: (1) unitary terms usually do not enter the sentences of film

phenomena, as they denote all elementary represented states of affairs;

(2) unitary terms that denote elementary represented states of affairs are

subject to relations of diachronous transformation and are assigned to the

predicates of screen phenomena.

In our description of the dynamic screen phenomena and in further

construction of a semantic method of diachronous analysis of a cinematic

work, we will use a praxeological approach to the theory of events based

on the modified theories of von Wright^^ and Leniewicz^^ and a lan-

guage of classical sentential calculus based on

(1) Non-specific elements:

•connectives of classical sentential calculus: ~, a, v, = interpreted

as "it is not true that ..." "... and ...” "... or ..." "if ... then...,"

"...if and only if ...";

•event variables p, c, r, ...}

•functor of event identity, =, interpreted as "... is identical with ...";

•functor of event non-identity, interpreted as "... is not identical

with ...";

•time indices of events i, j, k, ... ;

•functor of event negation, (or ~), interpreted as "nonoccurrence of

... at time ...";

13. See Osadnik and Plesnar, "On the Sign Character,"; and idem, "On the

Quasi-Intentional Nature."

14. Erwin Panofsky, "Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures," in Film Theory

and Criticism, ed. Gerald Mast and Marshall Cohen (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1979), 246.

15. See Georg Henrik von Wright, Norm and Action: A Logical Enquiry (London:

Routledge and K. Paul, 1963).

16. See E. Leniewicz, "Proba formalizacji teorii zdarzeh: Cz. 1. System teorii

zdarzeh," Prakseologia, 1975, no. 2/54.
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•functor of event transformation, T, interpreted as "... transforms

into ...";

•functors of subtypes of event transformations, Z, D, B, P, interpreted

respectively as "... preserves complements generates

...” "... transforms into ...";

(2)

Elementary formulas of event transformations:

•persistence of event p: V^V]'

•termination of event p: Vi^V i'

•emergence of event p: P'iTpf,

•non-appearance of event p: p'i^p'j)

(3) Primary terms (sentences P1-P6):

(PI) p,Tpy p,Tp^ (the first event is a subject of transformation into

the second one);

(P2) p,Tp^ (p,Tp
y
V p",Tpy V p'iTp'j) (only one of four cases of event

transformation could take place);

(P3) PiTpj A PyTpjt pJPk (transitivity of the relation of transform-

ation);

(P4) p[Tpk [piT(p p')j A (p V p')jTpkl (decomposition of elements in

time of event transformation);

(P5) PjTpk (p V p')iTp^ (deterministic relation of elements of event

transformation);

(P6) PiTpj PjT (p V p ')k
(infinity of the character of event transform-

ation);

(4) Definitions of subtypes of event transformations:

(Dl) p,Z^y = (piTpj A —preservation of events

df

(D2) pPqj = (piTp 'j A qiTqj)—complementation of events

df

(D3) p,B(
7

- = (p,Tpy A q \Tqj)—generation of events

df

(D4) p-Pqj = (piTp'j A q'PPj)—transformation of events

df

We assume that the rules of inference are

•the rules of substitution, detachment, and replacement of classical

sentential calculus;

•specific rules of the system of event theory: rules of double negation

omission, substitution, replacement, detachment, and model construc-

tion.
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In turn, to interpret the semantic language of events, we reduce the

meaning of the term T (and its derivatives) to the relations of co-succes-

sion and co-occurrence of events; and the meaning of the term ''event"

to the previously distinguished (in the synchronous plane) represented

states of affairs of the cinematic work. Thus, the model of the discussed

language takes the form:

Mo = (Us; <)

where Ug is a finite set of distinguished represented states of affairs and
"<" denotes the relation of temporal structures. According to previous

assumptions it is possible to prove the following three tautologies:

(Tl) p,Pqj A r,Bq- -4 p,Dr.

(T2) PjZq^ A pjBr^ -» qfir^

(T3) pPq^ A p'pq^ p,Zq^

Tautologies (T1)-(T3) are useful in explaining arrangements of

"semanticized" fragments of a film work. (Tl) demonstrates the problem

of a diachronous "combination" of represented states of affairs; (T2) shows

the "separation" in the diachronous plane of represented states of affairs;

and (T3) shows the syntactic regularities of "sequences." These three

tautologies may also provide a basis for the distinction among "seman-

ticized" fragments of three groups called (1) the "semantically

cumulating" type, (2) the "semantically dispersive" type, and (3) the

"semantic discourse."

In the discussion on the linguistic and non-linguistic character of a

film message, the system of film communication has been described as

a quasi-lingiiistic one.^^ After Stanosz and Nowaczyk^® we presume that

all languages are derivatives of the system

(A,Z,G)

where A is a finite set of symbols called the alphabet, Z, an infinite

subset of the set of all finite sequences formed of elements of alphabet A,

and G, the structure assigned to sentences from Z.

If we make a simplification by identifying the alphabet with the

dictionary, and then compare the above system to the previously

distinguished group of fragments; and if we further observe that subset

Z is finite, then we may definitely state that the distinguished groups and
types of fragments are not so much languages as codes, because they

satisfy the condition of the infinity of sets of signals and have a finite

17. Osadnik and Plesnar, "Filmologie, semiologie et linguistique."

18. See Adam Nowaczyk and Barbara Stanosz, Logiczne podstawy je^zyka

(Wroclaw: Ossolineum, 1976).
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number of ways of being interpreted. Consequently, we should distin-

guish the following codes in the film work of art:

I. Stylistic codes

II. Semantkized codes

(i) cumulating codes

(ii) dispersing codes

(iii) discursive codes.^^

The Formal Semantic Analysis of a Film Work of Art

from a Synchronic Perspective

In order to describe the structure of events in a film work (from the

semantic point of view), we should define the term "event." We
presuppose that "event" is related to the temporal status of the

synchronic plane. We also presuppose that the definition of time (in the

context of the theory of identity) denotes the set of moments M, ordered

by the relation W':

C = ( M,W')

df

Treating "event" as a momentary state of affairs is quite common in

philosophy and semiotics. Ryszard W6jcicki,^° for example, defines

events by means of things and moments:

z = (a,m)

In other words, the event z is the thing a in a moment m. In a film work,

notions of moments, events, and things are examined from the semantic

point of view and are related to semantkized codes.

In our analysis of semantkized codes, we deal mainly with the state of

affairs of the representing structure on a level, Q^. The criterion for

distinguishing these states of affairs is the principle of identity of repre-

sented elements. According to that principle, we can formulate the

synchronic systems of the represented structure. The identity of repre-

sented elements (described, however, by means of various predicates)

will allow us only to find the subtypes of synchronic systems with

indices of events.

According to Kmita's theory of the so-called "first degree procedure,"

we shall analyze the representing structure from the point of view of text

linguistic features. This interpreting model presupposes these features to

19. Helman, Osadnik, Plesnar, and Wilk, "Some Remarks," 392.

20. See Ryszard Wojcicki, Metody formalne w prohlematyce teoriopoznawczej

(Warsaw: PWN, 1978), 374.
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be the explanandum. The answer (the explanans) should comprise the

characteristics of the sense of these features, that is, the form of the

represented reality.^^ In order to analyze the represented structure, we
shall apply Kmita's "second degree procedure."^^ From the pragmatic

point of view, we should keep in mind that the represented structure

refers to a specific, subjective knowledge and to artistic competence.

We will make the following presuppositions while analyzing the

representing structure: (1) the character of stylistic codes depends on the

regularities on which the structure is based; and (2) the stylistic codes are

investigated with respect to the principle of disjunctive analyses of the

representing and the represented structure.

We can also state that if specific unitary terms and predicates are the

subject of description for the representing structure, than in the case of

represented structure, the subjects are denotations of some of these unitary

terms and predicates. We shall also point out some suggestions derived

from the theory of "grammars of pictures. Following Lawniczak's

statement, we should stress that "the set of unitary terms of language

interpreted in M, as well as the set of this language predicate terms

interpreted in M, are ordered.... Each elementary unit is attributed to a

specific natural number ... which constitutes the index of a specific

unitary term."^^ In other words, the basic data crucial for the description

of the representing structure are units of that structure. Units are ordered

and provided with indices. We could call them simple types of objects. In

Kmita's terminology, the notion of "simple types of objects" is the

meaning of predicate f(x).

1 . On account of specific empirical knowledge, predicate f(x) denotes an

empty set.

2. The denotation of predicate f(x) is "left-sided" or "right-sided" in the

last segment of the sequence.

3. At least some "middle-placed" segments of the sequence are

non-empty sets.^^

Now we can describe the general principles of the description of the

21. Kmita, Z metodologicznych problemow, 65.

22. Ibid., 66.

23. Wilk, O analizie, 28-30.

24. Lawniczak, Teoretyczne podstawy, 12.

25. Jerzy Kmita, "Kilka uwag o idealizacjiw badaniach logicznych nad jezykiem

nauki," in Polskie Towarzystwo Semiotyczne, Stadia semiotyczne, vol. 3 (Wroclaw:

Ossolineum, 1972), 59.
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synchronic system of the film representing structure:

1. Each system is treated as a list of simple types of objects (later we
shall call them "objects"). Recognition and classification of screen

phenomenon components will serve as a basis for a concretization of

adequate simple types of objects (ideal types). The object "recog-

nized" on this introductory level will be called a primary object.

2. Consecutive objects are distinguished and added to the list as a result

of finding all of the predicates that have a truth value for a definite

subset of objects from the list.

3. Making use of predicates and distinguishing new types of objects is

carried out until the possibility of obtaining new objects is exhausted.

The factors that limit the creation of new objects are definite semantic

preliminaries.

4. For practical reasons we shall introduce the following predicates

necessary for the description of a synchronic system:

a) i—intra (inside)

b) s—super (over, above, Sij„,)

c) 1—left

d) dT—diagonal, right, upper from d]i„,

e) Td—diagonal, left, upper from dij^,

f) lim - limes, border (an index added to predicates making the

types of objects directly bordering each other).

5. The criterion for determining the use of a given predicate is the

mutual relation of two hypothetical geometrical centres of respective

objects.

6. The final stage of the formation of new objects is to obtain an object

that contains (as its components) all remaining objects.

Using examples from Dovzhenko's Arsenal, we will describe several

synchronic systems to show how the above theoretical preliminaries

function in practice.
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Example 1

In this example, numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 point out the elements of the

figure. Number 5 denotes the rectangle of the shot. Consequently, the

whole structure of the first example is as follows:

1: (1) figure Aj

2: (2) figure Bj

3: (3) figure A
2

4: (4) figure B2

5: (5) a rectangle C
6: (1, 2) s,, (1, 2)

7: (3,4)HJ3,4)
8: (6, 7) s,^ (6, 7)

9: (5, 8) i (8, 5)

We can use a tree-diagram to show more clearly the hierarchic

character of the representing structure:
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level Qq

level 1

level 2

level 3

From the analysis of this example several conclusions can be drawn;

1. Predicates with descriptor "lim” determine the construction of

particular levels (apart from level 1).

2. Predicate i organizes level 1 and also determines the basic ordering of

this system.

3. The predicate that determines the ordering of level 1 shall now be

called dominating.
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Example 2

Now we shall discuss another synchronic system from Arsenal.

Consequently we have the following formal structure:

1: (1) figure A
2: (2) figure B

3: (3) figure C
4: (4) figure D
5: (1, 2) (1, 2)

6: (3, 4) dT (4, 3)

7: (5, 6) / (6, 5)
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And the tree-diagram:

7 level Qq

level 1

level 2

From the analysis of the second example the following conclusions can

be drawn:

1. Predicate i organizes the ordering of the representing structure and

is the dominating one.

2. On the boundary level—according to the principle of equipolence

—

predicates d and s can be found.

3. Generally, all the components of the screen phenomenon have been

subject to description.
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Example 3

6

5

We have:

1: (1) figure

2: (2) figure A2

3: (3) figure A3

4; (4) figure Bj

5: (5) figure Cj

6: (6) figure 63

7: (2, 3) Td (3, 2)

8: (1, 7) I (1, 7)

9: (4, 5) (5, 4)

10: (6, 9) s,^ (6, 9)

11: (8, 10) i (8, 10)
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We can represent it using the tree-diagram:

1 1 level Qq

i

3 2 5 4 level 3

We draw this conclusion:

1 . In the description of the system no fragments of the screen phenom-
enon have been omitted.

2. The predicates with descriptor "lim" do not relate to figures Aj, A^,

A^ (objects 1, 2, 3).

3. Predicate i of level 1 determines the ordering of the whole system and

is the dominating one.

On the basis of the above analysis of the synchronic system of the

representing structure, we can put forward several terminological and

typological suggestions:

1. The analysis of the system in Example 1 is at the same time a

formulation of conditions necessary for the existence of an isolated

system of the representing structure. Predicate i is the dominating

one. The lower levels should be continued by the predicates with

descriptor "lim.'' The object obtained in that manner shall be called

"an integrated object"

2. Example 2 shows two regularities:

•all components of the screen phenomenon have been described. We
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call this system a complex one.

•the dominating predicate of this system is predicate i. We thus call

this system concentric.

3. Example 3 is also based on predicate i, but it applies to homo-

geneous objects, that is, objects isolated on the basis of the same

equipolent relation. This system shall be called a divided one.

In conclusion we can say that the following systems were described

in the above examples: (1) complex, isolated system, (2) complex,

concentric system, and (3) divided, concentric system.^^

In the possible analysis of the synchronic system of the represented

structure, the basic analytical factors shall be formulated as follows:

1. things (Lat.: res), i.e., represented units, which are denotations of

simple types of the objects of the represented structure, should be

recognized first.

2. relations between the things—starting with the most general level

through to the boundary level and up to the unitary re-

lations—should be recognized secondly.

We should point out that most of the synchronic systems of the repre-

sented structure are not of a multi-level character. The systems in which

coherence exists between the boundary level and level are in the

majority. These shall be called simple systems, as opposed to complex

systems, which are free of such coherence.

Semanticized Codes and the Problem of the Diachrony

of Film Communication

Examining the semanticized codes is one of the basic tasks of film

semiotics. It concerns the elements of motion, i.e., the dynamics of

cinema. The category of motion has been of primary importance for many
film theoreticians since the beginning of film theory. It is considered to

be the main factor that differentiates cinema from photography. Here we
suggest a certain formal way of analyzing the diachronic plane; it, how-
ever, cannot be treated as a full interpretation of the category of motion

in a film work.^^

We make the following assumptions, which are the starting point for

our investigations:

26. For more about this phenomenon see Wilk, O analizie, 54-8.

27. Alicja Helman, O dziele filmowym (Cracow: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1970).

See esp. chap. 4 about the notion of "closed and open picturing."
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1. Synchronic systems of the represented structure recognized on level

Qg are the basis of our investigations.

2. The level of things (represented units) determines the basic identity

of the synchronic system. They are either denotations of single terms

of objects or denotations of integrated objects related to specific (or

concrete) names.

3. We comply with the disjunction of synchrony and diachrony, i.e., we
do not mix levels of description.

Now we shall apply the diachronic analysis to the represented

structure of fragments from the first part and the beginning of the second

part of Dovzhenko's Arsenal}^

Example 1

Let us consider the initial film images as depicted in the screenplay and

reproduced on the film cutting bench.

A field fenced in by barbed wire. Grey sky. Low clouds. Explosion.

Misery in a desolate house, a woman marked by hard labor and want. Her

arms droop like withered stalks; her eyes are faded. Sorrow.

OH ONCE A MOTHER HAD THREE SONS
Troops march by. Landscapes float by. On a train platform sleep the sons,

wrapped in their grey overcoats, unshaven and exhausted.

A barbed-wire obstacle. Front-line trenches. Silence. A heavy cloud of poison

gas slowly drifts toward the trenches. [...]

Sand dunes beyond the village. Here a solitary house. Will her son and

grandson return to her? (p. 45)

In the introductory stage of analysis, we have to create principles that

determine the types of correspondence between the systems of the

representing and the represented structure. The question of principles on

which we can base the distinguished systems of the represented

structure, or more precisely their levels Q^, should be established. So far

we have concentrated mainly on the characteristics of synchronic systems,

assuming an exact correspondence between the systems of the represent-

ing and the represented structure. The correspondence becomes clear

because of the functioning of denotation rules of the representing and the

represented structure (the unitary terms), or the simple types of objects,

and because of the objects integrated in relation to the represented units.

28. As published in Oleksandr Dovzhenko, "Arsenal," in Stsenarii ukrainskoho

radianskoho kino: Zbirnyk (Kyiv: Derzhavne vydavnytstvo obrazotvorchoho

mystetstva i muzychnoi literatury URSR, 1957), 43-68. Page references below are

to this text. The English translations are by Marco Carynnyk.
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At present, however, we must turn our attention to the fact that the given

communicative value (usually in the form of one sentence from the

screenplay) does not always relate to one system of the represented struc-

ture. On the contrary, it is a widespread phenomenon for a certain

communicative value to be common for many various systems of the

represented structure. In other words, it is crucial to recognize correctly

level Qo of the system and to confront our theoretical assumptions with

analytical material. Bearing the above in mind, we presuppose that the

systems of the represented structure are characterized by the identity of

level Qo of this structure. We also make the following terminological

assumptions:

1. Different systems of the represented structure (the variety of features

of represented units) with a common communication value shall be

called homogeneous systems.

2. The systems characterized by "independent" communicative values

(i.e., characteristic of them and only them) shall be called autonomous

systems.

In our example from the already discussed fragment of the film, it is

possible to distinguish the following synchronic systems of the repre-

sented structure that are the basis for the code-diachronic investigations.

These systems, recognized on level Q„, can be described as counterparts

of the following sentences^^:

Shells explode in the trenches and harhed-wire obstacles.

[12: 1: 1, 3; the autonomous system p,]

A woman stands in the middle of a house.

[12: 1: 2; the autonomous system

A cloud of gas approaches the trenches.

[13: 1: 2, 4; the homogeneous system
Pj]

Soldiers sleep on the platform.

[13: 1: 3; the autonomous system r^]

A woman sower in the field.

[16: 1: 4; the autonomous system qj]

The sentences quoted above are the counterparts of the state of affairs

on level of the represented structure, and may be presented in the

29. The sentences are formed for the purpose of logical analysis. They are based

on stills from the film reproduced in Gosfilmofond SSSR, Arsenal (Moscow:
Iskusstvo, 1977). The numbers following each sentence refer to this edition. They
indicate the page number, column number, and still number starting from the top

of each page. Note that some sentences correspond to several stills.
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following way:

PiZ"?/ Z' P.Br,

This formula is a part of tautology (T2), which determines the

organization of dispersing codes. Consequently, the following formula is

fully justified:

PiZqj A PiBVj

In the sequence of the film, we have revealed regularities that

originate in the organization of dispersing codes. This finding shows

precisely the relations between the elements of the represented world of

a film work. These relations are of a primary character, and the receiver

realizes them intuitively while watching the film. Our analysis helps to

formulate them in a formal, precise, and explicit manner.

In Example 1 the regularities generated in the organization of the

dispersing codes allow us to formally prove the relations between the

distinguished states of affairs of the represented structure (symbols
Pj,

Vj). As we shall see in the course of further analyses, the presence of the

dispersing codes can be relatively easy to notice in films (or in film

fragments) in connection with a certain type of "picturing" that is called

"closed picturing" in film theory. In our example, this type of "picturing"

would be based on the lack of any correspondence between the images

successively occurring one after another on the plane of both the repre-

senting and the represented structure. In the process of reconstructing the

dispersing codes, the dependencies between film images did not occur

successively. The dependencies within the distinguished homogeneous

systems (counterparts of stills 13: 1: 2, 4) are also interesting. The

common state of affairs of the representing structure are the basis for

level Qg, which is the only integrating element of the system mentioned.

On the remaining levels, within the representing as well as the repre-

sented structure, there are no regularities marking the existence of the

correspondence. This is our crucial conclusion from the point of view of

the pragmatic interpretation of a film work.

Example 2

The successive images of the discussed film have now the following

screenplay counterpart:

A field. An elderly woman has gone into the field to sow. [...]

In St. Petersburg Tsar Nicholas II is sitting at his desk. No lofty thought

beams from the monarch's forehead. Boring and colorless is the last of the

tsars.

The hands that were sowing have dropped. The sower, the cripple's mother,

falls to the earth as if asleep.

What can the tsar do at this time? He pretends that he is thinking.
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A worker at his lathe closes his eyes, lost in painful thought.

The tsar writes in his diary: "Shot a crow. The weather is fine."

He signs it "Niki." (p. 46)

As in Example 1, we distinguish here states of affairs of the repre-

sented structure, which are counterparts of the following sentences:

A woman sower in the field.

[16: 1: 4; the autonomous system p,]

A woman falls to earth.

[17: 1: 3; the autonomous system p-1

The tsar is thinking.

[17: 1: 2; the autonomous system q^]

A worker is working.

[17: 1: 4; the autonomous system r^]

The tsar is writing.

[17: 2: 1; the autonomous system q^]

Similar to Example 1, the distinguished sentences can be formulated

as

P,Z‘?, A p,Br,

and after applying the tautology (T2) as

p,Zqj A pfir- -> qfirj

This description shows that the dispersing code constitutes the basis for

the diachronic organization of the fragment of the film under consider-

ation. The role of this code is to show and determine the dependencies

between the represented units. In this example, the dependencies

constitute and explain a certain technique of Marxist poetics and rhetoric.

In our logical analysis, the consequence of implication shows a clear

dependency between the images of the tsar and the worker. We recognize

this relation intuitively while watching the film, but only after applying

the method of our analysis can we give a precise description and specify

its function in a film work. Now we can also modify the notion of "closed

picturing." As our analysis indicates, this "picturing" does not have to

depend exclusively on the direct sequence of differentiated images. In the

film structures based on dispersing codes, the closed "picturing" concerns

also these film fragments that are not constructed according to the

principle of direct succession. It is necessary to point out that the role of

dispersing codes in a film work of art is crucial, since they organize the

entire poetic structure of a film, its narration, and genre.

Example 3

Let us now analyze the next fragment of the screenplay:

The sky has turned black. Shells explode between the trenches and the
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close-set wire obstacles.

Four massive explosions send people and air into the air.

Another explosion.

In the grey, smoky darkness Kaiser Wilhelm Hohenzollern's soldiers rush

forward into attack. [...]

One soldier cannot endure his gas mask any longer. He stops, convulsively

rips it off, looks around in a frenzy, and begins to laugh, (p. 47)

Now, we shall distinguish the states of affairs that are the counter-

parts of the following sentences.

Soldiers attack. Gas and explosions surround them.

[23: 1: 2-4 and 23: 2: 1; the homogeneous system p-1

A soldier fights.

[23: 2: 2; the autonomous system qj]

A soldier stops.

[23: 2: 4 and 24: 1: 1; the homogeneous system qj\

A soldier is laughing.

[25: 1: 1-4; the homogeneous system q,^]

The quoted sentences can be presented in the form of an equation:

pPqj A p)Dq,,

And after applying the tautology (T3) we have

pPqj A p'pq, pPq^

The analyzed fragment of a film in the plane of the represented

structure is determined by the discursive code. We can conclude that the

discursive codes lie at the basis of these fragments of films, which are

characteristic of so-called "open picturing." At the same time the depend-

encies between chosen images are examined as synchronic systems.

Example 4

In order to be more precise, let us discuss another example from the

screenplay:

A dead hand juts out of the sand.

A little ways off lies the head of a German soldier.

The eyes are shut. A horrible smile turned to the empty sky distorts the

soldier's face and exposes his large teeth.

Now the attack has reached the trench. The soldiers halt in amazement. The

trench is empty. One non-com drops his rifle.

"Where's the enemy?" [...]

Perhaps for the first time in four terrible years the German soldier thinks and

feels that he is a man. He spreads his arms—where is the enemy? What's

happening? Who am 1? Whom and in the name of what did I kill? What is

all this for? What evil power has turned me into a butcher? He is so lost in

thought, all his feelings are turned inward so strongly, that when an officer
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runs up from behind and threatens him with a brutal curse, he doesn't even

hear. Shot through the head by the officer, he falls quietly, (p. 48)

Following the procedure of our analysis, we distinguish the following

sentences, i.e., states of affairs:

The corpse of a soldier buried in sand.

[28: 1: 2-3; the homogeneous system p,]

A soldier is laughing.

[28: 1: 4; the autonomous system q^]

A German soldier ponders.

[29: 1: 4; the homogeneous system r^]

A soldier is shot by an officer and dies.

[29: 2: 1-3; the homogeneous system r^]

A soldier is laughing.

[29: 2: 4; the autonomous system q^]

The above sentences (or states of affairs) can be presented as the

equation

p^Pqj A r,Bqj

Applying the tautology (Tl), it can be as rewritten as

p,Pq^ A r^Bqj pPr^

In other words, we can say that the cumulating code constitutes the

basis for the diachronic ordering of the distinguished fragment.

In conclusion, we should point out that our sample investigation has

dealt with dispersing, cumulating, and discursive codes that constitute the

structure of Dovzhenko's intra-frame narrative. We have confirmed that

synchronic systems are of primary importance in the creation of a certain

state of affairs of the represented structure. On the other hand, the units

existing in the planes of the representing and represented structure are

not identical. As far as the character and the use of the enumerated types

of semanticized codes are concerned, cumulating and dispersing codes form

the basis for films with a high degree of narrative complication, such as

Arsenal. Finally, on the pragmatic level, Dovzhenko's film may be

reconstructed as a network of logically organized shot elements. In other

words, one can identify the rules that govern intra- and inter-frame

narratives by using methods of logical semiotics or, more precisely, the

methods of modal logic. This operation, similar to the identification of

rules in transformational-generative grammar, goes one step further than

Zholkovsky's analysis and reveals not only transformations but also

possible rules of projection. Furthermore, it preserves the principle of a

formal analysis that requires the explication of rules. The formal
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procedures applied in our analysis of Arsenal have proved the logical

organization of stylistic features in Dovzhenko's Arsenal, which is typical

for his poetics as a whole.
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being considered for publication elsewhere. The editors reserve the

right to edit all submissions.
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